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1. INTRODUCTION
The FAAXO'verment's Synthetic Vision System Technology Demonstration Project (SVSTD) has
issued TRW, Inc. a Contractual Engineering Task (CET) for a "System Integration, Evaluation,
and Demonstration" (SLED). TRW is to Integrate, install, and operate a functional prototype
synthetio vision system on-board an executive class aircraft to evaluate and demonstrate its
capabilities. A nunmer of enginering studies and support tasks will also be performed. TRW
Avionics and Survelance Grouprs Military Electronics and Avionics Division (MEAD) in San
Diego, C&aoMia is the responsible organization for implementation of the CET.
1.1 Purpose Of PMan
This SVSTD/8IED Program Plan provides a management overview of the SIED CET. It is
Intended to provide suffldent detal that the objectives, technical approach, management,
Iniplemntation scheidule, and resource allocations can be understood and evaluated. The
SVSTDISIED Program Plan is a living document which will be updated throughout the CET
period of performance.

1.2 Scope Of Plan
This plan describes the efforts that will be performed under the U.S.A.F. Logistic Command's
Microelectronics Technology Support Program (MTSP) Contract F04606-90D-0001, CET SOW
No. 90-308, titled "Advanced Technology Synthetic Vision System'. The CET is abbreviated
SlED throughout the remainder of this document. The Synthetic Vision Project Office at
NASA/angloy Research Center is the SlED Technical Monitor.
This SVSTDISIED Program Plan is an Internal document to TRW; but is included as a
supplement to the Task Accomp//shmen Plan (CDRL Sequence No. A001). It Is also provided as
an informational document to the TRW team members and major vendors. It neither replaces
nor supersedes the authority of the contracting documents.

1.3 Applicable Documents
The formal CORL documents for the SlED are shown in Figure 1-1 along with their relationship to
the major activities. Appendix C provides the outline of each document. The Safety Plan and
Flight Test Plan are to be released by March 16, 1992 and the Final Report in December of 1992.

1.4 Program Plan Updates
This plan reflects the status of the SlED as defined by official direction, contracts, procurements,
and approved CDRL documents. it is updated as required to maintain congruence with the
offical documents. SVPO approval prior to each release will be obtained by the TRW Program
Manager to assure that both parties agree on the depiction of the collected official documents.
The current status is announced, and updates distributed in the monthly Status Report (CDRL
Sequence No. X003). Copies are not distibuted to SlED subcontractors and major vendors until
approved by the SVPO. Inputs and comments from the subcontractors and major vendors are
encouraged but are not required.
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2. GOALS, OBJECTIVES AND METHODS
The SlED goal is to implement, demonstrate, and document the capabilities of current synthetic
vision system technology to achieve safe aircraft landing, takeoff, and ground operations in very

low viebily conditions. Specli objectives Include:
A.

Establish a technology benchmark tiough comprehensive documentation of actual system
performance achieved in low visibiy fltyOW tests with a completely functional prototype

Synthetic Vision System.
B.

Provide the Secretariat and facilitate operations of the Joint Government/Industry Synthetic
Vision Ceulcation Issues Study Team.

C.

Idently the microelectronic technology needed for production systems.

2.1 Technology Benchmark
This section summarizes the SlED experimental objectives and design as described in
SVSTD/SIED Program Plan - Volume II (Experimental Design). The flight test operations
required to implement the experimental design are described, and the analysis and approach to
generating the final report is given.

2.1.1 Experimental Design Objectives
The experimental design objectives are:
A.

Emperically measure the achieved performance of the integrated pilot / synthetic vision

system during low visibility operations.
B. Assess the pilot's capabilities and workload when using the functional prototype synthetic
vision system in low visibility operations.
C. Determite the operational characteristics of the imaging sensors used in the functional
prototype synthetic vision system In terms of the airport environment and actual weather
encountered.
1. Physical phenomena of millimeter wavelength radar imaging of airport scenes at low

grazin angles.
2. Peformance of the millimeter wavelength radar and its image processing under
operational conditions.
3. Performanceof the forward looking Infra-red sensor under operational conditions.
D. Determine, document, and correlate the actual weather conditions existing between the
aircraft and the runway for all investigations.
E. Determine Image quality In a manner that can be correlated to achieved perfomance and is
transferable to generic synthetic vision systems.

2.1.2 Operational Scenarios
The following operational Scenarios will be used for all flight testing:
A. A synthetic vision system is used to sport manually flown precision approaches which
may continue through the end of rollout In very low visibility conditions.
B. A synthetic vision system is used to support manually flown non-precision approaches
which may continue through the end of rollout In very low visibility conditions.
C. A synthetic vision system is used to support manually flown enroute or off-airway
approaches which may continue through the end of rollout in very low visibility conditions.
D. A synthetic vision system is used to support ground operations in very low visibilities.
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These Scenarios and the termninal operations tasks that must be accmplished with the synthetic
vision SYSIeM are Shown in Figure 2-1 below:
NAV AIS

To VERY LOW
MINIMA

-

--

--

--

----

----

----

----.

----

NON.PEC~i J- ------------------- -------APPROACH
TO VERY LOW
heMML.
PRECISOt4 APPROACH------TO VERY LOW PANIMA

(Catl11at a
Type I Fecily)

-Runway A~cqiusitioni

---

Cat 1I1abfteat a
Type 1 Famlity
GROUND OPERATIONS

- Centerlne Capture

IN
VERY LOW VSISIBUTY
(Ground Ops at

- Centerline Track

- Glide Path Capture
-

Glide Path Track

-

Detect Intrusions

Coabmmnut

Comwouandl

,Flare
-LnigCapabiliis)

Tax!

Nan4%bion-

Roliout

-

Parking
Takeoff

FIgure 2.1. Term"na Operations Tasks By Operational Scenario
2.1.3 Operational Performance Assessnunt
Based on the piloting tasks identified In Figure 2-1, the following operational issues were
established:
OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE ISSUES
Scenario

PilotTask

PilotTaskPrecision
No
Yes
Runway Detection and Cornvimaton
No
Runway Ceater"~n Capture
Yes
Runway Centerlin Track
NO
Glid Path Capture
yes
Glide Path Track
Yes
Flare and Touchdown Maneuver
Airport Deetio and Confiminallon

Non-Precision
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
yes

No Approach Aids
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Lateral Landing Maneuver

Yes

Yes

Yes

High Speed Rolout
Ground Opertons

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Takeoff Maneuver

Yes

Yes

Yes

Figure 2-2. Operational Performance Issues
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For each of these issues the conditions of test, criterion for evaluation, analysis requirememns,
and data elements/sources were identified.

2.1.4 Flight Experiments
A seoda of experiments in measuring sensor performance and the resulting Image quality have
been eetabihed. The results of this @1ort provide basic phenomenoloW data, functional
prolotyp sensor performance, and may allow the operational performance data to be
extrapolated to future systems. Figure 2-3 shows the expedrments to be performed:
FRIGHT EXPERIMENTS

OBJECTIVE

EXPERIMENT
Absolute Radar Cross Section (RCS) of Calibration Points
Reflecdvily of Runway and Surrounding Surfaces
Path Attenuation of Diferent Weather Conditions

MMW Radar P

Volumstric Backacatter of Diferent Weather Conditions

MMW Radar Performance
FUR Performance

Runway Contrast To Surroundings
Sharpness of Runway Edges
Variability of Signals from Runway and Surroundings
Runway Contrast To Surroundings
Sharpness of Runway Edges
I Variability of Runway and Surroundings

Figure 2-4 Flight Experiments

2.1.5 Test Conditions and Priorities
The test conditions Idemntiflied and their priority for both the Operational Assessment and the
Experiments are summarized in Figure 2-2 and are detaled in Section 7 of the SVSTD/SIED
Program Plan - Volume II.
TEST CONDITIONS AND THEIR PRIORITIES
CONDITION
PRIORITY
Visility (Touchdown Zone RVR)
I-A
Weather Conditions
I-B
Sensor Used For Approach
I-C
Airport/Surrounding Surfaces
I-O
Calibration Reflectors Deployed
I-E
Runway Incursion I Obstacle Detection
Il-A
Glide Path Intercept Altitude
Il-B
Zero/Zero Demonstratlon
Il-C
I1S Guidance Cutout
11-0

Approach Offset Angle

II-E

Display Used
Day/Night
Crosswinds
Flare Guidance Cue

Ill-A
Ill-B
Ill-C
111-D

Figure 2-4. Test Conditions And Their Priorities

2.1.6 Flight Operations Requirements
The flight operations part of the SIED involves turning the experimental design into the detailed
test plan and matrix, conduction of flight operations to obtain the needed data, data reduction,
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a analysis.
2.1.6.1 Suitability Flights:
A series Of uIlity flights will be used to was that the imaging sensors and the integrated
functional protoype syndhic vision system wre functioning wel enough to begin operational

testing. Objeclives of the sumlty Right Include:
A. Prove ight wodhiness of the system.
B.

Subjctlve determination of the viability of the MMW and FLIR sensors.

C. Check cit HUD symoloigy and Integration with the functional prototype SVS.
0. Check out HUD flight director for capture, tri.s,

and flare guidance adequacy.

E. Check out weather sensors.
F. Perform the MMW Radar callbation runs using the "Corner Reflectors" in clear weather.
The goal is to complete the suitability flying In approximatley 20 hours of flight time. To reduce
cost and flight time, this portion of the program will be flown by a single pilot.

2.1.6.2 Baseline Establishment Flights:
This block of flight time establishes the operating baseline of the aircraft. Its objectives include:
A. Gain initial experience with the functional prototype SVS at local airports in weather with a
ceiling of at least 200 feet and % mile visibility for precision approaches and at least MDA
and visiblity greater than one statute mile for non-precision approaches.
1. ILS approaches manually flown to Category Ilia decision height (50').
2. Localizer approaches manually flown to Category I decision height (200') and then to
Categor Ilia decision height (50').
3. Straight-in VOR approaches manually flown to Category I decision height (200').
4. Estalsfh ground operations capabilities.

8. Refme the operating and safety procedures.
C. Refine the data taking and crew coordination procedures.
Develop standardized interpretations of radar Images (if necessary).

D.

This baseline series of tasks is expected to be complete in 25 hours of flight time.

2.1.6.3 Phase A Testing:
Phum A flight testing is the period In which the bulk of the operational assessment and

experiment data taldng isperformed. The major elements Include:
A.

Expand approved flight envelope to descend below published minima, Including obtaining
the necessary waivers.

B.

Initiate testing with all three evaluation pilots. Operations involving pilot performance
measurment have been designed with a nominal evaluation having all three pilots, with
each plot doing three repetitions. Assuming that their subjective ratings (Cooper-Harper)
have a standard deviation of 1. a number shown to be probable in this type of test', the
conkidence level should approach 90%. The attained confidence level will vary with the
actual standard deviation of the test ratings. The number of approaches per pilot may be

1.

Oi. Theodwk. Gaidda.aftwDu4nV Fly/q ,.,tiaws Ezerimuuva. NADC-S130.69 June 19S.
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dynamically adjusted to assure that the resources available are properly utilized.
C. Accomplish the test matdlx inaccordance with the established priorities.
Phase A is expected to require 175 hours of flight time, with the following allocations:
. 125 hour8s plannd for actual approaches and their required set-ups.
. 50 hours of leny time.

* The avenae sorte having 8 aroaches (2 hours) and 0.8 hours of ferry.

2.1.7 Phame B Demonstrations
Phase B is a series of flight
IdemoNstrat
given to representatives of government and industry.
The content of the demonstraton Is designed to enhance understanding of the data reported

from the Phase A flyng.

2.1.8 AnatslslFInaI Report
The subjective analysis will be validated by extensive analytical data collected in real time. This
will include:
A. Actual weather data, includicn total water content and water droplet size distributions.
B. Aircraft system data incldin navigation sensors, inertial measurement unit, air data
computer, radar altimeter, weight-on-wheels, and event markers.
C. Video recordings of sensor, combined sensor/symbology displays, and pilot's out-thewindow view. Figure 2-3 shows the video capability.
D. Recordings of raw sensor performance (generally proprietary to sensor manufacturer).

INSTR.
RCDR

a6MM

VCR

Doital

Radar

Radar

Display

Video

Videc,

S(raw)

8MM

a8MM

VCR

VCR

Pilot

View TV
VideoA

,• SwllcOwl

l-z -v.

_2- --

FLIR fStroke
VCRo

d

Raster

Evaluation &
Safety Pilots

Figure 24. Imaging Sensor Recording Capability

2.2 Secretariat
TRW will provide leadership and resources In promoting the efforts of the Joint
Govelmmentindustry Synthetic Vision Certification Issues Study Team.
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2.3 MlcroElectronic Technology
TRW will conduct two studis to suppo"t the identification of micro-electronic technology roquired

for prodIucon sytems.

" A Refwxw $sum. study designed to identity design requirements a poduclion synthetic
vision tem would have to mee.
" An meesaent of the technology used in the Functional Prototype Synthetic Vision System
and where advanced miaoebaro. tehnology would make signditcan oiprovements in

capgwy or poduction cost.
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3. TECHNICAL APPROACH
The SIED will be implbmented along a number of parallel paths, all culminating at the final report.

3.1 System Design
The system design ellort can be broken down Into three major areas:

3.1.1 System Analysis and Studies
These define the program requirements and are essential in providing guidance to the other
tasks.
-

Experiment and Scenario Definition and Test Methodology

-

Flight Test Matr

-

Functional Prototype SVS Performance Requirements

-

Sensor and System Data Analysis

-

-

Required Data Elements and Data Acquisition Element Sources
Simulation and Support Requirements

-

Safety Plan

3.1.2 Simulation Studies
The primary role of simulation in the SlED is to reduce risk to the Functional Prototype Synthetic
Vision System design and implementation. It also may be used to resolve important operational
scenarios or experiments which cannot be reasonably performed in the aircraft. To provide for
simulation results to be available to the design and early implementation phases, it is initiated
using prelmingrtary study results. Initial tuning of integration and symbology software will also be
pefoimied here. The curtailment of the traditionally extensive simulation role in avionics
development is due primarily to the lack of a creditable simulation of MMW radar and the signal
processing that makes it's conformal image.

3.1.3 Functional Prototype Definition, Implementation, and Integration
The definition and acquisition or development of the sub-systems which make up the Functional
Prototype SVS include:
-

Provisioning for two MMW sensors

-

Head up and head down displays

-

Forward looking Infra-red sensor

- Cockpit controls
-

Interface Unit

-

Test and observer stations

-

Implementation of safety plan requirements

-

Data acquisition system
This task also involves the generation of detailed requirements and specifications, integration and
test plans, and configuration management systems required to successfully integrate a complex
system. A ground based "Hot Bench" fixture is used to integrate the system and perform the
initial checkouts as a means to both reduce aircraft lease time and provide a known operating
system to the aircraft integration task.

3.2 Aircraft Preparation
The aircraft provisioning for the functional prototype system will continue in parallel with its design
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and build. This taik includes the selection and acquisition of an Executive Class airplane and its
preparation for use with the FPSVS.

3.2.1 Engineering
New suyatemsM will have to be installed on the aircraft The engieering required includes:
- Design Of a radome and forwafd bulkhead mounting system that supports interchangeable
Lear and Honeywel MMW radars, a forward iooking linrared sensor, the weather radar, and

ides

-

antenna.
aoe

A mounting pylon and aircraft hard mount point to support weather sensors.
A head up display subsystem capable of displaying the FPSVS sensor images with flight

symbology to the test pilot.
-

Unique head down display capabilities to display the FPSVS sensor images with flight

syImoloW to both test and safety pilots.
-

Codqki controls for the FPSVS.
A cockpi window mounted TV camera.

-

Cabin modifications required to support the FPSVS equipment.

-

Wiring istllaions to electrically connect the FPSVS equipment, supporting sensors, data
acquilston and recording, work stations, and the standard aircraft avionics.

-

Additional power sources and protection for the FPSVS equipment and ancillary subsystems.
Analysis and flight test required to assure that the installations are flight-worthy.

-

-

3.2.2 Aircraft Modification
This effort Irclude the fabrication andlor Installation of the FPSVS and the items listed above.
Also included is the de-modilli•ation of the aircraft and restoration of its capability to operate
under Part 91/135 at the end of the SIED.

3.3 Flight Operatlons
3.3.1 Flight Planning
This path will first establish the flight planning and management parameters such as site
selection, scheduling and TOY deployment, weather forecasting and management, experimental
flight approval and restrictions, flight procedures, mission rules. and data handling procedures.

3.3.2 Suitability Flights
Suitability flights are designed to collect basic performance data on the two MMW Sensors to
assure their opeaft capabilities are acceptable for Integration into the functional prototype
SVS.

3.3.3 Phm A Flights
Phase A flying tests the integrated FPSVS to determine its capabilities and limitations as well as
its usefulness in operational scenarios. This includes conduct of identified experiments to explore
specific areas of Interest.
Initial pilot evaluation and confidence are gained by using the FPSVS with the test pilot in
simulated IMC conditions. Then the majority of the flying involves operations in actual weather
using the FPSVS as the primary approach aid. In all cases the safety pilot will be monitoring the
approach using conventional nay- and ground aids such as ILS and PAR. Operations in very low
visbility are a goal of this phase.
GTRI, acting as an independent laboratory, will provide independent analysis of the internal
sensor performance for special test conditions and on a "as needed" basis to answer specific
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performance questions. They will deliver the resulting data directly to the SVPO.
TRW will provide routine analysis of the non-proprietary FPSVS output as well as all the FLIR
and out4he-wlndow imaging sensors, weather sensors, avionics, and aircraft systems to answer

the operational and experimental issues.

3.3.4 Phase B Flights
The capabilIies of the FPSVS and its usefulness will be demonstrated to government and
industry representatives. Data recording will continue on all demonstration flights. Analysis of
the data may be pefonled by TRW if the flight meets continuing criteria for performance

analysis.

3.4 Technical Support
3.4.1 Reference System Design
In order to understand the capabilities and limitations of the Functional Prototype SVS, a

hypothetical paper design will be developed for a series of four Reference Systems which are
estimated to be satisfatory for regulatory certification. The four designs support the following

operational rewurements:
-

-

SVS enhanced operations to lower minima with precision approach references.
SVS enhanced operations to lower minima with non-precision approach references.
Land In very low visibility without ground-based approach aids.
SVS enhanced ground operations including rollout, takeoff, and taxi.

3.4.2 Expert Technical Assistance and Technical Exchange Support
Provides expert technical support to the FAA/USAF project team addressing challenging
synthetic vision issues and to the joint industry/government Synthetic Vision Certification Issues
Study Team. -

3.4.3 Certification Issues Study Team
The secretariat function for the joint industry/government Synthetic Vision Certification Issues
Study Team (CIST) will be performed as part of this effort. This group is investigating the issues
involved in the eventual commercial certification of synthetic vision technologies.
Although the CIST secretariat is part of the SlED scope, it is intended that the FPSVS
integration, evaluation, and demonstration progress independently from the CIST efforts. The
CIST will be kept appraised of the FPSVS progress and results.

3.5 Final Report
Considering the wide scope of the SLED, two final reports will be prepared. This first will cover
the system integration, evaluation, and test for which the CET is named. A second report will
cover the results of the engineering studies and the contributions of the Joint
Government/Industry Synthetic Vision Certification Issues Study Team.

3.5.1 SLED Final Report
The SlED Final Report will contain the summary and results of alteaspects of the system
integration, evaluation, and demonstration of the functional prototype synthetic vision system. It
will provide analytical documentation of the SlED that is Intended to both validate the reported
results and to form the basis for further government or industry study. Test data, conclusions,
and recommendations are Included along with the FPSVS design documents.

3.5.2 Synthetic Vision Studies Final Report
The Synthetic Vision Studies Report will contain the summary and results of all aspects of the
Synthetic Vision studies performed under the SIED CET as well as the results of the Synthetic
Vision Certification Issues Study Team and its committees.
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4. SlED ORGANIZATION
The prime and sub-contractors and the major vendors are listed below with their respective SlED
point Of contact:
SID CONTRACTORS AND KEY VENDORS

Organlzation
TRWMEAD

Contact
Rich Tucker

Telep•one
(619) 592-3690

(SlED Program Mngr.)
Raleigh Jet Enterprises

Joseph McGuire

(818) 902-3799

GEC Avionics

Trevor Bushell

(213) 305-8376

Eastman Kodak Company

Raymond Rehberg

(716) 253-2261

Georgia Tech Research Institute

Walter Home

(404) 528-7874

Norton

Bob Algera

(216) 296-9948

JTD, Inc

Lawrence Jahnsen

(818) 794-2856

Mid-Coast Aviation

Joe Caesar

(618) 337-2100

Lear Astronics

Dutch Neilson

(213) 452-6099

Honeywel

Lavell Jordan

(612) 887-4050

Hoh Aeronautics

Roger Hoh

(213) 325-7255

Stuart W. Law Co.

Stuart Law

(713) 337-1935

Paul Mengers

Paul Mongers

(916) 265-2327

Robert Hayes

Robert Hayes

(404) 422-3646

Figure 4.1. SIED Contractors And Key Vendors
The responsibilities of these organizations are detailed In the WBS Task Descriptions contained
In Appendix A to this document.
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5. MANAGEMENT APPROACH
TRW isl responsible for the management of all aspects of the SlED task and has established it as
a TRW Program at the Military Electronics and Avionics Division (MEAD). Key elements of
TRW's management approach include:
A.

The SlED Program Office as the management focal point.

B. Dedication Of aI full time TRW Program Manager with direct access to Divisional Vice
President levels as required. Mr. Rich Tuicker is the SVSTD/SIED Program Manager.
C. Development and miaintenlance of a Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) which defines the
tasks and schedules that all vendors, subcontractors, and internal personnel are to

aoooWmlish and thek' associaed resource allocations.
lnoeoitON Of all pertinent milestones into a single collection of schedules capable of
determilning program progress. Analysis, development, and maintenance of task
dependency network showing critical and near-critial paths across all vendors,
subcontractors, and internal organizations.
E. Development of a resource ailocation plan and establishment of a tracking mechanism with
monthly resolution and timeliness to assure project resources are properly rationed to
permit achievement of goals and objectives on schedule and within available resources.

D.

F.
G3.

Development and maintenance of Interface Control Documents for all hardware and/or
software which is required by multiple organizational entities.
Judicious use of both "Firn Fixed Price" and "Time and Material" contracting to optimize
flexb:)lllty and cost across the vendors and subcontractors. Management of each
subcontractors effort through a written Statement of Work (SOW.) or Task Order
implemented under a "Terms and Conditions Contract Authorization'.

H. Establlshrnert of an "Open Program' environment where both the major vendors and
subcontractors are made aware of not oily their portion, but also how that portion will
integrate and be used with the overall system. Inputs, suggestions, and criticisms from all

participants are encouraged both individually to the TRW Program Management Office and
through informal Technical Interchange Meetings.
I. Communication via Technical Interchange Meetings and telephone with the SVPO will

ensure that project work is mnaintaining schedule performance, that problems and concerns
are being discussed, and that proper actions are being taken.
J. Planned reviews will assure that program requirements are being met and that the SlED
operating as a single entity in the integration process. These include the formal Preliminary
and Critical Design Reviews and Flight Readiness Reviews prior to each major flight phase.
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6. WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
The 1"11owing Wob Breakdown Structure (WBS) provides an overview of the SlED that is detailed

InAppendix A.

WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
LEVEL
A.

A.1
A.1.1
A.1 .2
A.1.3
A.1.4
A.2
A.3
A.4
A.5
A.S.1
A.S.2
A.5.3
A.6
B.
B.1
8.1.1
B.11.2
B.1.3
B.1.4
8.1.5
B.1.6
B.1.7
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5
8.6
8.7
8.7.1
8.7.2
B.7.3

8.7.4
8.8
8.8.1
B.8.2
8.9
8.9.1
8.9.2
C.
C.1

TITLE
SlED Management

Program Management
TRW rogram Office
Cost and Schedule Reporting
Status Reportl/Program Plan
Risk Management
Travel and ODC
Configuration Management
Subcontracts Management
Program Reviews
Technical Interchange Meetings
Formal Reviews
Flight Readiness Reviews
Data Items
System Analysis and Studies
Operational Scenarios and Experiments
Operational Issues and Criteria
Test Methodology
Flight Test Conditions
Flight Test Matrix
Data Analysis Requirements
Data Elements and Sources
Flight Test Resource Management
Data Acquisition and Reduction
Data Analysis/Documentation
Final Report
GTRI Subcontract
JTD Subcontract
Simulation Studies
Simulation Objectives Definition
Facility Selection
Facility Preparation

Simulation Operations
Simulation Subcontractor
Facility Preparation
Simulation Operations
Engineering Plans and Schedule Development
Flight Test Plan
Safety Plan
Functional Prototype SVS System Design
Requirements, System Engineering, and Specifications
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WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
LEVEL
C.1.1

TITLE
System Definitin

C.12
Head Up Display
CA .12lSpcfato
C.1 22
Technical Selection
C.1.2.3
Technical Support
C.1-3
Head Down Display
C.1.3.1
Specification
C.1.3.2
Technical Selection
CA1A
Data Acquisition System
C.1.4.1
Definition
C.1 .5
Hot Bench
C.2
Hardware Design
0.2.1
C.2.1.1
C.2.2

Head Down Display
HDD Electrical Design
Data Acquisition System

Test Director Work Station
Test Engineer Work Station
observers Work Station
FPSVS interface Unit
Hot Bench

C.2.3
0.2.4
C.2.5
C.2.6
C.2.7
0.3
C.3.1

Software Design
Data Reduction System

Data Acquisition System
Mechanical Design
Implementation and integration

C.3.2
CA4
C.5
C.5.1

Head Down Display
HOD Acquisition
HDD Integration
FLIR
FLIR Acquisition

0.5.1.1
C.5.1.2
0.5.2
C.5.2.1

0.5.3
0.5.4
C.B.5

MMW Sensor Racks
Test Director Work Station
Test Engineer Work Station
observers Work Station

C.5.6

C.5.7
0.5.8
0.6
0.6.1
C.6.2
0.7
0.8
0.9
0.10
D.

FPSVS Interface Unit.
Data Acquisition and Reduction System
Hot Bench
Hot Bench Integration Test
Hot Bench System Test and Evaluation
Lear Astronics Subcontract
GEC Subcontract
Kodak Subcontract
Honeywell Support
Aircraft Preparation

0.1
0.1.1Test

Speciications and Acquisition
Aircraft
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WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
LEVEL
0.1.2

TITLE
FLIR Sen3or

0.2

Raleigh Jet Sulmontract

D.3

Midooat Aviation Subcontract

0.3.1
0.3.2
0.3.3

0.3.4
0.3.5
0.3.6
0.3.7
0.3.3
0.3.9
0.3.10
0.3.11
0.4
0.4.1
0.4.2
0.4.3
D.4.4
0.4.4.1
0.4.4.2
0.4.5
0.4.5.1
0.5

Aircraft (Gmup A)Wiring

Aircraft Power
Aircraft Mechanical Doesign

Equiment Installation Design
Aircraft Equipment AcquisiltiorvFabrication
Aircraft Modification Installation
Head Up Display
FLIR
Lear MMW Radar
Honeywell MMW Radar
Aircraft Demoditications
Aircraft Engineering and Modifications
Interlace Control Documents
Weather Pylon and Attachment
Aircraft Demodificatlons
FLIR System
FLIR Window Support
FLIR Mounts and Trays
MMW Sensor Systems
MMW Radome Support
Norton Subcontract

E.
E.1

Right Operations
Operational Planning

E.1.1
E.1 .2
E.2
E.2.1
E.2.2
E.2.3
E.2.4
E.2.5
E.2.6
E.2.7
E.2.8
E.3
E.3.1
E.32
E.3.3
E.3.4
E.3.5
E.3.6
F.
F.1

Aircraft Experimental Operations Certificate
Operational Test Procedures
Aircraft Installation, Integration, and Test
System Integration and Checkout
Weather Sensor Pylon
Modifications
Head Up Display
FLIR
Lear MMW Radar
Honeywel MMW Radar
FPSVS Equipment
Flight Test
Aircraft Sortie Planning
Aircraft and Crew
Shakedown Flights
Sensor Suitability Flights
Phase A Flights
Phase B Flights
Technical Support
Reference System Design & Program Support (Law)
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WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE
LEVEL
FTe.h2cal
F.3
F.4
F.5

TITLE
T
Exca
& Program Support (Hoh)
SVSTM/CIST Expeot Technical Assistance (Hayes)
CIST/SVPO Imaglig Evaluation Assistance (Mengers)
Bougon Harbor Vessel DOetecon (Hayes)
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7. MAJOR MILESTONES
The folowlIn Is a It of the major program milestones:
PROGRAM
Aircraft~I
Task Aacoplsisuner Plan
Head Up Display Seletion
Radome
a
FPSVS Requiremens Sudy
Simulation Requlrements
Preliminary Design Review
Critical Design Review
35 GHz Radome Available
Flight Test Plan
Flight Safety Plan
94 GHz Radome Available
Bench Integration and Test
FAA Experimental Certificate
Flight Readiness Review
Suitability Flights Sensor #1
Suitability Flights Sensor #2
Phase A Flight Test
Phase B Flight Test
Aircraft Doe-nodlfcations
Final Report

MILESTONES
rf
ahein
1391
April 1991
April 191
may 131
June 191
June 191
July 191
December 1991/January 1992
February 1992
March 1992
March 1992
April 1992
February 1992
March 1992
April 1992
April 1992
TBD 1992
May 1992
August 1992
November 1992
December 1992

Figure 7.1. Program Milestones
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S. SCHEDULE
Figure 8.1 Is t"e SVSTDMIED Master Program Schedule. Itpresents the expected task periods
and cciIeele don *I the WOS elements a well as showing estimated completion of work
repive to the emWs dete.
Figure 8.2 is & Tic Ospen0ency NStw
Chart showing the dependencies between WBS
elemnts. Cft Path oftit we shown in shadow boxes. Start/Finish dates and the number of

wordng dayo ioelod are,sown for each tak.
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Appendix A - SlED WBS TASK DESCRIPTIONS
A. SlED Management
A.1 ProgrWam Management
k1.1 TlW P r o6o."n
MEAD: Establish a TRW SVSTV/SIED Program 01ic at TRW/MEAD. Dedicate a TRW
Program Manager throughout the life of the SLED. Provide guidance, leadership and
technical resources to the engineers as required to maintain performance requirements
within cost and schedule constraints. Manage al aspects of the SIED's execution.
MEAD: Provide Assistant TRW Program Managers as required to provide the necessary
expertise to support the TRW Program Manager for the successful completion of the
program tasks in the areas of:
- Functional Prototype System Development
- Aircraft Integration and Flight Test
A.1.2 Coe anodS dule Reirng
MEAD: Establish and maintain budget and task completion tracking to determine earned value
for both cost and schedule. Consolidate vendor and subcontractor schedules to assure that
all pertinent milestones to determining progress are incorporated into the TRW master
schedule. Detail the results monthly in the Costl$cedulh e Status Report (CDRL Sequence No.
A021).
MEAD: Develop a resource allocation methodology and establish a tracking mechanism with
sufficient resolution and timeliness to ensure resources are properly rationed to permit
achlevemen of SlED objectives on schedule and within available resources. Report on
status of SlED resource allocations monthly in the Cost/Schedule Satus Report (CDRL
Sequence No. A021).
A.1.3 Statue RepoetoIrogm Plan
MEAD: Track the overall status of the SIED CET. Provide a monthly Status Report (CDRL
Sequence No. X003) giving sufficient detal that the ability of the CET to meet its goals and
objectives within the available.resources can be evaluated.
MEA): Develop a comprehensive TRWProgram Plan which contains the following:
1. Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) for all SlED elements.
2. Task descrptilons of the WBS elements.
3. Schedule planned for execution of WBS elements.
4. Resources alocated to WBS elements.
5. Dependancles and Critical Path analysis of remaining WBS elements.
Maintain the TRW Program Plan as a vehicle to document actual performance and the
"Plan-To-Completir throughout the project's life. Provide updated TRW Program Plans to
major vendors and subcontractors and as part of the monthly Status Report (CDRL Sequence

No. x0o3).
A.1.4 Risk Mlnagenmnt
MEAl): Periodically review all WBS task statements with the cognizant TRW and subcontract
personnel for risk identification. Assess each identified risk's probability of occurrence and
its potential impact. Determine those risks which may have significant impact on the SlED.
Establish a plan to resolve or mitigate such risks and an estimate of the resources required.
Decide I the recommended solutions are desirable for implementation. Re-allocate
A-1
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resources as necessary to implement the required actions. Document the risk, its analysis.
and resolution in the Desizn Issues mnl DefienciesReport (CDRL Sequence No. X010).

A.2 Travel and ODC
MEAD: Budgst and track the costs for SlED travel and Other Direct Costs (ODC).
ALL SUBCONTRACTORS: Budget and trad the costs for SEED travel and Other Direct Costs
(OoC).
A.3 Configuration Management
MEAD: Prepare a Cooulwwadon Conol Plan (CDRL Sequence No. X009) which details the
configuration controls and methods which will be used on the SLED. This document shall
provide mechanisms for control of the following:
1. Configuration of the aircraft for each sortie.
2. Configuration management requirements and techniques for hardware and software
developed for or used on the akcraft during the SlED.
3. Configuration management requirements and techniques for hardware and software
used to process or analyze data taken on the SIED.
4. Interface between aircraft records and SlED configuration management.
5. Central equipment accountability and location records for all bailment, CFE, GFE, or
capital equipment used by TRW or its subcontractors.
MEAD: Provide manpower and computing resources required to establish and maintain the SlED
configuration Inaccordance with the approved Configuration Management -Plan.
MEAD: Provid configuration management for deliverable equipment, computer codes, and
documentation that is in compliance with the SIED Configuration Management Plan. Provide
CM coordination to assure that current configurations being provided are in compliance with
the approved flight configuration.
A.4 Subcontracts Management
MEAD: Establish and manage the subcontractors, consultants, and vendors making up the SlED
team. Establish management methods which will assist in early detection of schedule
slippage and/or product non-compliance so that risk management techniques can be applied.
Coordinate the updating of subcontract documents and technical direction so that they and
the expectations set out Inthe TRW Program Plan are consistent.
ALL SUBCONTRACTORS: Provide for management of respective efforts under the TRW
subcontract requirements ir-,dinA configuration control, documentation, and meeting cost
and schedule milestones.

AZ Program Reviews
A.5.1 Technlcal kdwoaW Meetinge
MEAD: Plan, schedule, and arrange for hosting of informal Technical Interchange Meetings with
the customer andfor subcontractors, consultants, and major vendors.
ALL SUBCONTRACTORS: Provide appropriate support and attendance to informal Technical
Interchange Meetings as required.
A.S.2 Formal Reviews
MEAD: Plan, schedule, and host formal reviews of the SLED. These will include a Preliminary
Design Review and the Critical Design Review. Tasks associated with this function include
conducting the meeting, preparation of briefing materials, presentation of the briefings, and
the management of any Review Discrepancies. Technically review and recommend
A-2
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disposition of each Review Discrepancy submitted.
SVPO: Chair the design reviews. Determine which Review Discrepancies shall be formally
submitted to the contractor for comment. Determine the disposition of all Review
£5.3 PlIgM Itellem Revlew
MEMD: Plan, schedule, and host formal Right Readiness Reviews. The first review is to
determine the accepabilty of the aircraft, equipment, procedures, and personnel to perlorm
the shakedown and sulability flights. A second review extends the determination of
acceptabillly to the Phae A and Phase B flights. Conduct the meeting, prepare and present
briefing nmtedals and manage any Review Disrepancles.
TBD: Chair the flight readiness reviews. Determine the acceptability of the aircraft for the
described operation. Establish any additional requirements which must be met prior to
approval being provided.

A.6 Data Items
MEA): identify and document internal data pertinent to the SlED. Establish a repository for
such data and log it In the Data Accession Listllnternal Data. (CDRL Sequence No. X001) for
quarterly transmittal to the customer.
MEAD: Track ind assure that all deliverables stated in the SlED are prepared and delivered to
the customer In a timely manner. These may be produced by TRW, their subcontractors, or
"ronsultants.
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0. System Analysis and Studies
B.1 Operatlonal Scenarios and Experiments
0.1.1 Opetlennal Iueeme WWd 1terla
MEAD/Law: Recommend and Justly the operational scenarios and experiments that will be the
basis foW the design, ki"pemenatlon, and execution of the SIED. Select and refine the
pertinent underying Issues, Incldudn their scope, criterion, and supporting rationale.
Opimize this set so that t will be valuable to Government and Industry while remaining
within the SlED contractual scope and funding.
MEAD: Malntaln the docuumentation of the SIED operational scenarios and experiments as
Appendix 8 to the Functional Proiowpe System Performance Requirements Study (CDRL

Sequence No. X008).

MEAD: Document and maintain the Issues, Crierion, and Rationale results as Appendix B to the
FumcdonAe ProonypeSyatem PerformanceRequirements Saidy (CDRL Sequence No. X008).
3.1.2 Teat Methodoloy
MEADAJaw: Develop a teot methodology that organizes and optimizes the conduct of the flight
test program.
MEADO/oh: Assist In the development of the test methodology. Develop the portions of test
methodology that assures that a confidence factor in the resolution of an issue is
established. Provide techniques and controls that allow inconclusive data to be identified
early in the test program.
MEAD: Document and maintain the Test Methodology as Appendix A to the Flight Test Plans
(CORL Sequence No. X012).
B.1.3 FlIght Teat Conditions
MEAD/.aw: Define the Independent test conditions that are required to satisfy the scope of
investigation devOled for the selected issues. A full description of each test condition, its
applcabity to the selected Issues, and the specific the test values are to be developed.
MEAD: Document and maintain the Independent Flight Teat Conditions as Appendix D to the
FuctionalPrototype System PerfonnanceRequirements Study (CDRL Sequence No. X008).
11.14 Flight Tea Mdat
MEAD: Prepare a detailed "Flight Test Matrix" which combines the test scope, independent test
conditions, and operational considerations into a unified operational flight test requirement
document.
MEAD: Implement the Flight Test Matrix as a multi-dimensional data base suitable for personal
computer utilization during the flight test Documentation should include description of the
data base, Instnction for its use, and a readable version of the data base contents
expWesd in a series of two-dimensional (tabular) views through the data base.
MEAD: Document and maintain the Flight Test Matrix as both a physical data base and as
Appendix B to the FlightTeit Plams (CDRL Sequence No. X012).
B-1.5 Daa Analysis Requirements
MEADI.aw: Establish the data analysis approach that will be used to determine if each issues
criterion(s) have been met. Determine the types and formats of final data products that will
be required to accomplish the data analysis. Optimize the analysis and data processing
requirements to fit within the SlED schedule requirements. Provide capability which will
allow the current configuration data to be up-loaded and then recorded into the "header' of
each data acquisition file.
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MEAO: Document and maintain the Flight Teo Data Analysis requirements as Appendix E to the
Fcumioal Pom lpeSy••em PeruormweRequiremer Study (CDRL Sequence No. X008).
LI.A Oda Oweet and Soures
MEADO.L: Determine the data elements and their corresponding aircraft sources that are
required to satisfy the Data Analysis Requirements. Identify requirements for measurement
accuracy, update rate, data latency, and any element-to-element timing that must be
considered.

MEAD: Document and maintain the Data Elements and Data Sources as Appendix F to the
FawctioalProro1ep System Perfon•ce Reqwrewmwws Study (CDRL Sequence No. X008).
L1.7 Flight Tes Ilesourve Marnagem
MEADAIaw: Utilizing the Flight Test Matrix and data analysis requirements, develop a traffic
model for the flight test portion of the SlED. This should provide estimates of manpower and
direct costs including:.
1. Aircraft ground and flight time.
2. Flight Crew Costs.
3. Ferry and TOY costs.
4. Reserves For No-Flight Periods
5. Data Acquisition Time and Required Supplies
6. Data Reduction Time and Required Supplies
7. Data Analysis and Report Time
MEADAaw: Iterate the definition of SlED objectives and the underlying issues, testing, and
analysis against the traffic moders cost and schedule predictions as required to define a
flight test program that is within the SlED's schedule and resources.
MEAD/Law: Provide for the covtinuing tuning of the Functional Prototype System Performance
Requirements tasks as actual capabilities and data replace planned functions throughout the
SlED's ge to maximize total knowledge retumed without exceeding available resources.

8.2 Data Acquisition and Reduction
MEAD: Develop detailed data acquisition and reduction software requirements based upon the
data analysis and data elements and sources established above.

8.3 Data Analysis/Documentatlon
MEAD: Manage the data analysis and docuw'wetation effort, including the scheduling and scope
of data analysis to be performed by TRW, JTD, and GTRI.
MEAD: Integrate weather data received from the JTD, Inc. weather sensor package with the
DAS data. The correlation should be made using a common time clock recorded by both
systems and should automatically be made for all flight data processed.
MEAD: Perform the analysis of the FPSVS data.

8.4 Final Report
MEAD: Lead in the preparation of the Final Report.
MEAD: Publish the aggregate results of the SlED in the FinalReport (CORL Sequence No. A005)
and its appendices.

8.5 GTRI Subcontract
GTRI: Provide attendance, support, or presentations as requested by TRW in the conduct of
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informal and formal reviews. These will include Technical Interchange Meetings, Preliminary
and Critical Design Reviews, and Flight Readiness Reviews.
GTRI: Provde conflguration management for deliverable equipment, computer codes, and
docanunnt0tlon that is in complance with the SlED Conliguration Management Plan. Provide
CM oordination t0 assure thaW curent conigurations being provided are in compliance with

the approved flgi corilguration.

GTRI: Provide the facilleg and handling to process MMW sensor data that will be proprietary
and for non-propr ietay FPSVS data.
GTRI: Perform the analysis for al pftary MMW sensor data and for selected analysis on
non-NPropita FPSVS data. This analysis is to characterize the performance of both the
radar sub-unit and the overall sensor (Including image processing) system.
GTRI: Provide test requirements required for MMW Radar performance evaluation. Review and

comment on the resuling procedures.

GTRI: Participate in the development and preparation of the Final Report as designated by TRW
and/or appropriate. Plan to provide a section for covering services provided to the SLED.

5.6 JTD Subcontract
JTD: Provide attendance, support, or presentations as requested by TRW in the conduct of

informal and formal reviews.
JTM:

Provide configuraion management for deliverable equipment, computer codes, and
documentation that is in compliance with the SlED Configuration Management Plan. Provide
CM coordination to assure that current configurations being provided are in compliance with

the approved flight contiguratlon.

JTD: Provide a system for the collection of weather data, including the real time processing of
the raw sensor data into usable parameters.
JTD: Verify mechanical Intedace of pylontpod to weather sensors. Mechanically install sensors.
JTD: Perform final contlnily and ground checks of wiring for weather sub-system components.
Perform power and ground checks. Install weather subsystem and verify operation in the
aircraft.
JTD: Process the weather data so that total water content and particle size distribution statistics
exist showirg the amounts to the runway touchdown from each point along the approach
path. Correlation to existing data should be done through use of a common time clock.
Provide the processed weather data in both hardoopy and in floppy disk format.
JTD: Provide technical support during the system integration and checkout period.
JTD: Test and verify the operation of the weather sensors.
JT0: Participate In the development and preparation of the Final Report as designated by TRW
and/or appropriate. Plan to provide a "Equipment Evaluation" section for equipment or
services provided to the SLED.

B.7 Simulation Studies
3.7.1 SimulaIMn ObletiMV. Definition
MEAD: Identify the Functional Prototype Synthetic Vision System design issues that require
simulation support efforts. Define the scope and criterion for each issue identified.
MEAD/taw: Identify SlED Issues which are either not suitable for in-flight evaluation or especially
lend themselves to resolution using low-realism MMW sensor simulations. Define the scope
and criterion for each issue identified. Assist in the definition of a simulation program to
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evaluate those Issues Including the data acquisition and data reduction/analysis
requirements.
MEADMoh: Document and maintain identified simulation objectives in the Sim•aidon PlanI (CDRL
Sequence No. X006).
MEADMoh: Deve"op a simulation plan capable of achieving the identified objectives. This should
Include the folowing:
1. Define environments and tasks which must be supported by the simulation to allow
each objective to be Investigated, developed, or verified as appropriate.
2. Identily data (subjective andfor quantitative) that needs to be acquired to determine If
each objective as been adequately met. Determine any data reduction, preparation, or
formatting that may be required before Itcan be electively used.
3. Design of specific flight scenarios independent test conditions, and maneuvers needed
to support each objective% achievement.
4. Determination of the pilot (test subject) mix and the test repetition needed to assure
reasonable confidence Inthe results.
5. Optimize simulator usage by Identifying where the data elements for multiple
objectives/experiments can be combined into a single task, scenario, or maneuver.
Develop the simulation test matrix which results.
6. Establish the pilot familiarization required.
7. Establish the specific pilot Instructions, test conductor scenario, and debrief areas for
each simulation objective.
8. Orignize the resultant simulation tasks into a logical progression that will be presented
to the pilot for execution.
9. Summarize the simulation details In a simulation test matrix which allows the scope
and completion status of the simulation task to be determined.
MEAD/Hoh: Document and maintain the simulation plan into the Simuladon Plans (CDRL
Sequence No. X006) document.
8.7.2 Fl•tlty Sele.k.

MEAD: Select a simulation facility which best optimizes the achievement of the simulation
objectives within the available schedule and resource constraints. This is expected to
Include:
1. Preparation and submission of a Request For Proposal to simulation facilities. This
would be accompanied with Informational copies of the current Simulation Plan to
assure that the simulation facilities are able to fully understand and assist in achieving
its objectives.
2. On-sIte survey and evaluation of their existing capabilities and approach to
implementing any modifications required to support the simulation plan.
3. Iteratively refine the simulation requirements and scope in the light of the capabilities
existing and/or proposed at facilities meeting the basic requirements.
4. Recommend the most cost effective total solution(s) of simulation requirements, scope,
and modifications for each potential facility.
MEAD: Justify a directed or limited procurement, or establish the specific requirements and
evaluation criteria for a competitive procurement. Develop and perform a procurement cycle
to select and contract with the simulation facility.
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0.7.3 fci:lty prepration

MEOO: ASSUne tht Current provisions for cockpit controls and mode selection are provided to
the simulaton faciity for incorporation.
MEAD: Oversee the simulator modifications, and perform acceptance of the resuffing simulation
facaty.
L7.4 Smulmton Operatons

MEAD: Provide a Simlvation Test Director who will direct and run the simulation operations.
Responsillte WiU Include:
1. Coordination with Facilty and Test Subjects for simulation time.
2. Conduct pro-simulation briefings and/or training on advanced equipment and concepts.
3. Providing guidance and instruction to test subjects during familiarization periods.
4. Presenting the detailed scenarios, conditions, and pilot instructions for each simulation
run.
5. Annotate each runrs record with pertinent data and comments as necessary.
6. Assure that the test subjects qualitative evaluation is correctly and completely obtained
and documented.
7. Manage logistics of collecting simulation data and organizing it.
MEAD: Provide for the processing of analytical data received from the simulation facility.
MEAD: Perform analysis of the data received and determine results achieved.
COMM•ENT: The may no be reqdn

smarty
degn eNgrw

questions which are to be resolved while at ftV

MEAD: Document the simulator operations, data, and results of analysis in the Simulation Results
(CORL Sequence No. X007) document.
8.8 SimulatIon Subcontractor
B.51 Facility Preparation

SIM: Perform the modifications and preparation of the simulation facility as specified to support
the SVS Simulation effort. Prepare a Simulator Acceptance Plan as specified in the
contractual documents.
I3U SlWalonm OperMtons
SIM: Operate simulMion facility during SlED simulation periods.
SVPO: Identiy and make available the evaluation pilots for the simulation studies.
B.8 Engineering Plans and Schedule Development
B.9.1 FlIgM Te Plan
MEAD: Generate a Flight Test Plan to satisfy the Flight Test Matrix. Add the operational
limitations and necessities of the real world to the idealized test sequences defined in the
test matrix. Document should support Initial planning of the test matrix resource allocation
and should include:
A. Expected basing and operating sites.
8. Analysis of terry overhead and strategies for controlling it.
C. Implementation of weather forecasting capability for both "next sortie' and current (inflight) sortie operations.
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0. LogIstic planning and bjdget allocations.
E. Procedures for special ATC/FAA/AkpOt operational clearances andor handling.
F. Aapo.t Fixed Base Operators eutabished as technically and financially acceptable to
sgwioe - hews Vie aircraft.
G. Crew Cal it procedures.
H. EstImates of totaJ flying tIme and total ancillaly expenses to accomplish the flight test
rn-k es.
MEAD: Document the results as the Flight Tar P1GM (CDRL Sequence No. X012) document.
5.5.2 Safety Plan
MEADdLW. Develop a safety plan which achieves flight safety through overall Integration of
hardware archiecture, Implementation features and capabilities. training, procedures,
flI*hY'la5lon miss, and flight readiness reviews. The plan should include the following:
1. Safety Requirements.
2. Hazard Analysis of resultIng aircraft Including SlED modifications and added airborne
systems, Crew manning changes, hard landings, and operations below existing minima.
3. RatIonale why the Implemented safety system does not require a Failure Mode and
Elects Analysis to demonstrate acceptable safety.
4. RatIonale why the Implemented safety system does not require a Reliability Analysis to
demonstrate acceptable safety.
5. Procedures for an ojectIve, Independent review of readiness for flight.
MEAD: Document the safety plan In the Flight Saferj Plan (CDIL Sequence No. X002)
document.
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C. Functional Prototype SVS System Design
C.1 Requiements ystem Engineering, and Specifications
MEAD: Provide o
enoinee" a Int"gion leadership for the Functional Prototype
Synte Vison Syse1m (FPSVS) deeloped under the SlED.
c.1.1 Syelm DefinlUsm
MEAD: Develop the FPSVS Spectgiaion usin Inputs and requirements developed in the System
Q.1.2 Need Up Olspl•y
.,11 Speclifiation
MEAD: Develop a Head Up Display SpecifictMion that Includes the Head Up Display (HUD) and
assocatd HUD Coomputer. This specMication shaM cover the following:
1. RS-170 Raster Image capabilty for FPSVS sensors.
2. Stroke written symbology capabiles.
3. Interface to the Head Down Display subsystem.
4. Interface to the cabin display subsystems.
S. Interface to aircraft and systems.
c.1.2.2 TleoalmVI Seletion
MEAD/Law: Evaluate proposed HUD systems. Recommend and justify selection of HUD.
0.1.23 Toclsal suuppor
MEAD: Provide any supporting elements that are essential for design verification and subsystem
tsng prior to integion.
C.1.3 Heed Omm DIsla
C.1.3.1 Specilction
MEAD: Develop requirements for a suitable display for installation Inthe co-pilot's ADI EFIS and
center Weather Radar/EICAS positions. Establish criteria for reverting the positions back to
normal operations.
C.1.3.3 Technical Selection
MEADA.aw: Evaluate proposed display units. Provide recommendation on sources and
justilfcation for restricted or sole source procurement.
.1.4 Oda Ac•qulon ystem
Q.1.41 Definltion
MEAD: Deine the cordigurati and capabilties of the Data Acquisition System (DAS) from the
requirements speoled Inthe Fnctimon Prototype System PerformanceRequiremens Study. The
DAS must complement the "MMW Sensor Data Coection systems provided by each MMW
sensor vendor. The combined capabi tien should support the following:
1. Gathering and recording of "proprietary sensor performance data.
2. Gathering and recording of public data which is required to satisfy the SlED objectives,
Issues, and experiments. This Includes video of the final imagery output from each
sensor, with or without the HUD symbology overlay.
.1.5 Hot Benoh
MEAD: Define requirements for a "Hot Bench" providing an integration and test facility for the
A-I 0
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FPSVS. Major segments include:
I1. Mechantal fixtures allowing acces. to equipment while providing wiring interface and
2. Intettae simulators for ARINC 429. analo, and discrete signals used by the flight
system.
3. Acces to all Group A lterconnect wiring via Junction blocks or test points.

C.2 Hardware Design
C.L1 Had Dom 01splay
0±L1.1 HOD Weeorimi oaes~

T8D: Performn the detailed design to integrate the FPSVS Head Down Displays with both the
HUD Conpuer and the standard aircraft EFIS environment.
Q±2 Odaa Acquisiton System
MEAD: Manage the design and implementation of a data acquisition and data reduction system
for the SlED.
MEAD: Design the FPSVS data acquisition and ground playback/analysis systems. Design the
aircrAf electrical hmedface and protocols.
0.2.2 Tost Director Wark Staion
MEAD- Design the Fligi Test Directors ftbk Station. Provide for the monitoring of all flight test
experiments and sensors as wall as suita"l communication capability as specified in the
FunctionalPrototypeSystem PerformanceRequirements Study.

Q.2.4 Test Enginee Y~wk Station
MEAD: Design the Test Engineer Work Station. Provide for the control and monitoring of the
Data Acquisition System and for an Interface with the HUD Computer for mode and control
setups. Provide for the monltofin of sensors and HUDIHDD operation as well as suitable
communication capabilty as specified in the Functional Prototype System Performance
Requirements So*d.
0.25 Obsevers Work Station

MEAD: Design the Observers Wobrk Station. Provide for the monitoring of aNl flight test
experiments and sensors as well as suitable communication capability as specified in the
FmnntoaalPrototype System PerformanceRequirements Study.
0±L6 PPSVS kItedefm Unit

MEAD: Dent and develop the FPSVS Interface Unit. Provide for the signal conditioning,
protocom convrsion, and signal buffering required between the sensors, work stations, and
data acquisition system.
"027Not Bench
MEAD: Design the Mot Bench.

C.3 Software Design
C.3.1 Dat Reduction System

MEAD: Procure, modify, or develop the necessary data reduction software to process flight data
into a format suitable for data analysis and evaluation. The r64uiremleflts for this package
are documented in the FunctionalPrototype System PerformanceRequirements Study.
C.3. Data Acquisition System
A-1Il
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MEAD: Design, implement. arid test data acquisition software.
MEAD:- Design, Inplement. and test the ki-flight monitoring and quick-look software. This shall
be capabl of checking the data being recorded and providing necessary near-real-time
display of parameters foam the data acquisition data stream.

C-4 Mechanica Design
MEAD: Design akrorat rack panels. shelites, tryout. and vibationtshock mount Installations.
MEAD: Specify anld prouem required panels. controls, displays, shelves, and vibratlofl/shock
mount materials.

C.5 Imlumn Ion and Integration
C&I Head kun Clepla
C.5.1.1 MOO Aoqusfflts
MMA: Acquire two head down display units with two sets of mating connectors for each unit.
Establish maintenance accessibllity and engineering support for non-standard components.
C.5.1.2 MOD Integration
MEAD: Provide unit(s) to GEC for testing of HUD Computer Interface.
MEAW: Provide unit(s) to aircaft modifier to assure mechanical fit.
0.5.2 FUR
0.5.21 FUR Acquisition
MEAD: Acquire the selected FUIR sensor.
0.5.3 MAUW Sensor Racks
MEAD: Prepare anid delve two airworthy 19" equipment racks, complete with Guffstream 11seat
rail attachmenits to Lear Astronics.
TED: Prepare aNd deliver one airworthy 19" equipment racks, complete with Guffstream 11seat
rail attachmenits to Honeywell.
C.5. TesM Director Weerk StatIon
MEAD: Fabriate procure, and Integrate the Flight Test Directors Work Station. Test work
station wiring and function to the Class A wiring interface. Deliver to the Hot Bench for
FPSVS Integaton testing.
0.5. Test Engkineefr k Station
MEAD: Fdxabrcae procure, and integrate the Test Engineers Wobrk Station. Tesf work station
wiring and function to the Class A wiring interface. Deliver to the Hot Bench for FPSVS
hinegration testing.
C.5.6 Obsermes Wee Station
MEAD: Fabricate, procure, and integrate the Observers Work Station. Test work station wiring
and function to the Class Awiring Interface. Deliver to the Hot Bench for FPSVS integration
CS.? FPS"
~aer~ Unit
MEAD: Fabricate, Install with Class Bwiring in racks, and test the FPSVS Interface Unit. Deliver
to the Hot Bench for FPSVS; Integration testing.
Cii6 Deta Acquisition and Reduction System
MEAD: Procure and assemble the Data Acquisition System using industry standard computer
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architectures from both TRW capital equipment and program funded application specific
software and hardware. Design and implement the aircraft electrical interface and protocols.
MEAD: Eutablish a data processing and reduction capability for the FPSVS and simulation data
remources and support manpower as required
Acquisition system(s). Provide comput
throughout the SlED period.
MEAD: VaWlae the correct operalon of both the data acquisition system and the data reduction

system
C.6 Hot Bench
MEAD: Faucate and assemble the Hot Bench. Perform continuity wiring checks followed by
power on and ground checks.
CAI.1 Hot Benh Integration Test
MEAM: Develop Integration and test plan for Hot Bench Integration. This should include clear
division of responsibility for initial power-up of each subcontractor/vendors equipment being

Iegrated.

MEAD: Prepare test plans and procedures to verify and validate equipment operation at the Hot

Bench checkout facility.

MEAD: Provide the Not Bench and supporting facility complete with appropriate power and an
aircraft interface simulator for ARINC 429 and analogs. Provide engineers and support
technicians as required during the Hot Bench utilization.
MEAD: Provide the flight FPSVS equipment including the data acquisition system, work stations,
and interface unit.
TBD: Provide Head Down Display unit to Hot Bench Integration and Checkout. Perform backup
verification of wirng and power and ground checks. Install HDD (FPSVS) subsystem into
Hot Bench and assist in debugging its operation.
MEAD: Run integration test at the Hot Bench facility. Assure proper operation of all connected
equipment pdor to aircraft Integration.
MEAD: Provide for data reduction system support for the Bench Integration and Test to assist in

the Integration.
CAU Hot Benoh System Test and EvaluatIon
MEAD: Develop a system test and evaluation procedure.
MEAD: Validate the Data Acquisition System operation.
MEAD: Validate the correct rendering of data through the Data Rtoduction System.
MEAD: Develop static measurements of system performance that can be repeated at the aircraft
integration to assure proper system performance. This may primarily involve the data

acquisition system.
C.7 Lear Astronics Subcontract
LEAR: Provide attendance, support, or presentations as requested by TRW in the conduct of
Informal and formal reviews. These will include Technical Interchange Meetings, Preliminary
and Critical Design Reviews, and Flight Readiness Reviews.
LEAR: Provide initial and updated detailed ICD Information on the Lear Astronics 94 GHz MMW
subsystem for Inclusion In the Master ICO. Review and comment on Master ICD to assure
that its data is correct and technically acceptable to Lear Astronics.
LEAR: Provide configuration management for deliverable equipment. computer codes, and
documentation that is in compliance with the SlED Configuration Management Plan. Provide
A-13
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CM coordination to assure that current configurations being provided are in compliance with

the ap;oved flight configuration.

LEAR: Provide technical aasistance in determination of design and sources for MMW radome
mater"ls.
LEAR: Provide MMW sub-system to TRW for integration and test phases and then flight

operations. Provide two set of matng connector.

LEAR Instail MMW equipment and "Group B"wiring into equipment racks. Debug and validate
operation. Delver equipmect for Installation on aircraft.
LEAR- Provide tectmlclan a endneering support during aircraft Installation and test.
LEAFR Provide icllcado and basic capabilities of the KJMW Sensor Data Collection systems
being supplied with the sensor.
LEAR: Provide MMW Sensor to Hot Bench Integration and Checkout. Perform backup
verification of wirng and power and ground checks. Install MMW subsystem into Hot Bench
and assist In debggn its operation.
LEAR: Assist Indeveloping test plans and procedures for MMW sub-system checkout at the Hot

Bench faiity.
LEAR: Develop a detailed procedure for installation into the aircraft.
LEAR: Validate MMW mounting provisions including mechanical interface with radome and
MMW antenna.
LEAR: Perform final verification of wiring for MMW Radar sub-system components. Perform
power and ground checks. Electrically install MMW subsystem and verify operation.
LEAR: Provide technical support during the system integration and checkout period.
LEAR: Test and verify the operation of the MMW Sensor during the Shakedown Flight Tests.
LEAR: Provide a MMW Sensor Operator for flights Involving the Lear Astronics MMW Radar

during Sukabilty Flight Test.
LEAR: Provide a MMW Sensor Operator for flights Involving the Lear Astronics MMW Radar

during Phase A Migt Test.
LEAR: Provide assistance on an "As Required Basis" during the Phase B flight test period.
LEAR: Provide definitin of Internal data formats and encoding methods to Georgia Tech
Research Institute (GTRI). Establish any needed proprietary relationship with GTRI.
LEAR: When requested by TRW, make recordings of raw sensor data and all pertinent
caliratlon and set-up dats available to CTRI for analysis. This data may be proprietary to

Honeywell, eTRI. and the government.
LEAR: Lead in the estabishmeMt of FCC approval to operate the sensor's transmitter In the
areas of planned operations and over the scheduled period of operation. Continue to
coordinate with the FCC for any revisions or extensions of the transmitter approval.

C.8 GEC Subcontract
GEC: Provide attendance, support, or presentations as requested by TRW in the conduct of
informal and formal reviews. These will include Technical Interchange Meetings, Preliminary
and Critical Design Reviews, and Flight Readiness Reviews.
GEC: Provide initial and updated detailed ICD information on HUD subsystem for inclusion in the
Master ICD.
GEC: Provide initial and updated detailed installation and/or internal design data so that a Head
Down Display ICD can be established for inclusion in the Master ICD.
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GEC: Review aind comment on Master ICD to assure that its data is correct and technically

acceptable to GEC.
GEC: Provide coriguatlon management for deliverable equipment, computer codes, and
documentation thaOIsin compliance with the SlED Configuration Management Plan. Provide
CM coori:nation to assure that current configurations being provided are in compliance with

the approved fnig configuration.
GEC: Provide technical expertise and engineering support to simulation effort in support of HUD
and HUD Computer. Provision support for HUD Computer software revisions, especially in

the area of declteng and symbology set uning.
COMMENT: Wift te limatof epolpey t. profide ineumsd achnid deail on tie chiwecueitim of ti
akadt HUD &Wie
f

Map
&Wmaimmwit of - w

Abemvelv

be mqimmod oo sipply said hwdwe and softwwe which wi be inWratd inm ft

. GEC n"

HUD srnb*u

may be meqjired

omvid•n faca.

GEC: Design, build, and test the HUD subsystem. Provide TRW with notification of when
supporting elements are needed for design verification and test.
GEC: Measure. evaluate, and analyze mounting for HUD in the G-Il aircraft. Design a mounting
tray(s) which will Interface between the aircraft and the HUD Display Unit, Electronics Unit,
and HUD Computer. Build/procure the mounting trays and associated mating connectors.
Provide to TRW for installation in the aircraft.
GEC: Test electrical interface to Head Down Display units. Tune the HUD Computer symbol
generator software to assure that stroke symboiogy is properly presented. Establish raster
display output so that the stroke correctly overlays the raster (same as HUD).
GEC: Provide HUD subsystem to Hot Bench Integration and Checkout. Perform backup
verification of wiring and power and ground checks. Install HUD subsystem into Hot Bench
and assist in debugging its operation.
GEC: Assist in developing test plans and procedures for HUD sub-system (including Head Down
Display interface) checkout at the Hot Bench facility.
GEC: Provide technical data and engineering assistance to the aircraft engineering
vendor/modifier to assure that the HUD Display airframe attach points are property located,
evaluated for loads, designed, and verified for flight stresses.
GEC: Provide the HUD hardware and technical support during the integration of the HUD into
the Hot Bench.
GEC: Develop a detailed installation procedure for the HUD.
GEC: Perform final installation and boresight of the HUD Display Tray.
GEC: Perform final verification of wiring for HUD sub-system components. Perform power and
ground checks. Install HUD subsystem and verify operation in the aircraft.
GEC: Provide technical support during the system integration and checkout period.
GEC: Provide assistance on an "As Required Basis" during the Phase Aflight test period.
GEC: Provide assistance on an "As Required Basis" during the Phase B flight test period.

C.9 Kodak Subcontract
KODAK: Provide attendance, support, or presentations as requested by TRW in the conduct of
informal and formal reviews. These will include Technical Interchange Meetings, Preliminary
and Critical Design Reviews, and Flight Readiness Reviews.
KODAK: Provide initial and updated detailed ICD information on FLIR subsystem for inclusion in
the Master ICD. Review and comment on Master ICD to assure that its data is correct and
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tchnically accept"ale to KODAK.
KOOAK'

Provide coniguration management for deliverable equipment, computer codes, and

documentation that is in compliance with the SIED Configuration Management Plan. Provide
CM 0coordin to assure that cumlnt configurations being provided are in compliance with
the approved flight configuration.
KODAK: Prov technical assistance in determination of design and sources for FLIR window
materials.
KODAK: Provide FLIR sub-system to TRW for integration and test phases and then flight
operatons. Provide two sets of mating connectors.
KODAK: Provide FUR to Hot Bench Integration and Checkout. Perform backup verification of
wiring and power and ground checks. Install FUR subsystem into Hot Bench and assist in

-

oea

.

KODAK: Provide technical support during the system integration and checkout period.
KODAK: Provide assistance on an "As Required Basis during the Phase A flight test.

KODAK: Provide assistance on an "As Required Basis" during the Phase B flight test period.

C.10 Honeywell Support
HONEYWELL* Provide attendance, support, or presentations as requested by TRW in the
conduct of informal and formal reviews. These will include Technical Interchange Meetings,
Critical Design Review, and Flight Readiness Reviews.

HONEYWELL- Provide initial and updated detailed ICD information on the Honeywell 35 GHz
MMW subsystem for inclision in the Master ICD. Review and comment on Master ICO to
assure that its data Is correct and technically acceptable to Honeywell.
HONEYWELL- Provide configuration management for deliverable equipment, computer codes,

and documentation that is in compliance with the SIED Configuration Management Plan.
Provide CM coordination to assure that current configurations being provided are in
compliance with the approved flight configuration.
HONEYWELL- Provide MMW sub-system to TRW for integration and test phases and then flight
operations.
HONEYWELL- Install MMW equipment and "Group B"wiring into equipment racks. Debug and
validate operation.
HONEYWELL- Provide MMW Sensor to Hot Bench Integration and Checkout. Perform backup
verification of wiring and power and ground checks and assist indebugging its operation.
HONEYWELL- Deliver equipment to the installation site and provide technician and engineering
support during aircraft Installation and test. Perform final verification of wiring for MMW
Radar sub-system components. Perform power and ground checks. Electrically install
MMW subsystem and verify operation.
HONEYWELL- Assist in developing test plans and procedures for MMW sub-system checkout at
the Hot Bench facilty.
HONEYWELL- Assist in the development of a detailed procedure for installation into the aircraft.
HONEYWELL- Test and verily the operation of the MMW Sensor during the Shakedown Flight
Tests.
HONEYWELL- Provide a MMW Sensor Operator for all Suitability flights.
HONEYWELL- Provide a MMW Sensor Operator for all Phase Aflights.
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HONEYWELL: Provide assistance on an "As Required Basis" for all Phase Bflights.
HONEYWELL: Provide definition of Internal data formats, top level signal processing and
algorithmm, and the data collection format and encoding methods to Georgia Tech Research
Institue (OTRI). Establiuh any needed proprietary relationship with GTRI.
HONEYWELL Make selected recordings of raw sensor data and al pertinent calibration and setup data avaIlable to GTRI for analysis This data may be proprietary to Honeywell, GTRI,
and the government.
HONEYWELL Lead Inthe establishment of FCC approval to operate the sensor's transmitter in
the areas of planned operations and over the scheduled period of operation. Continue to
coordinate with the FCC for any revisions or extensions of the transmitter approval.
HONEYWELL- Review and provide comments to the development of the GTRI Final Report.
HONEYWELL- Provide Inputs, review, and provide comments to the development of the TRW
Final Report.
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D. Aircraft Preparation
DA1 Specifications and Acquisition
0.1.1 Tes Airuraft
LmM: Deviao a detailled specification for the aircraft configuration required for the SlED flight
test pogram itwill include:
I1. Standad (Padt 91) Avionics to be Installed in basic aircraft.
2. FPSVS power requirements.
3. Ckrcui Breaker Installaltion
4. Avionics Monitoring or Break-in Points
5. weIght and C.G. Constraints
6. Requwrements to Accommodate FPSVS Experimental Equipment
MEAD: Select Aircraft for use Inthe SlED flight test program.
D.1.2 FUR Sensor
MEAD: Develop a FPSVS FUIR Specification. This specification shall cover the following:
1. RS-1 70 Raster Image capability.
2. Mounting Requirements
3. Environmental Requiremrents imposed by the unprt isunized, unconditioned radome
environmrent.
4. Field of View requirements that will match the MMW Sensors.
5. Electrical adjutment capabilty of image data within the raster sweep so that scenes
from the FLUR can be adjusted to ovefla the exact display (not just the boresighted
center) of the MMW sensor and outside scene.
any) and time from turn on to full operation.
6. Operational Restrictions (111
MEAD: Evaluate proposed FUIR systems. Recommend and lustily selection of FLUR.

D.2 Raleigh Jet Subcontract
RALEIGH JET: Provide attendance, support. or presentations as requested by TRW in the
conduct of informal and formal reviews. These will include Technical Interchange Meetings,
Prelimiary and Critical Design Reviews, and Flight Readiness Reviews.
RALEIGH JET- Provide Guitstreamn 11 seria number 5 to the SlED flight test program. The aircraft
shall be provided with the following standard avionics:
1. EFIS - Honeywell 5-tube EDZ-M0
2. Inertial - Litton LTN-92, quantity two.
3. OADC - Honeywell ADZ-600, quantity one.
4. Radar Ammneter - Collins ALT-55B, quantity one.
5. Weather Radar - Honeywell WC-650, quantity one.
6. VHF Nay - Collins VIR-30, quantity two.
7. DME - Collins DME-42, quantity one.
DME - Collis DME-40, quantity one.
8. ADF - Collins ADF-60A, quantity two.
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9. Flight irector- Honeywell FZ-500, quantity two.
RALEIGH JET: Provide the following as part of the lease:
1. Installation of minimum required standard (Part 91) avionics.

2. Hangarlng when based at Van Nuys. Ca.
3. Insurance for liabilty and hull damage.
4. Operational Woathr Data from Universal Weather.

5. Flig and ground noon crews
6. Addlional itews as specifid in the aircraft contract SOW.
RALEIGH JET: Provide lead test subect(s) who will provide continuity from the simulation studies

to the actual flight operations.
RALEIGH JET: Provide configuration management for deliverable equipment, computer codes,
and documentation that is In compliance with the SIED Configuration Management Plan.
Provide CM coordination to assure that current configurations being provided are in
compliance with the approved flight configuration.
RALEIGH JET: Make available necessary aircraft records to initialize the SIED configuration
mangement efort. Provide controls on physical aircraft access and inspector services to
assure that aircraft records reflect the aircraft configuration. Provide interface with SIED CM
to assure that aircraft configuration conforms to the current design. Maintain physical control
and updating of aircraft records (installation/removal sheets, weight and balance,
squawk/maintenance actions. etc.) throughout the SLED.
RALEIGH JET- Provide support in the development of the Flight Test Plan. Lead in the
establistwnent of aircraft handling, service, and operations.
RALEIGH JET: Provide support for special weather data and forecast requests as made by TRW.
RALEIGH JET: Assist in development of the Safety Plan. Lead in the development of training,
procedures, and flight/mission rules requirements. Review and concur on all aspects of
Hazard Analysis, and FMEA and RA waiver rationales.
RALEIGH JET: Provide aircraft support during the system integration and checkout period.

Provide a hangar facility and necessary power.
RALEIGH JET: Lead In the application for experimental operations certificate.

Assume

responsibility for Operational aspects of experimental certificate application.
RALEIGH JET: Review and concur on all operational procedures for safety and efficiency of

aircraft usage.
RALEIGH JET: Provide the modified G.I4 aircraft complete with a fully qualified Captain rated on
the GIl aircraft with Instructor rating. Perform the tasks and responsibilities of Pilot-In-

Command.
RALEIGH JET: At both "home base' and TOY operations provide a plane captain qualified on the
G-Il to manage ground pre-flight and post-flight operations.
RALEIGH JET: The Pilot-In-Command for each sortie shall participate in the sortie planning and
solely determine its acceptability in terms of flight safety and compliance to the operating
certificate and rules. He shall retain all responsibilities and authority of the Pilot-InCommand during the flight.
RALEIGH JET: Provide aircraft and crew for one or more flights (as required) to check the
operation of the aircraft.
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BASELINE
RALEIGH JET: Veri"y the correct operation of the aircraft's avionics including any FPSVS specific
equipment Installed at this time.
RALEIGH JET: Provide the aircraft and crew for two planned suitability flight phases consisting of

a total of sk to ten flights (with time for data analysis between them).
RALEIGH JET: Provide the airclra and crew for the Phase A flight Test Period. Basing will
Include both "Home" and "TDY".
RALEIGH JET: Provide the aircraft and crew for the Phase B flight Test Period. Basing will
Include both "Hor amd TDY".

D.3 Mldcoat Aviation Subcontract
Provide atendnce, suplpot, or presntatlons as requested by TRW in the conduct
Of infornal and formal reviews. Those will incukde Technical Interchange Meetings.
Preliminary and Critical Design Reviews, and Flight Readiness Reviews.
MIDCOAST: Establish and maintain a separate history of the experimental modifications made to
the Gulstream IIairplane which are to be removed at the end of the SLED.
MIDODAST: Provide configuration management for deliverable equipment, computer codes, and
documentation that is In compliance with the SlED Configuration Management Plan. Provide
CM coordination to assure that current configurations being provided are in compliance with
MIOCOAST:

the approved flight configuration.

D.3.1 Arcraft (Group A)Wiring
MIOCOAST: Design the wiring runs, harness, and feed-through/connector points for all Group A
wirng using the Master ICD as the source document. These are to be treated as spare
wires to existing wiring and will not be removed when the aircraft is returned to Part 91/135
service. Allocate aircraft power feeds and circuit protection to support the FPSVS electrical
installation.
0..2 Alrcraft owmr

MIDCOAST:

Provision for additional 115vac power at both 60 Hz and 400 Hz, including

appropriate bussing and circuit protection.

MIOCOAST: Maintain aircraft power loading document to show requirements of FPSVS
installation. Maintain aircraft weight and c.g. documents.
D.3.3 Aircraft Mechmnicl Design

MIOCOAST: Perform the mechanical design of the forward bulkhead mounting to accommodate
the weather radar, either Lear Astronics or Honeywell MMW sensor, FLIR sensor, and
relocation (out of radome volume) of the existing Glideslope receiving antenna.
MIOCOAST: Measure, evaluate, and analyze mounting for the Lear Astronics MMW Antenna and
RF Electronics in the G4I1 aircraft. Design the mounting brackets and tray(s) which will
Interface between the aircraft forward bulkhead and the MMW equipment. Allow clearances
to allow opening radome. Buildprocure the necessary mounts, trays, and associated
connectors.
MIDCOAST: Measure, evaluate, and analyze mounting for the Honeywell MMW Antenna and RF
Electronics in the G-I1 aircraft. Design the mounting brackets and tray(s) which will interface
betweon the aircraft forward bulkhead and the MMW equipment. Allow clearances to allow
opening radome. Buildprocure the necessary mounts, trays, and associated connectors.
MIDCOAST: Design the modifications to the 19 inch equipment racks to assure their flight
worthiness and seat rail mounting.
MIDCOAST: Working with GEC, design the airframe side of the HUD mounting. This includes
performing the loads analysis, stress analysis, and design of any beef-ups required.
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COMMENT: Due in ft onrel • dmign of #e HUD dsplay unit, a vibruaon analysis s not expecMK 1 be

0.3.4 Iulpmmrt hitalaetion Design
MIOCOAST: Oesign an intercom system that supports the requirements stated in the Funtion
Proeaylp Sy$sen Pd'•f ance Requkrnvnu Snhd.

MIOCOAST: Estblish a windshield video camera using existing STC designs or a new design as
appmopate.
0.33 Airoraft Equip nt Aequlathleerabrkatlon
MIDCOAST: Fabricate or acquire the equipment and parts designated by engineering or under

the contract. This may include Items such as wire, power inverters for additional 11 5vac
power at both 60 Hz and 400 Hz. 19 inch equipment racks, video camera, and intercom
system additions.

D.3.8 Aircraft Medllcatlon Installation
MIDCOAST: Install all equipment designated for the SlED aircraft by the engineering and
acquisition tasks and contract requirements. This may include such items as 35 GHz and/or
94 GHz radomes, relocated weather radar and glideslope antenna, structural modifications
and brackets, Group A wiring, power inverters, 19 inch equipment racks, intercom system,
windshield camera, and connectors.
MIDCOAST: Continuity and ground fault check anl wiring installed and terminated to connectors at

both ends.
D.3.7 Heed Up Display
MIDCOAST: - Install HUD Electronics and HUD Computer Trays and terminate wiring into
connectors as specified by the Master lCD. Continuity and ground fault check installed
wiring tor conformity to design.
MIOCOAST: Provide operational avionics bay, especially the inertial reference system. Provide
assistance during final installation and boresight of the HUD Display Tray.
D.3.8 FUR

MIOCOAST: Install brackets to house FLIR camera and its subcomponents.
D.3.9 Lear WIW Raodr

MIOCOAST: Install brackets to house Lear MMW radar and its subcomponents. Physically install
MMW components inradome area and cabin.
.3.10 Honeywe MMW Radar
MIDCOAST: Install brackets to house Honeywell MMW radar and its subcomponents. Physically
Install MMW components Inradome area and cabin.
D.3.11 Aftraft Dqmodlflsctlons

MIDCOAST: Remove FPSVS equipment in the least costly manner acceptable to Raleigh Jet.
Return the aircraft to condition acceptable for Part 91/135 operations.

D.4 Aircraft Enginewing and Modifications
MEAD: Provide engineering support In the execution of the aircraft engineering and
modifications. Lead in coordinating other elements of the SlED with the subcontractor.
D.4.1 Interface Control Documents

MEAD: Establish and maintain the FPSVS MAster Interface Control Document (Master ICD) for the
SlED. Coordinate with all subcontractors to receive and approve their inputs and to assure
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that the Master ICD Is technically correct. Control the scope of the Master ICD and any
sub-system ICD' to assure that &Ipertinent interfaces are managed through a single source
document. The lCD will typically identify the following specifications:
1. Eleotrcal Interlacing Reirsments
2. Equpment Mounting Requirements
3. Compniace with RS-170 rastored video specifications (alt devices generating or
handling RS-170 video).
4. Ability of RS-170 video devices to adjust the size of the Image or translate it on the
display device. Controls on contrast, brightness, or other adjustments to the basic
video should be detailed.
5. Environmental Requirements Imposed by the mounting location(s).
6. Field of View requirements (HUD and HDD displays) as well as the capability of
adjusting sensor fiel of view (sensors).
7. Operational Restrictions (ifany) and time from turn on to full operation.
8. Power and Cooling.
9. Weight and Center of Gravity.
The Master ICD shall include the following equipment:
1. Head Up Display Subsystem
2. Head Down FPSVS Displays
3. FUR Sensor
4. Lear Astronics MMW Sensor
5. Kodak FLIR Sensor
&. Honeywell MMW Sensor
7. Aircraft Group A Wring. Characteristics such as wire type, connector, signal
function(s), frequency or bandwidth, maximum run distance, EMI or special
considerations.
D.4.2 W0thor Pylon and Attachment

TOD: Design a pylon and aircraft attach points which can safely hold the JTD, Inc. weather
sensors.
TBO: Fabricate Pylon and aircraft attach points for weather sensors.
D.4.S Arcraft Oemodilektkons

MEAD: Disposition GFE/CFE or leased equipment back to suppliers. Purchase equipment will
be disposilloned as Instructed by SVPO.
0.44 FUR System
D.4..1 FUR Window Support

MEAD: Lead Inestablishing design and availability of FLIR window inthe radome.
MEAD: Provide engineeng to assure that FLIR radome mounting that correctly positions the
camera to view through the FLIR window.
D.4.42 FUR Mounts and Trays

MEAD: Measure, evaluate, and analyze mounting for FLIR in the G-Il aircraft. Design a
mounting brackets and tray(s) which will interlace between the aircraft and the FLIR camera,
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cooler, and electronic units. Allow clearances to allow opening radome. Buildtprocure the
necessary mounts, trays, and associated connectors.
O.4.S MMW $mNNSystems
s Supmt
Itdam
D.4J.1
MEAD: LeOW InestablIshing design and availablity of MMW compatible radome for both 94 and
35 GHz bande.
DA5 Norton Subcontract
NORTON: Provide aftendance, support, or presentations as requested by TRW Inthe conduct of
Iom aand formei reviews. These will Include Technical Interchange Meetings, Preliminary
and Ctial D gn Reviews and Flight Readiness F;*vw".
NORTON: Provide c on tion management for deliverable equipment, computer codes, and
docu meft*o that Isin compliance with the SIED Configuration Management Plan. Provide
CM coordination to assur that current configurations being provided are in compliance with
the approved flight configuration.
NORTON: Provide technical assistance indetermination of design and sources for FLIR window
materials. Implement FUR window design in 35 and 94 GHz radomes for Gulfstream II
NORTON: Provide technical assistance in determination of design and sources for MMW radome
materials. Implement 35 and 94 GHz radomes for the Gullstream IIairplane.
NORTON: Provide engineering aslstance to assure that MMW 35 GHz and 94 GHz radlomes fit
to the airrame and MMW SensoriWeather Radar/FLIR installations.
NORTON: Pfovide assistance on an "As Required Basis" during the Phase Aflight test.
NORTON: Provide assistance on an "As Required Basis" during the Phase B flight test period.
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L Flight Operations
EL Operational Planning
MEAD: Lad inth development of the operational planning tasks.
L1.-11 Airl Elltwn8

Operatlons CefNfml

MEAD: Assume relponeblly for technical aspects of experimental certificate application.
Coordinale with Raleigh Jot in placing the application.
TBO: Devel the detail operational plans and procedures considering the following:
1. Test Site(s) Selection
2. wehwb Forecasting
3. Flight/Experlment Management Methodology
4. Crew Compliment and Requirements
5. Fly/Abort Decision Criteria
6. GroundlAlr Comnitcations
7. Mission Planning Requirements
8. Crew Flight Time and Rest Requirements
9. Ferry Time Allotments
10. Approach Performed Per Flight Perio4
11. Logistics
12. TOY Accommodations
13. Consumables
14. Maintenance and Removal/Replacements
15. Guest Plot/bsrvws Coordination and Travel
16, Test Reports, Data, Evaluations Collection
F1.2 Opwational Tea Procedurs
MEAD: Develop detailed criteria and techniques used to setup, perform, and document each
operational task associated with a test sequence. Areas of inclusion are:
1. Identifying test run and resuling data.
2. Setup Criteria, inxcung:
a. Weather Requirements
b. Aircraft Coufiguration
c. SVS Operating Modes
d. Data Recording Modes and Configuration
o. Approach initial siting and initialization requirements
1. Pilot briefing on task and his objectives
3. Criteria to be evaluated and assignment of evaluators (pilot, crew, or support
personnel)
4. Pertinent mission rules applying to the operation that must be observed.
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MEADioh: Lead in the development of the operatonal test procedures.

E2 Alrcrt Installation, Integrtlon, and Test
"1.21

elsyem
fineg

•raad Cheelout

MEAD: Lead the system final aircraft Integration and checkout support effort. Prepare the time
lines and details of the teo efforts with the help of the respective subcontactors or vendors.

ylon
-n
LU wtlSw S0er
1BD Install weather snsor pylon and aircraft hard mounts.
L2.3 Modflostiom
MEAD: Prvide oversight and assistance to aircraft engineering and modification contractor.
f44 Heed Up Display
MEAD: Provide oversight and assistance to HUD vendor and aircraft engineering and
modification contractor.
.LLSFUR
MEAD: Develop a detailed Installation procedure for the FLIR.
MEAD: Validate FLIR mounting provisions including mechanical interface with radome and the
FUR window In the radome.
MEAD: Perform final verification of wiring for FLIR sub-system components. Perform power and
ground checks. Install FLIR subsystem and verify operation.
MEAD: Boresight FLIR to aircraft.

L..S Lear MMW Radar
TBD: Boresight MMW Radar to aircraft.

f..? Honeywell MMW Radar
1"0: Boresught MMW Radar to aircraft.

LI. FPV9 EquipmenM
MEAD: Prepare a detailed installation procedure for the FPSVS equipment.
TBD: Physically Install the FPSVS equipment.
MEAD: Perform final verification of wirng for FPSVS sub-system components. Perform power
and ground chocks. Electrically Install FPSVS subsystem and verify operation.

E.

Flight Test

W

Aircraft Seile PUsning

MEAD- The Flight Test Director shall be responsble for the planning and execution of each
aircraft sortiWs mission. He Is to be assisted by the Flight Test Engineer.
EL,2 AIrcmft and Crew
SVPO: Identify and make available the evaluation pilots for the aircraft. Evaluation pilots
selected will meet the qualiication requirements established by the Pilot-In-Command for the

type of opeamon being conducted.
MEAD: Provide a Flight Test Director who shall be responsible for the mission elements of the
flight and who shall direct the specific implementation of the tests.
MEAD: Provide a Flight Test Engineer who shall be responsible for the functioning of the overall
FPSVS system and the detailed operation of the data acquisition and recording equipment.
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MEAD: Prvide the F•h Test Director and Fight Test Engineer for the execution of these

flight3.

MEAD: Test and iy the operation of the Data Acquistion System. Also validate the operation
and coMcnes of the Odat Reduction System (post-flight).
L.3.4 5Io Suabity Fights
MEAD: Pod th Fit Test Director and FIt Test Engineer.
1.3. Phase A Plights
MEAD: Provide the Figh Tes Director and Fight Test Engineer.
SPVO: Provide selected evaluation pilots and observers for the Phase A flying.

1,-.6 Phase 8 Plige
MEAD: Provide the Flight Test Director and Flight Test Engineer.
SPVO: Provide selected demonstration pilots and observers for the Phase B flying.
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F. Technical Support
MEAD: Provide and manage experts and technical consultants needed to accomplish SlED
tasks and Support the SVSTD/SIED Project and CIST meetings.

F.1 Refornca System Design & Program Support (Law)
MEAOAaw: Develop four Reference System Designs as a series of hypothetical. commercially
viable, Synthetic Vision Systems. Each Reference System will be capable of satisfying a
speciic set Of operational obWctives that are of Interest for government and/or commercial
applications. These ojecives are proper subsets of the more general scenarios and

expemenws bein investigated with the functional prototype SVS.

1. Initial and principle Reference System Design shall be targeted to implement the No
Aproach NavAds To Lower Mudnum, and the Ground Operatns In Lower Visibility
senari.
2. Use of SVS to achieve Category ilia capability at Type I facilities. Include SVS
extensions of ground operations capability to allow balanced landing, taxi, and takeoff
conditions.
3. Use of SVS to achieve Category Itub ardlor IlIc capability, including a commensurate
extension to ground operations capability.
4. Use of SVS to achieve lower minima with non-precision approach references.
Express the system design In terms of requirements. Documentation is to be layered into
conceptual block diagrams, detailed diagrams showing specific subsystem or architectural
requirements, data or process flow diagrams as required, and written descriptions which
describe and enihance the graphical data.
Propose specific design approaches to the solution of technical issues and, where possible,
also describe alternative solutions. Design documentation will remain at the requirement
level so as not to preclude any specific sensors, display, or processing system. Provide a
plausible operational environment for the synthetic vision capability including ground support,
air traffic control, and operational rules.
MEAD4.aw: Provide techntcal support and expertise in development or resolution of specific
issues and/or tasks as directed by the SIED Program Office.

F.2 Technical Exchange & Program Support (Hoh)
MEAD*Ioh: Perform the duties of the joint government/industry Synthetic Vision Certification
Issues Study Team (CIST) Secretariat. Assume responsibility for CIST organization,
facilitation, schleduling, and comprehensive meeting summary. Distill, extract, and reline
CIST data or reports for final publication or release. The facilitation task includes the
distillation of significant concepts and issues resulting from the efforts of the team and its
subelements.
MEAD&M: Provide technical support and expertise In development or resolution of specific
issues and/or tasks as directed by the SIED Program Office.

F.3 SVSTD/CIST Expert Technical Assistance (Hayes)
Hayes: Support CIST meetings, Tower Testing, and SVSTD/SIED Development.

F.4 CIST/SVPO Imaging Evaluation Assistance (Mongers)
Mengers: Support CIST meetings and SVPO evaluation of imaging enhancement and evaluation
techniques used Intower and flight sensor configurations.

F.5 Boston Harbor Vessel Detection (Hayes)
Hayes: Support the Boston Harbor Vessel Detection task.
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Appendix C - CDRL DOCUMENT OUTLINES
This section provides outlines of selected CDRL documentation. As final documents are
released and apprved, these references will be updated to reflect the final form. The CDRL
documents are listed below.

A001 X006 X009 X01 IX010 X006-

Task Accooipblsment Plan I Program Plant

Functional Prototype System Performance Requirements Study
Coniguration Control Plant
Devlopment Design Drawings and Associated Listst
Design Issues and Deficiencies Reportt
Simulation Plans

X007 - Simulation Results

X002 - Flight Safety Plan
X012 - Flight Test Plans

X013 X014 A007 A007 X004 A005-

MMW Sensor Data Collection Summary
Functional Prototype System Flight Test Data Summary
MMW Sensor Data Collection Flight Results &Analysis
Functional Prototype System Flight Test Results
Reference System Design
Final-Report

$ The"e do•ume

wil not

be caudned
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1. Functional Prototype System Performance Requirements Study
Introduction
Imaging Sensor Performance
Lear MntW

Honeywell MmW
Kodak FLIR
TV
Functional Prototype SVS
Symlx~ Generator
Cockpit Head Up Display
Cockpit Head Down Display
Work Stations
Test Director
Test Engineer
Obfeer

Interface Unit
Data Acquisition System
Imaging Sensor(s) Data
Aircraft Data
Weather Data
Hot Bench
Aircraft
Nose/Radome Mounting
Radome Characteristics
Cockpit
HUD Provision
HDD Provision
Controls
Cabin Provisions
Weather Pylon
Aircraft Ground Operations Requirements
Power CarIAPU
Engines
Aircraft Operational Requirements
Ferry
Approaches
Full Stop
Touch and Go
Low Approach
Simulation
Facility Requirements
Operational Requirements
Data Analysis
Simulation Results
MmW Sensor Performance
FPSVS Perfomnwance
Experiments
Operational Scenarios
APPENDIX A - SVTD/ATSVS Goals and Objectives

APPENDIX B - Operational Scenarios and Experiments
APPENDIX C - Issues, Criterion, Rationale

APPENDIX D- Independent Flight Conditions
APPENDIX E - Analysis Requirements
APPENDIX F - Data Elements and Sources
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2. Flight Test Plans
Introduction
Test Site SelectliorVualficatlon
Test Condition Compliance
Environment and Geometery
Test Support Instalions
Nav-Aid Rqulemes
Flight Planning
Weather Forecasting
Ferry Time
Local FRghts
TDY Deployments
GoiNo-Go Criteria
Crew Requirements
Support Requirements
Coordination And Approvals
Experimental Authorization
ATC AuthorIzation/Coordination
Facility AuthorizatloVCoordination
FCC Frequency Allocation Authorization for MMW Transmitter(s)
Logistics
Consumables
Maintenance Removals/Replacements
Guest Pilots &Observers
Data and Reports
Air Crew Requirements
Qualilications
Training
Minimum Crew
Flight Operations
Communication Discipline
Resource Management Discipline
Crew Station (Normal) Procedures
Below Minima (Normal) Procedures

Emergency Procedures
Mission Rules
Flight Readiness Review RequIements
Shakedown
Suitability
Phase A
Phase 1

APPENDIX A - Flight Test Methodlology
APPENDIX B - Flight Test Matrix
APPENDIX C - Flight Test Traffic Model

APPENDIX D - Aircraft Flight Manual Supplement
APPENDIX
APPENDIX
APPENDIX
APPENDIX

E - Shakedown Test Procedures
F - Suitability Test Procedures
G - Phase A Test Procedures
H - Phase B Test Procedures
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3. Safety Plan
Introduction
Safety Review/Approval Process
Independent Review Board
Menmership

Authority

FliN Readiness Review

Phase A FlWt Review
Below M*.mum Approval
Phase 8 RFight Review
SVTD/ATSVS Hazard Analysis
Mechanical
V*Wather Pylon
MnW Radome(s)
MmrW Installation
FLIR Installation
Cockpit Modifications
Cabin Modificaltons
Electrical
EMI
EMC
MrmW Sensor(s)
FLIR
TV
FPSVS
HUD Symbol Generator
HUD Display
HOD Display
Interface Unit
Test Engineer Console
EFIS (Modified)
Power Busses
Intercoms
Crew
Two-Man Wordoad
Pilot Disability
Guest Pilots
Test Crew/Observers
Command/Resource Management

Operations Below Existing Minima

Reliability Considerations
Go Around

Hard Landing
Aircraft Modification Loads and Strem Report(s)
FPSVS Rationale For FMEA and Reliability Analysis Waiver
Safety Requirements
Architectural
Mechanical
Avionics
Software V&V
Training
Operational Rules anr iestrictions
Mission Rules
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4. Final Report
Introduction

sv'TO Project
Goals. History, Other Activities

SlED Pupos

SlED
Scope')ocuments
Applicable

Executve Summvay
Goals. Objectives. Methods

AcNevements
ConcjusIons and Recommendations

Goals and Objectives

Scenarios
Experiments

Methods
Simulation
Functional Prototype SVS
Achivements
Simulation
In-FligN Evaluation
Conclusions
Operational Performance Of Functional Prototype Synthetic Vision System
Operational Issues Resolution
Operational Scenarios
Extend ILS To Lower Minimums
Extend Non-Precision Approaches To Lower Minimums
Allow No-Apporach-Nav-Aid Approaches To Lower Minimums
Ground Operations In Very Low Visibility
Environment and Weather Effects
MMW Sensor
FLIR Sensor
Runway l•naon Protection
muge QaUelly Assessment
Technology Uiniations
Recommendations
Human Factors

Sensor Systems
Disow Systems
System Integration
Arca Intlegration

Experimentalrest Methodology
Reference System Design
Micro-Electronic Technology Development

Appendix A - Experimental Design
Appendix B - Operational Planning

Appendix C - Aircr Modifications
Appendix D - Functional Prototype Synthetic Vision System
Appendix E - Test Operations
Appendix F - Data Reduction/Analysis Tools
Appendix G - Test Data Results
Appendix H - Index To Test Data
System Data
Video Data
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Purpose
Volume II of the SVSTD/SIED Program Plan documents the experimental design used in the
System Integration, Evaluation, and Demonstration (SLED) task of the FAA/Govemment's
Synthetic Vision Technology Demonstration Project:

"•The SlED experimental goals and objectives are documented.
"*Operational scenarios for the investigations ae defined.
"•Specific issues determining Synthetic Vision technology's success in achieving the operational
scenarios are identified and docurnented.
-

Scope and criterion for evaluation of each issue is given along with the supporting
rationale.

-

Necessary test conditions for each issue are identified.

-

Specific measures of performance are identified.

-

Report formats for analysis results are proposed.

-

Required data elements to support the analysis are determined.

-

The underlying data sources are defined.

-

Priorities are established to guide flight test planning.

"•Experiments characterizing the capabilities of the synthetic vision sensors are described.
-

Purpose of the experiment is described.

-

Methodology used in performing the experiment is given.

-

Reporting formats for the results are proposed.

"*Efforts made to assure that SIED task data will form a consistent data set with other tasks
being performed by the FAAfGovemment SVSTD Project are reviewed.

1.2 Scope
Volume II addresses only the experimental design for the SVSTD/SIED. Other areas (i.e. safety,
host airport limitations, operational considerations, etc) are integrated with the experimental
design in the Test Plan and summarized in Volume I. Figure 1-1 illustrates the scope of the
experimental design and Its relationship to the overall SlED flight evaluation task.
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---------------------------------------------------TRW SlED Program Objectives

EXPERIMENTAL
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Operational Scenarios

Issues/Experiments

Scope
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Criterion and MOP's
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Analysis & Data Elements
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I-------------------------------'4
Test Plan & Matrix

Data Sources & Reduction

SIRequirements
Flight Operations

Data Reduction Capability

3

FLIGHT

Analysis
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-----------------------------------------

----.

FINAL REPORT

-Ia

-------------

Figure 1-1. Experimental Design Scope And Integration

1.3 Applicable Documents
Refer to SVSTD/SIED Program Plan - Volume I for the list of applicable documents.

1.4 Updates
SVSTD/SIED Program Plan - Volume II will be updated as required to maintain congruence with
the Experimental Design. This update may or may not be concurrent with the updating of other
Program Plan volumes. The current revision levels for all portions of the Program Plart are
provided in the monthly Staus Report (CDRL Sequence No. X003).
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2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN OBJECTIVES
The experimental design is intended to satisfy a subset of the overall SVSTD/SIED Program
Goals and Objectives.' The flowdown to the experimental deisgn objectives is shown in Figure
2-1 below:

TRW SlED PROGRAM GOAL
Implement. demonstrate, and document the capabilities of current synthetic
vision system technology to achieve safe aircraft landing, takeoff, and ground
operations in very low visibility conditions.

'I
TRW SlED PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
Establish a technology benchmark through comprehensive documentation of
actual system performance achieved in low visibility flight tests with a completely
functional, prototype Synthetic Vision System.

'I
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN OBJECTIVES
A. Emperically measure'the achieved performance of the integrated pilot
synthetic vision system during low visibility operations.

I

B.
Assess the pilot's capabilities and workload when using the functional
prototype synthetic vision system in low visibility operations.
C. Determine the operational characteristics of the imaging sensors used in the
functional prototype synthetic vision system in terms of the airport environment
and actual weather encountered.
1.

Physical phenomena of millimeter wavelength radar imaging of airport

scenes at low grazing angles.
2. Performance of the millimeter wavelength radar and its image
processing under operational conditions.
3. Performance of the forward looking infra-red sensor under operational
conditions.
D. Determine, document, and correlate the actual weather conditions existing
between the aircraft and the runway for all investigations.
E. Determine image quality in a manner that can be correlated to achieved
perfomance and is transferable to generic synthetic vision systems.
Figure 2-1. Flow Down Of Experimental Design Objectives
I SVSTD/SIED Program Plan - Volume I fully descibes fe TRW SlED Program Goals and Objectives
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3. OPERATIONAL SCENARIOS
The experimental design objectives call for measurement of achieved performance and
assessment of pilot capabilities while using synthetic vision to extend low visibility operations in
the terminal environment. This section defines the operational scenarios that will be used in
achieving those experimental design objectives. The applicable assumptions and conditions are
given along with a recommended success criterion for their evaluation.

3.1 Terminal Operations And Teaks
Figure 3-1 shows a profile view of terminal operations which is helpful In understanding the
scenarios. Typical segments of approaches have been delineated vertically and the primary
tasks required of the pilot during each segment listed. Across the top of figure, different
approach types are shown at the point where the pilot must start using the synthetic vision

capability.
NAV AIDS

------------

---------------

TO VERY LOW
MINIMA

NON-PRECISION

APPROACH
TO VERY LOW
MINIMA

------------------

PRECISON APPROACH - - - -------TO VERY LOW MINIMA

- Runway Acquisition

- Centerline Capture

Non-Precision

Type I Faility

- Glide Path Track

•.
f

Cat IIl•/b/€ at a

- Centerline Track

- Glide Path Capture
Prwsi

(Cat II at a
Type I Facility)

- Detect Intrusions

"

- Flare
- Landing

•-

--

GROUND OPERATIONS
IN
VERY LOW VISIBIULTY
(Ground Ops at
Visibilities
Commensurate
Wth Lawdn

capawties)
Taxi

- High Speed

2

Rollout

- Parking
- Takeoff

Figure 3-1. Terminal Operations "'asks

3.2 Scenario A: Precision Approach To Lower Minima
A synthetic vIsion system Is used to support manually flown precision approaches which
may continue through the end of rollout In very low visibility conditions.

3.2.1 Assumptions and Conditions:
1. Aircraft is utilizing a charted precision approach at a Type I facility and is cleared to
Category I minima2 without the use of synthetic vision,
2. Catgoty Iminima is nominally 200 IM.ail decision height and 2400 RVR.
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The aircraft has previously intercepted and is now tracking the precision nav-aid's course
guidance signal.
3. The aircraft has previously intercepted and is now tracking the precision nav-aid's
glideslope signal.
2.

4.

Aircraft has already been configured for landing.

5. The desired lower minima using the synthetic vision system includes the following:
1. Category II nominal minima (100' agl ceiling and 1200 RVR).
2. Category Ilia nominal minima (50'agl ceiling and 700 RVR).
3. Continue through end of rollout in very low visibility.

3.2.2 Success Criterion:
The precision approach requires that the pilot be able to successfully complete the requirements
of the following detailed operational issues (described in Section 4) in a fully integrated manner.

"*Runway Centerline Track
"*Glide Path Track
"*Flare And Touchdown Maneuver (approaches below Category II minima)
"•Lateral Landing Maneuver (approaches below Category II minima)

3.3 Scenario B: Non-Precision Approach To Lower Minima
A synthetic vision system Is used to support manually flown non-precision approaches
which may continue through the end of rollout In very low visibility conditions.

3.3. 1 Assumptions and Conditions:
1. Aircraft is operating on a published non-precision approach and is cleared to descend to the
MDA/MAP without the use of synthetic vision.
2. The approach design and navigation capability of the aircraft is capable of placing the
aircraft on a straight-in course that is within 60 of the runway heading and overlays or
intercepts the runway centerline at or near the approach end of the runway.
3.

The runway construction and markings are suitable for a "Non-Precision Instrument
Runway" or better.
4. A visual descent point (VDP) is charted for the approach. This is the point at which a
"normal" descent to the runway may be started. The VDP also implies that the "normal"
descent has been surveyed to be free of obstructions, obviating the need for airborne
detection of obstacles along the approach path.
5.

The aircraft is flying at the charted Minimum Descent Altitude (MDA) as it approaches the
VDP.

6. The aircraft is configured for landing.

3.3.2 Success Criterion:
The non-precision approach requires that the pilot be able to successfully complete the
requirements of the following detailed operational issues (described in Section 4) in a fully
integrated manner.
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"*Airport Detection And Confirmation
"*Runway Detection
"*Runway Centerline Capture
"*Runway Centertine Track
"*Glide Path Capture
"*Glide Path Track
"*Flare And Touchdown Maneuver (approaches below Category II minima)
"*Lateral Landing Maneuver (approaches below Category II minima)
3.4 Scenario C: No Approach Nav-Aids To Below Minimum Altitudes
Prescribed For IFR Operatlons 3
A synthetic vision system Is used to support maunaully flown, enroute or off-airway
approaches which may continue through the end of rollout In very low visiblilties.

3.4. 1 Assumptions and Conditions:
1. The aircraft is operating in the enroute or off-airways environment and is in compliance with
FAR 91.175(i)4 and 91.177(a)(2)5 .
2. The approach design and navigation capability of the aircraft is capable of placing the
aircraft on a straight-in course that is within 60 of the runway heading and overlays or
intercepts the runway centerline at or near the approach end of the runway.
3. The runway construction and markings are suitable for a "Visual Runway" or better.
4. The aircraft is configured for landing.
5.

The aircrft is flying level at the Minimum Safe Altitude prescribed for IFR operations.

6.

Before descending below the applicable minimum safe altitude prescribed for IFR
operations, the synthetic vision system must allow the pilot to comply with the requirements
of FAR 91.175(c)G.

7.

Obstacle clearance below the applicable minimum altitude prescribed for IFR operations is
the responsibility of the pilot.

3.4.2 Success Criterion:
The no approach aids scenario requires that the pilot be able to successfully complete the
requirements of the following detailed operational issues (described in Section 4) in a fully
integrated manner. Notice that this fist is exactly the same as that for Non-Precision Approaches.

"*Airport Detection And Confirmation
"*Runway Detection

3. Generally ft MEA or MOCA (within 22 nryi of VOR) on-airways: 1000 (2000 in mountainous areas) "etabove
obstadcs within 4 nmi of selected course when operabng off-airways.
4. Takeoff and landing under IFR (Operations on unpublished routes and use of radar in instument approach
procedures).
S. Minimum altitudes for IFR operatons (Operation of aircraft at minimum altudes. / Ifno applicable minimum alttude is
prescrbed ...)
6. Takeoff and landing under IFR. (Operation below DH or MDA).
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"*Runway Centerline Capture
"*Runway Centerline Track
"*Glide Path Capture
"*Glide Path Track
"*Flare And rouchdown Maneuver (approaches below Category II minima)
"*Lateral Landing Maneuver (approaches below Category II minima)
3.5 Scenario D: Ground Operations In Lower Visibility
A synthetic vision system Is used to support ground operations In very low visibilities.
3.5.1 Assumptions And Conditions:
1. The aircraft is assumed to have weight on all landing gear, rudder and/or nose-wheel
steering control active, and to be operating under its own power.

3.5.2 Success Criterion:
Ground Operations requires that the pilot be able to successfully complete the requirements of
the following detailed operational issues (described in Section 4) in a fully integrated manner.
* High Speed Rollout
* Ground Operations
* Takeoff Maneuver

3.6 Non-Precision versus No-Approach-Nav-Aid Scenarios
Review of Scenarios B and C above show that the on!y substantial difference involves how the
approach is initiated. The MMW sensors available to the TRW SlED Program are not designed
for operation beyond 5 kilometers of slant range. This effectively limits maximum altitudes to
roughly 800 feet with the required 30 glide path angle. At these low altitudes there are no
differences between the two scenarios and they will be treated as one in the development of the
test plan and matrices.

3.7 Task Redundancies
Review of the success criterion for the above scenarios shows that there are a number of piloting
tasks that must be performed successfully while using the functional prototype synthetic vision
system. Most of these pilot tasks repeat between the various scenarios, allowing their
exploitation in optimizing the test matrices and in improving the confidence of the test results.
Figure 3-2 summarizes the task redundancies between the in-flight scenarios:
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TASK REDUNDANCIES ACROSS SVS FLIGHT SCENARIOS
Pilot Task

P TPrecision

Airport Detection & Confirmation
Runway Detection & Confirmation
Runway Centerline Capture
Runway Centerline Track
Glide Path Capture
Glide Path Track
Flare Maneuver
Landing Maneuver
High Speed Rollout
Taxi

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Scenario
Non-Precision

No Approach Aids

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Figure 3-2. Task Redundancies Across SVS Flight Scenarios
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4. OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
Working within the boundries of the operational scenarios, this section documents the issues that
must be investigated to establish the operational portion of the synthetic vision technology
benchmark while remaining within the available resources of the TRW SlED Program.

4.1 Operational Performance Issues
Each of the piloting tasks associated with the operational scenarios has been selected as an
Issue. This section defines the methodology, conditions, and analysis that will be utilized to
determine the results of the issue Investigations. This approach enables the subjective pilot
evaluations of those flying tasks to be directly substantiated by the quantative performance
measurements.
Each Issue presented is documented in the following terms:
A.

ISSUE - A statement of the question to be resolved.

B.

SCOPE - The range of conditions and environments over which the issue must be
evaluated and the tasks which determine the issue result. The scope will contain the
following elements:
1. Description - statement of what is to be accomplished.
2.

Initial Conditions - items which must be accomplished or satisfied before the
measured issue can start.
3. Test Conditions - those items which will be controlled during the testing to present the
system with specific situations. The priorities and values assigned to each of these
test conditions are detailed in Section 4.2.
4.
C.

Tasks - the specific functions or procedures which the pilot must accomplish.

CRITERION - Expectation which should allow the the issue to be resolved. The elements
of the criterion include:
1. Measure of Performance - the item(s) which are to be measured. Since the TRW
SlED Program objectives are to establish a technolgoy benchmark, the specification
of acceptable values for each MOP will not be made. Similarly, no required level of
confidence for the data is stated.
2.

Report Parameters - those parameters which will be used to document the results in
the final report. Section 4.3 summarizes the parameters and explains their planned
final report presentation formal.

3.

Data Elements
paramters.

-

the measurements that are required to generate the report

4. Data Sources
the physical sensors that will make, format, and transmit the
measurernnts to the data acquisition system.
D. RATIONALE - Justifies why the an issue is sufficiently relevant to be included. Explains the
reason for the choice of MOP values, report paramters, and data element/source
requirements.
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4.2 Airport Detection And Confirmation
Can a pilot detect the airport while using the functional prototype synthetic vision system?
4.2.1 Scope:
4.2. 1.1 Description: On non-precision approaches, the pilot must locate and identify the airport
the synthetic vision display with a reasonable degree of confidence.
4.2.1.2 InitialConditions: Aircraft may be in either level flight at, or in a descent to the Glide Path
Intercept Altitude (nominally the MDA). The aircraft's course is established by use of an enroute
or non-precision approach navigation aid or ATC vectors and is nominally aligned so that it will
intersect the airport's usable landing surface. Distance to the airport is greater than the range of
the imaging sensor or 10 miles, whichever is less.
4.2.1.3 Test Condition 1: Weather Conditions
4.2.1.4 Test Condition2: Airport Surfaces
4.2.1.5 Test Condition 3: Imaging Sensor
4.2.1.6 Test Condition 4: Glide Path Intercept Altitude
4.2.1.7 Test Condition 5: Approach Offset Angle
4.2.1.8 Test Condition 6: Display Used
4.2.1.9 Test Condition 7: Day/Night
4.2.1.10 Task 1: Pilot maintains course and altitude using standard IFR procedures,
instruments, and navigation aids. At the option of the pilot, a bracketing maneuver may be used
to expand the field of regard of the SVS system while searching for the airport.
4.2.1.11 Task 2: Pilot interprets the SVS image on HUD and HDD displays and verbally
declares that the airport has been detected when he is reasonably sure that he has sighted it on
the SVS.
4.2.1.12 Task 3: Pilot continues attempts to confirm the airport by any combination of reinforcing
factors available on the SVS or cockpit/SVS symbology such as significant landmarks, pattern of
layout, or position estimates of accepted IFR navigational aids. The Pilot verbally declares any
loss of confidence in the identification of the airport or detection of an error.

4.2.2 Criterion:
4.2.2.1 MOP 1: Detection of the airport must be accomplished prior to reaching either a point
from which a normal descent to the approach end of the runway cannot be made, or the
published/planned terminating point for the IFR operation being conducted.
4.2.2.2 Report Content:
A. Pilot evaluation of capability.
B. Airport detection event shown on plan view of aircraft track with respect to runway.
C. Correlation between sighting range and the weather conditions existing between runway
threshold and the aircraft.
4.2.2.3 Data Elements:
A. Pilot Commentary concerning airport detection task.
B. Aircraft position history with respect to the desired runway.
C. Event marker in data acquisition stream identifying airport detection.
D. Weather conditions existing between aircraft and runway at the time of detection.
4.2.2.4 Data Sources:
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A. Subjective pilot opinion on commentary sheet and debrief.
B.

INS, GPS, or mixed navigation sensors (position)

C.

Airport Event Marker - Discrete recorded in the data stream to indicate when pilot declared
airport detection.

D. Direct measurement total water content and particle size distribution sensors.
E. Airport site survey data.

4.2.3 Rationale:
Flight under visual conditions generally results In the airport area being detected prior to the
desired runway. This may not be true when using the functional prototype synthetic vision
system due to its sensor characteristics combined with the requirement for straight-in approachs
which place the runway touchdown zone significantly closer to the aircraft than the general airport
area.
The detection of the airport on non-precision approaches may remain as a significant event in the
process of assuring that a descent below minimum safe altitude is not made towards a nonrunway.
A correlation to image quality is not made for airport detection since there is no guarantee of a
scene content reference standard. It is made for runway detection (Section 4.1.2).
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4.3 Runway Detection
Can a pilot detect and confirm the desired runway while using the functional prototype
synthetic vision system?

4.3.1 Scope:
4.3.1.1 Descrition: The pilot must determine that the desired runway has been sighted in the
synthetic vision display to a reasonable degree of confidence. He must then reinforce that level
of confidence to a very high level before descending below the minimum safe altitude for the
instrument operation being performed. This effort must consider off-airport features that
resemble runways as well as on-airport taxiways and parallel runways.
4.3.1.2 Initial Conditions: The aircraft Is established in the landing configuration on a straight-in
(±_3) approach to the desired runway. Aircraft may be in either level flight or in an approach
descent to the Glide Path Intercept Altitude (nominally MDA). Distance to the airport is greater
than the range of the imaging sensor or 10 miles, whichever is less. Airport Detection And
Confirmation may or may not be completed.
4.3.1.3 Test Condition 1: Weather Conditions
4.3.1.4 Test Condition 2: Airport Surfaces
4.3.1.5 Test Condition 3: Imaging Sensor
4.3.1.6 Test Condition 4: Glide Path Intercept Altitude
4.3.1.7 Test Condition5: Approach Offset Angle
4.3.1.8 Test Condition 6: Display Used
4.3.1.9 Test Condition 7: Day/Night
4.3.1.10 Task 1: Pilot maintains course and altitude using standard IFR procedures,
instruments, and navigation aids. At the option of the pilot, a bracketing maneuver may be used
to expand the field of regard of the SVS system while searching for the runway..
4.3.1.11 Task 2: Pilot interprets the SVS image on HUD and/or HDO displays and verbally
declares that the runway has been detected when he is reasonably sure that he has sighted it on

the SVS.
4.3.1.12 Task 3: Pilot continues attempts to confirm the runway by any combination of
reinforcing factors available on the SVS or cockpit/SVS symbology such as significant landmarks,
pattern of layout, or position estimates of accepted IFR navigational aids. The Pilot verbally
declares any loss of confidence in the identification of the runway or detection of an error.
4.3.1.13 Task 4: The evaluation pilot or the safety pilot will verbally declare when out-thewindow visual contact is made with the runway or its environment as defined in FAR
7
91.175(c)(3)(ii - x).

4.3.2 Criterion:
4.3.2.1 MOP 1: Detection of the runway must be accomplished prior to reaching either a range
from which a normal descent to the approach end of the runway cannot be made, or the
published/planned terminating point for the IFR operation being conducted.
4.3.2.2 MOP 2: The range difference between runway detection by SVS and normal vision for
the given weather and sensor combination.
7. Takeoff and landing under IFA (Operabon below 04H or MDANisual References)
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4.3.2.3 Report Content:
1. Pilot evaluation of capability.
2.

Point of runway detection while using SVS shown on plan view of trajectory.
3. Point of runway detection while using normal vision shown on plan view of trajectory.
4. Performance correlation with weather conditions.
5.

Performance correlation with image quality.
6. Assessment of raw radar data content at range of detection while using the MMW Radar as
the primary sensor In the functional prototype SVS (on selected runs only).
4.3.2.4 Data Elements:
A.

Pilot commentary on runway detection task.
B. Aircraft position at time of SVS runway detection.

C. Aircraft position at time of visual runway detection.
D. Video data representing the functional prototype SVS image that pilot was able to see on
HUD.
E. Video data representing the functional prototype SVS image on HDD.
F. MMW radar data at time of runway detection (on selected approaches).
4.3.2.5 Data Sources:
A. Subjective pilot opinion on commentary sheet and debrief.
B. INS, GPS, or mixed navigation sensors (position).
C. SVS Runway Event Marker - Discrete recorded in the data stream to indicate when pilot
declared runway detection.
D. Visual Runway Event Marker - Discrete recorded in the data stream to indicate when
runway was visually detected by either pilot.
E. HUD Camera RS-170 video data.
F.

Radar RS-170 video data.

G. FLIR RS-170 video data.
H. MMW Radar Raw Image (on selected approaches).
I. Direct measurement total water content and particle size distribution sensors.
J.

Airport site survey data.

4.3.3 Rationale:
Detection of the runway andtor its immediate environment is a regulatory prerequisite for descent
below existing IFR minima. This makes the characterization of the pilot's ability to detect it while
using the functional prototype SVS very important. Additionally, the capability of the HUD
enhanced synthetic vision system to capture and track both centerline and glide path is based on
being able to see a substantial portion of the runway.
The point at which the pilot decta..,,s the runway detected will be used as a reference point for a
number of experiments involving image quality, runway size in pixels, and the characterization of
radar processing performance (on selected runs).
The difference between the functional prototype SVS detection and normal vision detection
provides a first approximation of the relative capability of synthetic vision sensors.
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4.4 Runway Centerline Capture
Can the pilot maneuver the aircraft to Intercept and capture the desired runways centerline
while using the functional prototype synthetic vision system on non-precision

approaches?
4.4.1 Scope:
4.4.1.1 Description: When flying on a non-precision approach the pilot must determine the
location of the runway centerline extension relative to the aircraft and then maneuver to intercept
the centerline extension at a distance from the runway threshold suitable for continuing the
approach.
4.4.1.2 Initial Conditions: The aircraft is established in the landing configuration on a straight-in
(±60) approach to the desired runway. Aircraft may be in either level flight or descending to the
MDA. Runway Detection has been completed.
4.4.1.3 Test Condition 1: Weather Conditions
4.4.1.4 Test Condition2: Airport Surfaces
4.4.1.5 Test Condition3: Imaging Sensor
4.4.1.6 Test Condition 4: Approach Offset Angle
4.4.1.7 Test Condition 5: Glide Path Intercept Altitude
4.4.1.8 Test Condition 6: Crosswinds
4.4.1.9 Task 1: Pilot maneuvers the aircraft (if necessary) to optimize the interception of the
runway centerline extension so that Centerline Track may be established prior to glideslope
intercept. This may or may not require that the airport/runway is temporarily lost to one side of
the SVS look angle.
4.4.1.10 Task 2: It required, pilot re-establishes contact with airport and runway to assess
centerline intercept turn-in requirements.
4.4.1.11 Task 3: Pilot intercepts the runway centerline extension and turns the aircraft so that
approach end of desired runway is within SVS Field of View and any residual aircraft track error
is converging to centerline extension.

4.4.2 Criterion:
4.4.2.1 MOP 1: Aircraft track is brought to approximately runway centerline extension with a
minimum of over- or under-shoot. ,-esidual error is decreased toward zero as distance to runway
decreases.
4.4.2.2 Report Content:
A. Pilot evaluation of capability.
B.

Plan view of aircraft track with respect to runway.

C.

Plot of aircraft heading as a function of range along runway centerline.

D. Performance correlation with image quality.
E.

Performance correlation with weather conditions.

4.4.2.3 Data Elements:
A. Pilot commentary on runway detection task.
B.

Position of aircraft with respect to runway.

C.

Heading of aircraft as a function of distance from runway along the centerline.
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D.
E.

Image quality measurement at runway detection and set points along path.
Weather conditions existing between aircraft and runway threshold at runway detection and
set points along path.

4.4.2.4 Data Sources:
A.

Subjective pilot opinion on commentary sheet and debrief.

B.

INS, GPS, or mixed navigation sensors (position, true heading).

C.

VHF Navigation Radio (Localizer Deviation)

D.

HUD Camera RS-170 video.

E.
F.

RS-170 Video driving head down display.
Direct measurement total water content and particle size distribution sensors.

G.

Site survey data of airport.

4.4.3 Rationale:
The pilot's primary cue in determining the runway centerline and its extension to the approach
area is the synthetic image perspective. Since it represents the equivalent of the FAF in-bound
course in a synthetic vision approach, aligning the aircraft with it may be a prerequisite to descent
below the MSA/MDA.
When operating on existing precision instrument approaches, the centerline (localizer) capture is
normally established based on the foilowing TERPS criteria:
INTERCEPT DISTANCE PRIOR TO GLIDESLOPE INTERCEPT
(TERPS §922)

Maximum Angle Of
Intersection
150
300

Minimum Distance To
Glideslope Intersection
1 mile
2 miles

450

3 miles

600

4 miles

750

5 miles

900

6 miles

Category I ILS protection (Final Approach Area) is approximately 90 either side of charted final
approach course. Full scale deflection on ILS Localizer varies from 30 to 1.50 as required to limit
course width to 700' wide at runway threshold. ILS inbound course is also allowed to be offset up
to 30 from runway centerline extension with intersection occurring 1100' to 1200' towards
threshold from DH.
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4.5 Runway Centerline Track
Can the pilot maneuver the aircraft to track along the desired runways centerllne during a
functional prototype synthetic vision approach?

4.5.1 Scope:
4.5.1.1 Descripton: Pilot maintains acceptable horizontal alignment with runway centerline or its
extension and attempt to close the offset distance from centerine or its extension to zero.
4.5.1.2 Initial Conditions: Airport Acquisition, Runway Acquisition, and Runway Centerline
Capture have been completed. Runway centerline tracking may be required while performing the

following vertical flight tasks:
* Level Flight (non-precision approaches)
* Initial Approach Descent (non-precision approaches)
* Glide Path Capture (non-precision approaches)
* Glide Path Track (all approaches)
4.5.1.3 Test Condition 1: Weather Conditions
4.5.1.4 Test Condition2: Airport Surfaces
4.5.1.5 Test Condition3: Imaging Sensor
4.5.1.6 Test Condition4: Runway Intrusion
4.5.1.7 Test Condition5: Crosswinds
4.5.1.8 Task 1: Pilot will use the SVS display to visually detect errors betweern aircraft track and
runway centerline extension, and will maneuver the aircraft to reduce those errors to near zero.
4.5.1.9 Task 2: Pilot will interpret the SVS display to assure the runway is clear of obstructions.
4.5.2 Criterion:
4.5.2.1 MOP 1: Angle between aircraft track and runway centerline must remain small and
should be converging to, or overlaying, the centerline (extended).
4.5.2.2 MOP 2: Any runway intrusion should be detected and the approach aborted.
4.5.2.3 Report Content:
A. Pilot evaluation of capability.
B. Plan view of aircraft track with respect to runway.
C. Plot of aircraft heading as a function of range along runway centerline.
D. Standard deviation of centerline tracking error.
E. Performance correlation with image quality.
F. Performance correlation with weather conditions.
G. Type of runway intrusions and probability of detection by pilot using the functional prototype
SMS.
4.5.2.4 Data Elements:
A. Pilot Comentary on runway detection task.
B. Position of aircraft with respect to runway.
C. Heading of aircraft as a function of distance from runway along the centerline.
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D. Image quality measurement at runway detection and set points along path.
E. Weather conditions existing between aircraft and runway threshold at runway detection and
set points along path.
F. Type of intrusions and the range to runway threshold when pilot observed them.
4.5.2.5 Data Soures:
A. Subjective pilot opinion on commentary sheet and debrief.
B.

INS, GPS, or mixed navigation sensors (position, true heading).

C. VHF Navigation Radio (Localizer Deviation)
D. HUD Camera RS-170 video.
E.
F.

RS-170 Video driving head down display.
Direct measurement total water content and particle size distribution sensors.

G. Site survey data of airport.
H. Event discrete or log of time (relatable to aircraft position) when a runway intrusion was
detected.

4.5.3 Rationale:
Centerline tracking error should be comparable to VFR performance and should not be worse
than the acceptable limits for IFR performance at the same altitude region.
Category I ILS protection (Final Approach Area) is approximately 90 either side of charted final
approach course. Full scale deflection on ILS Localizer varies from 30 to 1.50 as required to limit
course width to 700' wide at runway threshold. ILS inbound course is also allowed to be offset up
to 30 from runway centerline extension with intersection occurring 1100' to 1200' towards
threshold from DH.
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4.6 Glide Path Capture
Can the pilot maneuver to Intercept and capture the desired glide path to the runway while
using the functional prototype synthetic vision system?
4.6.1 Scope:
4.6.1.1 Description: When flying on a non-precision approach, the pilot will use SVS imagery
with HUD symbology to determine when the selected glide path angle intercepts the point of
intended landing on the runway and will then transition the aircraft into a descent along that glide
path.
4.6.1.2 InitialConditions: Aircraft is configured for landing. Pilot is flying level at the MDA/MSA
on a non-precision approach. The aircraft has been aligned to the runway centerline and is now
tracking the centerline extension.
4.6.1.3 Test Condition 1: Weather Conditions
4.6.1.4 Test Condition 2: Airport Surfaces
4.6.1.5 Test Condition 3: Imaging Sensor
4.6.1.6 Test Condition 4: Glide Path Intercept Altitude
4.6.1.7 Task 1: Pilot determines when the chosen (nominally 30) glideslope intercepts the point
of intended landing on the approach end of the runway.
4.6. 1.8 Task 2: Pilot maneuvers the aircraft into a descent that establishes the intercept of the
desired glide path with the point of intended landing.
4.6.1.9 Task 3: The pilot establishes airspeed within ±5 knots of selected value.
4.6.2 Criterion:
4.6.2.1 MOP 1: The selected glide path angle intercepts the ground within a usable portion of
the runway.
4.6.2.2 Report Content:
A. Pilot evaluation of capability.
B. Protile view of aircraft trajectory with respect to a "nominal" glide path to the runway.
C. Performance correlation with image quality.
D. Performance correlation with weather conditions.
4.6.2.3 Data Elements:
A. Pilot commentary on glide path capture task.
B. Aircraft position history with respect to the runway.
C. Aircraft altitude history.
D. Image quality measurements made at runway detection and at set points in the approach.
E. Weather conditions existing between aircraft and runway threshold at runway detection and
set points along path.
4.6.2.4 Data Sources:
A. Subjective pilot opinion on commentary sheet and debrief.
B. INS. GPS, or mixed navigation sensors (position, true heading).
C. VHF Navigation Radio (Localizer Deviation)
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D. UHF ILS Radio (Glidesiope Deviation)
E.

DADC (Barometric Altitude, Equivalent Airspeed)

F.

Radar Altimeter (Radar Altitude)

G.

HUD Camera RS-170 video.
RS-170 Video driving head down display.

H.

I. Direct measurement total water content and particle size distribution sensors.
J.

Site survey data of airport.

4.6.3 Rationale:
In order to qualify for lower than existing IFR minima, synthetic vision must provide the equivalent
capabilities of those existing systems which provide very low minima. The appoach used by the
functional prototype SVS is to transform non-precision approaches Into fully functional precision
approaches with the added benefit of being able to see the runway. The primary method of
creating the precision (glide path) element of the approach is the combination of the HUD
situational symbology with the Image of the runway plus the ability of the pilot to assimilate the
data and produce both the guidance and control to achieve the desired glide path and its
intercept with the runway landing area.
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4.7 Glide Path Track
Can the pilot maintain a stabilized glide path to a usable portion of the runway while using

the functional prototype SVS?
4.7.1 Scope:
4.7.1. 1 Descrotion: On all approaches the pilot must use the combination of HUD symbology
and runway image to derive a glide path which intersects with a usable portion of the runway.
The pilot must then maneuver the aircraft so that it maintains this glide path while constantly
refining its intersection point with the runway to be In the usable landing area or overlying any
electronic glideslope (precision approaches only). Airspeed must be maintained within
acceptable limits of the desired value. To the extent possible, the runway should be checked
clear of intrusions.
4.7.1.2 InitialConditions: The aircraft is configured for landing. Runway detection and centerline
capture have both occured and centerline track is in progress. The aircraft is either descending
on an established electronic glideslope (precision approach) or has captured a nominal glide path
to the runway (non-precision approach).
4.7.1.3 Test Condition 1: Weather Conditions
4.7.1.4 Test Condition2: Airport Surfaces
4.7.1.5 Test Condition3: Imaging Sensor
4.7.1.6 Test Condition4: Runway Intrusions
4.7.1.7 Test Condition5: ILS Guidance Cutout
4.7.1.8 Test Condition 6: Display Used
4.7.1.9 Task 1:
Precision Approach: While the pilot is still on the conventional precision approach, the HUD
symbology and synthetic vision image of runway are used to determine position of the
ILS glideslope intercept with the runway.
Non-Precsion Approach: The pilot selects an appropriate distance from the threshold of the
runway for the glide path intercept to occur.
4.7.1.10 Task 2: Pilot maneuvers the aircraft to achieve the selected glide slope (descent rate)
and to control that glide slope's intercept point on the runway.
4.7.1.11 Task 3: Pilot must maintain desired approach airspeed within acceptable limits.
4.7.1.12 Task 4: Pilot will assure that runway remains free of intrusions during the apporach.

4.7.2 Criterion:
4.7.2.1 MOP 1:
Precision Approach: Stabilized glide path is maintained sufficiently close to electronic glide slope
to allow approach monitoring.
Non-Precision Approach: Stabilized glide path Is maintained to a useable runway area.
4.7.2.2 MOP 2: Airspeed is maintained within an acceptable amount of the desired value.
4.7.2.3 MOP 3: Runway intrusions are detected.
4.7.2.4 Report Content:
A. Pilot evaluation of capability.
B.

Profile view of aircraft trajectory with respect to a "nominal" glide path to the runway.
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Standard deviation of precision glideslope tracking error.

D. Plot of airspeed versus range along centerline extension.
E. Performance correlation with Image quality.
F. Performance correlation with weather conditions.
4.7.2.5 Data Elements:
A. Pilot commentary on glide path track task.
B.

Aircraft position history with respect to the runway.

C.

Aircraft air data (altitudeairspeed) history.

D. Planned VREF approach speed.
E.
F.

Image quality measurements made at runway detection and at set points in the approach.
Weather conditions existing between aircraft and runway threshold at runway detection and
set points along path.

4.7.2.6 Data Sources:
A.

Subjective pilot opinion on commentary sheet and debrief.

B.

INS, GPS, or mixed navigation sensors (position, true heading).

C.

VHF Navigation Radio (Localizer Deviation)

D.

UHF ILS Radio (Glideslope Deviation)

E.

DADC (Barometric Altitude, Equivalent Airspeed)

F.

Radar Altimeter (Radar Altitude)

G.

HUD Camera RS-170 video.

H. RS-170 Video driving head down display.
I. Direct measurement total water content and particle size distribution sensors.
J. Aircraft Flight Manual
K. Site survey data of airport.

4.7.3 Rationale:
In order to quality for lower than existing IFR minima, synthetic vision must provide the equivalent
capabilities of those existing systems which provide very low minima. Currently autoland
-systems provide an electronic glidesiope navigation signal and the associated guidance and
control systems to fly it down to the flare altitude. The approach used by the functional prototype
SVS is to transform non-precision approaches Into fully functional precision approaches with the
added capability of being able to see the runway.
The primary method of creating the precision (glide path) element of the approach Is the
combination of the HUD situational symbology with the image of the runway plus the ability of the
pilot to assimilate the data and produce both the guidance and control to achieve the desired
glide path and its intercept with the runway landing area.
If the desired angle and landing point are the same as a ILS Glidslope installation, then the two
will overlay and the synthetic vision approach can be monitored using the ILS signal. However, if
the pilot moves the point of intended landing, it then becomes impossible to use the ILS as a real
time monitor.
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4.8 Flare And Touchdown Maneuver
Can the pilot perform the flare to lending maneuver while using the functional prototype
synthetic vision system?

4.8.1 Scope:
4.8.1. Description: On all approaches the flare maneuver is the pitch axis portion of the
landing. The rate of descent Is reduced so that main gear Impact with the ground occurs at
acceptable rates. Engine power Is reduced and airspeed is allowed to decrease below the
selected (VREF) approach value. The aircraft Is placed in a nose high attitude sufficiently to
insure that tAe main gear make the Initial contact with the runway.
4.8.1.2 Initial Conditions: Pilot is performing Runway Centerline Track and Glide Path Track.
4.8.1.3 Test Conditbon 1: Visibility
4.8.1.4 Test Condition 2: Weather Conditions
4.8.1.5 Test Condition 3: Airport Surfaces
4.8.1.6 Test Condition 4: Imaging Sensor
4.8.1.7 Test Condition 5: Zero/Zero Demonstration
4.8.1.8 Test Condition 6: Display Used
4.8.1.9 Test Condition 7: Day/Night
4.8.1.10 Test Condition 8: Flare GuidanceCue
4.8.1.11 Task 1: At a pilot determined altitude above the runway, a pitching maneuver is initiated
which reduces the descent rate towards zero as the ground is approached. Associated with the
pitching maneuver, a power reduction and airspeed decrease from VREF may be initiated.

4.8.2 Criterion:
4.8.2.1 MOP 1: Transition from stabilized approach to touch>,. wn is smooth and monotonically
decreasing in altitude rate as altitude decreases.
4.8.2.2 MOP 2: Touchdown sink rate is controlled to between 0 and 4 feet/second.
4.8.2.3 MOP 3: Touchdown is accomplished in an acceptable portion of the runway.
4.8.2.4 Report Content:
A.

Pilot evaluation of capability.

B.

Hodograph of altitude versus altitude rate.

C. Value of sink rate at touchdown.
D.

Longitudinal position of touchdown on runway measured from threshold.

E.

Performance correlation with image quality.

F. Performance correlation with weather conditions.
4.8.2.5 Data Elements:
A. Pilot commentary on glide path capture task.
B.

Altitude above ground level.

C.

Altitude rate relative to ground.

0.

Aircraft position history with respect to the runway threshold.

E.

Image quality measurements made at runway detection and at set points in the approach.
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F. Weather conditions existing at runway touchdown zone.
4.8.2.6 Data Sources:
A. Subjective pilot opinion on commentary sheet and debrief.
B. INS, GPS, or mixed navigation sensors (position, true heading).
C. VHF Navigation Radio (Localizer Deviation)
D. UHF ILS Radio (Glidesiope Deviation)
E.

DADC (Barometric Altitude, True Airspeed)

F.

Radar Altimeter (Radar Altitude)

G. HUD Camera RS-170 video.
H. RS-170 Video driving head down display.
I. Direct measurement total water content and particle size distribution sensors.
J. Airport weather report (ceiling, Touchdown RVR, wind, gusts)
K. Main gear Weight-On-Wheels discrete.
L. Site survey data of airport.

4.8.3 Rationale:
Achieving performance of the flare maneuver that is equivalent to existing VFR and/or autoland
standards is expected to be a prerequisite for low visibility synthetic vision landings.
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4.9 Lateral Landing Maneuver
Can the pilot effect the lateral landing of the aircraft while flying a synthetic vision
approach?
4.9.1 Scope:
4.9, 1.1 Descriptlon: The lateral landing maneuver is the collection of roll and yaw actions that
complement the flare and touchdown maneuver (section 4.9.0) in getting the aircraft physically in
contact with the ground.
4.9.1.2 Initial Conditions: Runway Centerline Track is In progress. Flare/Touchdown Maneuver
has been Initiated and continues simultaneously with the lateral landing maneuver.
4.9.1.3 Test Condition 1: Visbil~ity
4.9.1.4 Test Condition2: Weather Conditions
4.9.1.5 Test Condition3: Airport Surfaces
4.9.1.6 Test Condition4: Imaging Sensor
4.9.1.7 Test Condition 5: ZeroZero Demonstration
4.9.1.8 Test Condition6:. Display Used
4.9.1.9 Test Condition 7: Day/Night
4.9. 1.10 Test Condition8: Crosswinds
4.9. 1.11 Task 1: Prior to main gear touchdown, the aircraft Is de-crabbed as necessary so as to
get the ground track and yaw attitude co-incident with the runway heading as the landing gear
alight on the runway.
4.9.1.12 Task 2: Roll angles are constrained to prevent wing tip strikes.
4.9.2 Criterion:
4.9.2.1 MOP 1: Lateral touchdown position within acceptable limits.
4.92.2 MOP 2: Aircraft heading at touchdown Is aligned with runway centerline within
acceptable limits.
4.9.2.3 MOP 3: Touchdown roll angle Is within acceptable limits.
4.9.2.4 MOP 4: Side loads Imposed upon the gear are within normal operating limits.
4.9.2.5 Report Content:
A.

Pilot evaluation of capability.
B. Lateral position of touchdown on runway measured from centerline presented as a scatter
plot.
C. History of heading deviation from runway heading below 50 feet agi.
D.

History of rol angle below 50 feet agi.

E.

Peak sideload Imposed on gear at touchdown.
Performance correlation with Image quality.

F.
G.

Performance correlation with weather conditions.
4.92.6 Data Elements:
A.

Pilot commentary on lateral landing task.

B. Lateral position with respect to runway centerline.
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C. Heading difference from that of runway centerline.
D. Aircraft position history with respect to the runway threshold.
E. Image quality measurements made at runway detection and at set points in the approach.
F. Weather conditions existing at runway landing zone.
4.9.2.7 Data Sources:
A. Subjective pilot opinion on commentary sheet and debrief.
B. INS, GPS. or mixed navigation sensors (attitude, position, magnetic heading, lateral
acceleration).
C. VHF Navigation Radio (Localizer Deviation)
D. Radar Altimeter (Radar Altitude)
E. HUD Camera RS-170 video.
F. RS-170 Video driving head down display.
G. Direct measurement total water content and particle size distribution sensors.
H. Airport weather report (ceiling, RVR, wind, gusts)
I. Main gear Weight.On-Wheels discrete.

J. Site survey data of airport.
4.9.3 Rationale:
In order for a synthetic vision system to support low visibility landings, it must provide the pilot
with the capabUity to provide lateral and yaw control of the aircraft that is equivalent to visual or
existing autoland systems.
Lateral/roll "landing" maneuvers have been separated from the vertical flare and touchdown
maneuvers since the strategies, mechanization, and analysis are significantly different.
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4.10 High Speed Rollout
Can the pilot control the aircraft's lateral alignment and deceleration during the high speed
rollout using synthetic vision?
4.10.1 Scope:
4.10.1.1 Descrntron: Aircraft is placed Into a decelerating configuration, usually involving wing
spoilers, reverse thrust devices, and wheel brakes. Rudder, nose wheel steering, and differential
braking are used to track the runway centerline.
4.10.1.2 Initial Conditions: Aircraft has completed flare and landing to the point where weight is
on all landing gear.
4.10.1.3 Test Condition 1: Visibility
4.10.1.4 Test Condition2: Weather Conditions
4.10.1.5 Test Condition3: Airport Surfaces
4.10.1.6 Test Condition4: Imaging Sensor
4.10.1.7' Test Condition5: Zero/Zero Demonstration
4.10.1.8 Test Condition6: Display Used
4.10.1.9 Test Condition 7: Day/Night
4.10.1.10 Task 1: Pilot selects and uses appropriate methods to maintain the aircraft on the
runway and converge to the centerline. These may include rudder deflection, nose wheel
steering, and differential braking.
4.10.1.11 Task 2: Pilot selects and uses appropriate methods to der-elerate the aircraft:
including reverse thrust, wing spoilers, speed brakes, and wheel braking.
4.10.2 Criterion:
4.10.2.1 MOP 1: Nose wheel tracks the runway centerline within acceptable limits.
4.10.2.2 Report Content:
A. Pilot evaluation of capability.
B. Performance correlation with image quality.
C. Performance correlation with weather conditions.
4.10.2.3 Data Elements:
A. Pilot commentary on high speed rollout task.
B. Image quality measurements made at runway detection and at set points in the approach.
C. Weather conditions existing at runway.
4.10.2.4 Data Sources:
1. Subjective pilot opinion on commentary sheet and debrief.
2. HUD Camera RS-170 video.
3. RS-170 Video driving head down display.
4. Direct measurement total water content and particle size distribution sensors.
5. Airport weather report (ceiling, RVR, wind, gusts)
6. Site survey data of airport.

4.10.3 Rationale:
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The ability to manage the high speed roilout will be a major factor in determining if synthetic
vision systems can be used for Category Illa.b.c capabilities. The primary concern is that
sufficient recognition of the runway area is given to the pilot that he can handle the normal rollout
as well as blown tires, engine failure's, or heavy braking.
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4.11 Ground Operations
Can the pilot perform low speed ground operations (rollout completion, taxi to/from the
ramp) while relying on synthetic Vision?

4.11.1 Scope:
4.11.1.1 Descr-tion: Pilot will use the synthetic vision image to navigate through the
runway/taxlway system. Reasonable assurance of clearance from typical obstructions or
Intrusions on the taxi way should be detected.
4.11.1.2 Initial Conditions: High Speed Rollout has slowed the aircraft to Taxi -speed. Thrust
reversers are stowed, nose wheel steering is active, and only wheel braking is in use.
4.11.1.3 Test Condition 1: Visibility
4.11.1.4 Test Condition2: Weather Conditions
4.11.1.5 Test Condition3: Airport Surfaces
4.11.1.6 Test Condition4: Imaging Sensor
4.11.1.7 Test Condition5: Zero/Zero Demonstration
4.11.1.8 Test Condition 6: Display Used
4.11.1.9 Test Condition 7: Day/Night
4.11.1.10 Task 1: Pilot uses functional prototype synthetic vision image to maneuver the aircraft
in accordance with the ATC taxi cleamace. This includes:
A.

Determining and maintaining the aircraft on the centerline of taxiway.

B. Estimating turning point for transition to intersecting taxiways.
4.11.1.11 Task 2: Pilot verifies that no aircraft or vehicle obstruction exists in the taxiway path
for a distance commensurate with his stopping distance.
4.11.1.12 Task 3: Pilot scans for and identifies pavement repair barriers and or chuck holes and
maneuvers the aircraft so that they are avoided.

4.11.2 Criterion:
4.11.2.1 MOP 1: Aircraft must be able to maneuver successfully.
4.11.2.2 Report Content:
A. Pilot evaluation of capability.
B.

Performance correlation with image quality.

C. Performance correlation with weather conditions.
4.11.2.3 Data Elements:
A. Pilot commentary on glide path capture task.
B. Image quality evaluation of baseline ground target.
C. Weather conditions existing at runway.
4.11.2.4 Data Sources:
A. Subjective pilot opinion on commentary sheet and debrief.
B. HUD Camera RS-170 video.
C. RS-170 Video driving head down display.
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D. Airport weather report (ceiling, RVR, wind, gusts)
E. Site survey data of airport.

4.11.3 Rationale:
Achievement of very low visibility landings Is not significant unless effective ground movement of
the aircraft toafrom the ramp area Is possible. It is important to determine If SVS technologies
have the potential to allow aircraft to reliably maneuver on the airport surface in very low
visibilities without the necessity of special lighting andlor maridngs. This includes the ability to
detect other aircraft or reasonable obstructions which might Intrude into a runway or taxiway.
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4.12 Takeoff Maneuver
Can a pilot perform a takeoff when relying on synthetic vision?
4.12.1 Scope:
4.12.1.1 Description: The SVS is used to taxi the aircraft onto the active runway, align it with the
runway heading, and maintain runway center as during the takeoff roll. The SVS display remains
primary during the go/abort decision, rotation, and V2 capture.
4.12.1.2 InitialConditions: Taxi is completed and aircraft is correctly configured for takeoff.
4.12.1.3 Test Condition 1: Visibility
4.12.1.4 Test Condition2: Weather Conditions
4.12.1.5 Test Condition 3: Airport Surfaces
4.12.1.6 Test Condition4: Imaging Sensor
4.12.1.7 Test Condition5: Zero/Zero Demonstration
4.12.1.8 Test Condition6: Runway Intrusions
4.12.1.9 Test Condition 7: Display Used
4.12.1.10 Test Condition8: Day/Night
4. 12.1.11 Task 1: Pilot taxis aircraft onto active runway and aligns aircraft with the runway
centerline.
4.12.1.12 Task 2: Pilot assures that no runway intrusion exists.
4.12.1.13 Task 3: Pilot performs the takeoff while using the functional prototype to provide
alignment to runway centerline.

4.12.2 Criterion:
4.12.2.1 MOP 1: Runway intrusions are detected.
4.12.2.2 MOP 2: Aircraft tracks the runway centerline within acceptable limits.
4.12.2.3 Report Content:
A.

Pilot evaluation of capability.

B.

Performance correlation with image quality.

C.

Performance correlation with weather conditions.

4.12.2.4 Data Elements:
A.

Pilot commentary on takeoff task.

B.

Image quality evaluation of baseline ground target.

C.

Weather conditions existing at runway.

4.12.2.5 Data Sources:
A.

Subjective pilot opinion on commentary sheet and debrief.

B.

HUD Camera RS-170 video.

C.

RS.170 Video driving head down display.

D.

Airport weather report (ceiling, RVR, wind, gusts)

E.

Site survey data of airport.

4.12.3 Rationale:
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If lower landing minima are achieved without comparable
takeoff capability, the enconomic
benefit of synthetic vision will be substantially decreased.
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5. EXPERIMENTS
The ,xpermerns of this section are primarily measurements of equipment capabilities and do not
require the statistical repetition typical of the combined human/machine performance
assessments presented in Section 4. The experiments compliance to the experimental design
objectives is as follows:
A.

Physical phenomena of millimeter wavelength radar imaging of airport scenes at low
grazing angles.
1. Normalized Radar Cross Section (RCS)
2.

Reflectivity (00)

3.

Path Attenuation

4.

Volumetric Backscatter

B. Performance of millimeter wavelength radar and its image processing under operational
conditions.
1 ." Runway Contrast To Surroundings
2.

Sharpness of Runway Edges

3.

Variability of Surroundings and Runway

These measurements are made using both the raw radar return data from the receiver
system, and from the video output of the signal processing system.
C.

Performance of the forward looking infra-red sensor under operational coruclitions.
1. Runway Contrast To Surroundings
2.

Sharpness of Runway Edges

3.

Variability of Surroundings and Runway

These measurements are made at the video output of the FLIR system.
D.

Determine image quality in a manner that can be applied to human performance
evaluations and generic synthetic vision system designs.
1. Measure HUD combined image and outside scene from a position equivalent to the
pilot's eyeball.
2.

Establish a metric characterizing all major elements of image quality.
* Contrast between runway and Its surroundings.
* Sharpness of the edges of the runway.
* Signal to variability ratio.

5.1 Standard Measurement Methods
The detailed experiment descriptions In Sections 5.3 through 5.10 use similar measurement
methods. This section describes those standard measurements that are applicable to all of the
experiments unless otherwise stated.

5.1.1 Imaging PerformanceComparisons:
Develop a method that allows the comparison of Imaging performance between different
sensors, runway / terrain combinations, or Intervening weather.
A set of standdrd ranges from the runway threshold has been established where measurements
for imaging performance comparsion will be taken. With constant range, the primary variables
are the sensor under test, the runway and surrounding terrain characteristics, and the intervening
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weather. The choice for the standard ranges is driven by the desire to make measurements
showing any image "vanishing point" In weather conditions varying from clear through heavy fog
or rain. Figure 5-1 shows the ranges and geometery that will be used for these standard

measurements.
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A. Image Slice #2 is taken at a ground range of 2.5 km (8,200 feet) from the desired
touchdown point, measured along the centerline extension. Assuming a minimal runway
length of 6000 feet, this places the sensor range to the runway scene (approach to
departure ends) between 7,200 and 13,200 feet and having grazing angles from 3.30 to
1.80. See Figure 5-3 for additional statistics.
B. Image Slice #3 is taken coincident with the nominal Category I ILS decision height at a
ground range of 1.2 km (4,000 feet) from touchdown. Under the scenarios, this will be the
point at which the sensor must be providing the pilot with an image of at least the approach
end of the runway It the approach is to continue. Notice that there is at least 2000 feet of
runway range overlap between the Image Slice #2 and Image Slice #3 measurements to
insure that any vanishing point is correctly measured. The pertinent range and grazing
angle statistics are given in Figure 5-3.
C.

Image Slice #4 is taken as the aircraft passes over the runway threshold at a ground range
of 0.3 km (1,000 feet) from touchdown and 50 feet altitude. It is coincident with the
decision height of many Category Ilia approaches, and provides measurements especially

applicable to flare and landing performance. The pertinent range and grazing angle
statistics are given in Figure 5-2.
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Figure 5-1. Standard Data Measurement Locations
Image Quality And Radar Data Measurement Parameters

Image Range To
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#I42
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#4
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.

Ran!e

I

I Anale

Departure Threshold
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Varies based on when pilot calls that he has runway in sight
2.5 kmI,200fi 125m/410ft 2.2km17,200ft
1.2kmr4,000ft
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3.26014.Okm/13,200ftT 1.78"
3.81°12.7km/ 9,000ft 1.27°
90.000 1.8 krn / 6,000 ft 1 0.480

Figure 5-2. Image Cuality And Radar Data Measurement Parameters

5.1.2 Image Ouality Required ForRecognition:
Provide measurements that allow the correlation of Image quality with the ability of a pilot
to operationally recognize the runway.
The operational requirement to have the pilot call when he "has the runway" supports this
measurement. On his call, a marker is placed on the data allowing the image quality of the
sensor (FLIR, Radar, and raw Radar) to be captured and evaluated. The Image Slice #1 in
Figure 5-1 above is the variable distance image sample associated with the pilot's callout. The
range to threshold may be considerably greater than that of the other image slices in good
weather, or somewhere between the other slices in in weather or unfavorable runway/terrain
combinations.

5.1.3 Runway Scene Measurements:
Establish specific measurement areas of the runway which support comparlslons and
evaluation of Image quality. Each of the three fixed Imase Slices as well as the variable
"Runway-In-Sight" image Slice will be analyzed at three areas of the runway as shown in Figure
5-3:
VANISHING POINT OR
ENO OF RUNWAY
(6000 FT F ROM THRESHHOLO
FOR THIS EXAMPLE)

Figure 5-3. Runway Scene Measurements
A. The Runway Threshold Is used (except in Image Slice #4, where it is directly below the
aircraft) because of its importance in recognizing the runway, aligning the aircraft to it, and
establishing where to place the glide path reference.
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B. The Touchdown Zone, which is nominally 1000 feet down the runway from the approach end.
C. The Vanssing Point is the point at which the runway blends in with the surrounding terrain.
1. On video data, vanishing point is determined by human review of the video image.
2.

Raw Radar data will be transformed into B-scope (plan view) format and analyzed in
the same manner as the video. The difference between raw radar vanishing point and
the processed radar video vanishing point gives a first order assessment of the
capabilities of the radar signal processing system.

If the entire runway Is visible, then the departure (far) end of the runway is used in lieu of
the vanishing point.

5.1.4 Contrast,Sharpness, VariabilityDeterminations:
Establish standard measurements for Contrast, Sharpness, and Variability for all (FUR,
Radar, or raw Radar) Image quality measurements.
Both FLIR and Radar video and digital raw radar measurements will be performed using the
same general approach. As shown in Figure 5-3. each of the three areas of the runway will be
identified and then analyzed for the signal return. Figure 5-4 shows the measurement technique
for a single line of pixels. The actual measurements will use the averaged values from multiple
pixel lines to reduce the effects of random signal disturbances.

S~Runway

T1t
r

Bt

Br

0
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C - Contrast - I (Br - t)/Bt I
S - Sharpness - I/Ae
Ti- Variability of Terrain Returns a RMS Variation In Brightness
Variability of Runway Returns =RMS Variation In Brightness
'r
B Brightness (Intensity) of signal
St Average Brightness of Terrain
Br- Average Brightness of Runway
0 - Yaw angle with respect to aircraft fuselage reference line.
4O - Transition angle for sharpness
Figure 5-4. Contrast, Sharpness, And Variability Measurement Methods

5.2 Common Data Element Requirements
The detailed experiment descriptions in Sections 5.3 through 5.10 have many data requirements
which are very similar. This section describes a common baseline that is applicable to all of the
experiment's data element requirements unless otherwise stated.

5.2.1 FLIR, Radar,and Pilot View Imaging Sources
The functional prototype synthetic vision system design provides flexibility in selection and
recording of the sensor data on the aircraft. Figure 5-5 shows the imaging sources, the available
data streams, and how they will be captured for the data reduction and analysis. Notice that all
video is recorded on "High 8 Video Cassette Recorders" using the 8 mm tape format. Digital
(raw) radar data is sampled approximately once every four seconds and is stored on a PCM
Instrumentation Recorder. The Pilot View Video is obtained by using a mirror arrangement to
sample the pilot's combined video and outside scene and transmit it to a video ca,- -a.

INSTR.
RCDR)

8 MM
VCR

8 MM
VCR

Digital

Radar

Display

Radar

Video

Video

Pilot

wew TV
.M

Videide

,•

8 MM
VCR

~Switch

"•HUD

FLIR/
Video

HUD

Stroke
Rar

IS

Evaluation Pilot

Evaluation &
Safety Pilots

Figure 5.5. Imaging Sensor Sources, Displays, and Recorders

5.2.2 Radar System Data Requirements
The following vendor's calibrated data characterizing unit performance is required for analysis of
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the radar imaging sensor(s):
A. Relative calibration of data using RTC.t
B. "Raw" radar return data in digital format.t
C. Basic Radar System Parameters.t
5.2.3 Aircraft Data Requirements
A. Aircraft Attitude In Euler angles (pitch, roll, yaw).
B. Position with respect to runway scene
C. Atitiude relative to runway scene; including barometric, radar, inertial, and any blended
composition used by the radar sensor(s).
0. Ground speed and direction (true or magnetic as is used by sensor).
E. Heading and track angle (true or magnetic as Is used by sensor).

5.2.4 Weather Data Requirements
A. Real time sampling of weather data being experienced by the aircraft.
"*Total water content measurement.
"*Particulate dropsize distribution.
"*Humidity
- Temperature
B. Computation of atmospheric water content integrated along the glide path between aircraft
and runway scene.
* Liquid water content for fog.
* Rainfall Rate for rain.
* Equivalent rainfall rate for other precipitation.

5.2.5 Ground Truth (Survey) Data
A. General information about each airport/runway/approach.
"*X,Y,and Z of range references in scene.
"*Latitude, Longitude, and Altitude of standard (calibration) reflectors in the scene.
"*Latitude, Longitude, and Altitude of significant objects along approach (Tower, antenna
supports, glideslope transmitter building, etc).
"*Time tagged notes of significant runway or taxiway traffic during each approach.
B. Runway Description.
"•Latitude, Longitude, and Altitude of approach, touchdown, and departure areas of each
runway.
"*Heading of each runway (magnetic or true, as used by sensor).
"*Type of construction (Asphalt, Concrete, etc.).
"*Condition and roughness (Smooth, Cracked, grooved, etc.).
"*Surface water or snow depth and condition.
"*Percent free water content (snow only).
C. Terrain Description.
"*Type of terrain (grass, dirt, clay, scrub brush, asphalt, concrete, etc.).
"*Condition and roughness (green, dry, smooth, cracked, etc.)
"*Surface water or snow depth and condition.
t P•rpnet

sor vendor.
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* Percent free water content (snow only).
D.

Supporting photographs or video tapes of the the conditions.

5.2.6 Data Recording
Time tagging between aircraft data and each video image or raw radar data snapshot must be

provided.
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5.3 Radar Cross Section (RCS)
Oetermine the absolute radar cross section of passive corner reflectors placed In the
runway approach scene. Identify and calibrate pormanent targets In the scene as

secondary RCS standards.
5.3.1 Purpose:

The returned signal from calibrated corner reflectors Is used to establish absolute measurements
of the functional prototype SVS radar performance. While themselves proprietary to the radar
manufacturer, these references are then used in the computation of normalized physical
phenomena which are independent of the specific radar performance and will be included in the

public report.
The inclusion of corner reflectors in the scene may disturb the operational assessment, and will
only be used on a limited number of approaches. Other natural targets in the scene (lower.
transmitter buildings, etc) will be selected and analyzed to determine their RCS relative to the
comer reflectors. This allows them to be used as secondary RCS standards when the comer
reflectors are not deployed.
5.3.2 Methodology:
A series of three comer reflector targets will be set up along, and to one side, of the runway.
During an approach, the digital radar data will be sampled at the standard ranges and processed
to determine the RCS of the point reflectors. Additional processing will be done to identity and
determine the relative RCS of natural reflectors within the scene.
5.3.3 Additional Test Conditions:
A.
B.

Clear weather approach is mandatory.
Comer.reflectors must be deployed and positions mapped.

5.3.4 Report Content:
A.

Absolute RCS of comer reflectors.*

B.

Relative RCS of natural reflectors with respect to comer reflectors.t

5.3.5 Data Elements:
No requirements beyond the generic ones stated in Section 5.2.

5.3.6 Rationale:
Absolute radar cross section is a necessary measurement to allow the remainder of the radar
experiments results to be computed.
.SignificaM flight time can be shared without the possibility of contaminating the operational
assessment I scene enhancements like comer reflectors are not present. This is tho basis for
doing the aboMlute measurements on single, clear weather approaches, and then calibrating
natural reflectors as secondary standards to be referenced during the actual weather

apprace.

klIdu" sd oiny mPrpiwy Repon.
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5.4 Reflectivity (Normalized RCS)
Detemine the normalized radar cross section (reflectivity or ao) of the runway surface and
the surrounding terrain.

5.4. 1 Purpose:
Determine and catalog the basic reflectivity of typical airport surfaces and the surrounding
terrains. Determine the changes which occur in differing weather conditions.
5.4.2 Methodology:
The methodology of this experment is the same as the RCS Experiment (Section 5.5.3). The
analysis will process areas of both runway and the surrounding terrain as shown in Figure 5-6:

Targets

Azimuth

Figure, 5-6. Basic Radar Data Processing for Reflectivity, Metrics;
This techniqu provides multiple reflectivity measuremenits along the length of the runway for
each image analyzed.

5.4.3 Test Conditions
A. Clear weather approach is mandatory.
B. Corner reflectors must be deployed and positions mapped.

5.4.4 Report Content
The reflectivity of the airport surfaces and surrounding terrains will be correlated against variables
of interest. A typical example may be correlation of various surface reflectivities with differing

depression angles.
5.4.5 Dafta Elements

No requirement beyond the generic ones stated in section 5.2.
5.4.6 Rationale
Radar reflectivity of airport targets at the low grazing angles needed for approach and landing
use have not been publically documented. The numbers obtained from this effort should have

widespread use in both government and industry.
5.4.5
Eemen9
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5.5 Path Attenuation
Measur the Path attenuation between the radar and the runway area under varying
5.5. 1 Purpose:

Dotimi
es the efective atenuation that an atmospheric condition presents to electro-magnetic
fields at the frequency of the functional proope sensor. The experiment also characterizes this
attenuation in terms of the actual slant range weather and also allows it to be related to standard
ground observations.

5.5.2 Methodology:
The dear weather data gathered for Radar Cross Section and Reflecavay experiments are used as
baselines to additional measurements made at the four standard "image slices" while flying
through actual weather. The use of the secondary reflector standards developed In the Radar
Cross Section experiment allows this experiment to piggy-back on the operational assessment
approaches in real weather.
The runway and surrounding terrain will be processed the same as in the Radar Cross Section
experiment, shown in Figure 5.6
5.5.3 Test Conditions
A. Approaches flown through actual weather that is challenging to the sensor(s).
B. Existence of either primary or calibrated secondary radar reflector standards within the field
of view at the airport/runway being approached.
5.5.4 Report Content
Attenuation will be correlated to conditions found to be of interest as well as models.

5.5.5 Data Elements
No requirements beyond the generic ones stated in Section 5.2.
5.5.6 Rationale
Primary design requirements for future synthetic vision radar systems must consider the
degradation of radar signals due to interaction with the atmosphere. The near real time
measurement of detailed weather conditions along the glide path make the attenuation
coefficients of significant interest.
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5.6 Volumetric Backscatter
Measure the radar signal backscatter from varlous atmospheric conditions and callbrate It
to normma unit volume.

5.6.1 Purpose:
Determine the volumetric backscatter (reflectivity from a unit volume) of differing weather
conditions at the frequencies used by the functional prototype radar sensor(s). Use the
measured bacmicatter and detailed weather environment to allow comparison with mathematical

predictions.
5.6.2 Methodology:
The clear weather data gathered for RadarCross Secacn and ReJfecuiv'•y experiments are used as
baselines to additional measurements made at the four standard 'image slices" while flying
through actual weather. The use of the secondary reflector standards developed in the Radar
Cross S ccon experiment allows this experiment to piggy-back on the operational assessment
approaches in real weather.
The runway and surrounding terrain will be processed the same as in the Radar Cross Section
experiment, shown in Figure 5.6
5.6.3 Test Conditions
A. Approaches flown through actual weather that is challenging to the sensor(s).
B.

Existence of either primary or calibrated secondary radar reflector standards within the field
of view at the airport/runway being approached.

5.6.4 Report Content
Backscatter will be correlated to conditions found to be of interest as well as models.

5.6.5 Data Elements
No requirements beyond the generic ones stated in Section 5.2.

5.6.6 Rationale
Backscatter due to the radar signal's interaction with the atmosphere effectively increases the
noise Input seen at the radar receiver, adversely affecting the signal to noise ratio, one of the
primary radar design parameters needed for next generation systems.
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5.7 Runway Contrast To Surroundings
Measure the contrast between the runway and Its surroundings as measured by the SVS
sensors and as seen by the pilot flying.
5.7.1 Purpose:
A. Provide contrast data as a key ingredient in the assessment of image quality.
S. Provide a first order assessment of how changes In surfaces or conditions affect the
capability of a sensor.
C. Estimate effectiveness of any signal processing performed on the raw radar signal in
creating the radar video output$.

5.7.2 Methodology:
Contrast measurements will be made from the following sources on every approach:
A. Radar Sensor Video Output
B. FUR Sensor Video Output
C. Pilot View Video Camera Output
Digital radar data (raw) will be processed on a selected 40 to 50 approaches at the four standard
Image Slice positions.
The details of the measurement method are given in Section 5.1.
5.7.3 Test Conditions
A. Weather Conditions
B. Airport Surfaces
C. Day/Night
5.7.4 Report Content
Contrast data from this experiment will be presented as a correlating factor in many of the other
performance and experiment reports. Multiple plots may be made to show differing correlations
with the test conditions.
5.7.5 Data Elements
No requirements beyond the generic ones stated in Section 5.2.

5.7.6 Rationale
Contrast is one of the fundamental measurements in predicting human or machine recognition
capability. It also provides an effective first order approximation of a sensors performance as the
operating conditions change.

Sndudgd onl m Pmnwy Rqer.
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5.8 Sharpness of Runway Edges
Measure the sharpness the runway edge transition to its surroundings as measured by the
SVS sensors ld as seen by the pilot flying.

5.8.1 Purpose:
A. Provide sharpness data as a key Ingredient in the assescsment of image quality.
B.

Provide a first order assessment of how changes In surfaces or conditions affect the
capabilty of a sensor.

C.

Estimate effectiveness of any signal processing performed on the raw radar signal in

creating the radar video* output.

5.8.2 Methodology:
Sharpness mrasurements will be made from the following sources on every approach:
A. Radar Sensor Video Output
B. FLIR Sensor Video Output
C.

Pilot View Video Camera Output

Digital radar data (raw) will be processed on a selected 40 to 50 approaches at the four standard
Image Slice positions.
The details of the measurement method are given in Section 5.1.

5.8.3 Test Conditions
A. Weather Conditions
B. Airport Surfaces
C.

Day/Night

5.8.4 Report Content
Sharpness data from this experiment will be presented as a correlating factor in many of the
other performance and experiment reports. Multiple plots may be made to show differing
correlations with the test conditions.

5.8.5 Data Elements
No requirements beyond the generic ones stated in Section 5.2.

5.8.6 Rationale
Sharpness of edge transitions is one of the fundamental measurements in predicting human or
machine recognition capability. It also provides an effective first order approximation of a
sensor's performance as the operating conditions change.

induded on
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5.9 Variability Of Signals
Measure the variability of the runway signal and the runway surrounding's signal as
measured by the SVS sensors and as seen by the pilot flying.

5.9.1 Purpose:
A.
B.

Provide variability data as a key Ingredient in the assessment of image quality.
Provide a first order assessment of how changes In surfaces or conditions affect the
capability of a sensor.

5.9.2 Methodology:
Variability measurements will be made from the following sources on every approach:
A.

Radar Sensor Video Output

B.

FUR Sensor Video Output

C.

Pilot View Video Camera Output

Digital radar data (raw) will be processed on a selected 40 to 50 approaches at the four standard

Imsage Slice positions.
The details of the measurement method are given in Section 5.1.

5.9.3 Test Conditions
A.

Weather Conditions

B.

Airport Surfaces

C.

Day/Night

5.9.4 Report Content
Variability data from this experiment will be primarily used in generation of image quality figures of
merit. Correlations with typical parameters such as surfaces, weather, or range will be shown as
they are found to be meaningful.

5.9.5 Data Elements
No requirements beyond the generic ones stated in section 5.5.0.

5.9.6 Rationale
Variability of signals from surfaces is one of the fundamental measurements in predicting human
or machine recognition capability. While a first examination of this parameter and its uses may
look, taste, and feel like noise, there are significant differences:
A. Noise is totally random and is based on thermal or space based sources.
B. Variability (as used here) contains an element of noise, but also has the change in return
due to such things as the wind blowing the grass. These are not necessarily random and
may even contain exploitable information In the form of visual texture.
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5.10 Image Quality Assessment
Measure the Image quality a seen by the pilot In both HUD and HDO situations.

5.10.1 Purpose:
A. Provide the parameter that is expected to be the primary correlator to achieved operational
performance.
B. Provide a metric that will allow data taken on this program to be reasonably applied to
future programs.

5.10.2 Methodology:
Image quality measurements will be made from the following sources on every approach:
A. Radar Sensor Video Output
B.

FLIR Sensor Video Output

C.

Pilot View Video Camera Output

Digital radar data (raw) will be processed on a selected 40 to 50 approaches at the four standard
Image Slice positions.
This measurement builds on the Contrast, Sharpness, and Variability measurements given in
Section 5.1.
The single figure of merit for image quality is of the form: Iof, (C). f2(Sh) f3 (SVR) where:
f 1(C) is contrast, varying from 0 to i.

"1.0
f(C)

0

e
0

0.5
CONTRAST,

1.0
C

Figure 5-7. Contrast Trantfer Function for Image Quality Metric
f2(Sh) is a measure of sharpness, varying from 0 (poor) to I (human visual acuity) as
Sh,11o4 varies from 0 to 60 (DEG)-'
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Figure 54. Sharpness Transfer Function for Image Quality Metric
f3 (SVR) Is ratio of signal to variability, a non-linear function approximating the
recognition response of humans.
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SIGNAL/VARIABIUTY RATIO (SVR)

Figure 5-9. Variability Transfer Function for Image Quality Metric

5.10.3 Test Conditions
A. Weather Conditions

B. Airport Surfaces
C. Day/Night
D. Display Used

5.10.4 Report Content
Since this parameter Is a computational combination of contrast, sharpness, and variability; the
plots shown for them in previous sections would be repeated for the Image Quality metric.
Confidence Inthe individual parameters and the combined image quality metric will be obtained
by assessing the correlation of human recognition of the runway and/or performance.

5.10.5 Data Elements
In addition to the elements stated in Section 5.2. the following are required:
A. Video measurement of the combined raster / stroke / outside scene Image that the pilot
observes when looking through the Head Up Display. This must be observed by the video
camera (instead of recording input video) so that image quality degradation caused by
outside scene brightness can be measured.
B. Video measurement of the combined raster I stroke image sent to the cockpit Head Down
Display.
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5.10.6 Rationale
Synthetic vision is posing new problems for the measurement of image quality and the data
gathered is expected to be somewhat unique In the public domain. If good correlations do exist.
the metric will be very valuable in predicting levels of performance versus image quality,
especially ifused in efforts involving more and different sensors.
The effort to record the actual pilot viewing scene through the HUD is the only way in which his
image quality can be reasonably established due to the tremendous effect that the outside
brightness has on the ability to recognize grey scales in, or even see, the HUD raster image. It is
expected that the implementation will use a small periscope which allows the camera to view the
scene without excessive disturbance of the pilot's view.
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6. Test Conditions
This section defines the Independent experimental variables listed as test conditions in both the
Operational Performance Assessment (Sections 4.3 through 4.14) and in the Experiments
(Sections 5.3 through 5.10) parts of this document. A description is given of each condition, the
values to be tested are isted along with the rationale for their selection. Both the conditions and
their Individual value selections are arranged by descending priority.

6.1 Visibility
The effects of the following visibilities, expressed in Touchdown Runway Visual Range (RVR), will
be studied.

VISIBILITY
(Prioritized Order)
<700 RVR
700 RVR to 1100 RVR
1200 RVR to 1700 RVR
1800 RVR to 3 Statute Miles
>3 Statute Miles
For <700 RVR, the lowest available visibility has the highest priority
(assuming the system has been judged safe for such operations).
Rationale: The primary purpose of the synthetic vision concept is to increase the pilot's effective
visibility so he can perform the flight task in a normal visual manner while actually operating in
low visibility. This makes the testing of the functional prototype SVS in low visibility conditions
the highest priority of the investigation.
The use of RVR indicates an instrumentally derived value, based on standard calibrations, that
represents the horizontal (not slant range) distance a pilot will see down the runway from the
approach end. It is based on the measurement of a transmissometer made near the touchdown
point of the instrument runway and is reported in hundreds of feet.
The low visibility values stop at <700 RVR in recognition that very few facilities have capability to
measure below that value.
The requirements for high visibility conditions are to allow for calibration of imaging sensor
performance without weather attenuation at a limited number of airports.

6.2 Weather Conditions
The effects of the following types of weather on sensor performance will be studied.
WEATHER CONDITIONS
(Prioritized Order)

Fog
Fog with Drizzle
Rain
Snow/Blowing Snow
Clear
Rationale: The types of weather being encountered will be a major determinent in how well each
type of sensor performs. Weather conditions chosen are based on the characterizations used by
the National Weather Service for aviation forecasts.

6.3 Airport Surfaces I Surrounding Surfaces
The following airport surface and surrounding combinations will be investigated:
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RUNWAY SURFACE & CONDITIONS

(Prioritized Order)
Wet Concrete Runway with Wet Grass Surrounding
Wet Asphalt Runway with Wet Grass Surrounding
Wet Grooved Concrete Runway with Wet Gras Surrounding

Wet Grooved Asphalt Runway with Wet Grass Surrounding

Dry Concrete Runway with Dry Gras Surrounding
Dry Asphalt Runway with Dry Grass Surrounding
Dry Grooved Concrete Runway with Dry Grass Surrounding
Dry Grooved Asphalt Runway with Dry Grass Surrounding
Raionak: These are the runway materials considered to be most Ikely encountered by synthetic
vision systems during operational conditions. It is expected that some of the combinations may
not have acceptable contrast ratios and will require adjustments to the scope and repetition of the
test matrix.

6.4 Imaging Sensor
The SlED system has both a Forward Looking Infra-Red (FUR) and a Millimeter Wavelength
Radar (MMW) imaging sensor. This condition determines which of them is provided to the pilot
as the primary data to conduct the approach.
There is considerable difference between the FLIR and MMW sensors In Image quality, scene
distortion, and ability to image through weather. In the SlED, the sensors will be used to get two
widely varied points in the relationship between image quality and pilot performance.
IMAGING SENSOR

(Prioritized Order)
MMW
FLIR
Rationale: In the SlED aircraft each selection changes the following parameters - all of which are
of interest.
SlED SENSOR SELECTION PARAMETERS
Image
Eye
Weather
Update
Sensor
at
Offset
Penetration
Rate
Human Eye
TV
FLIR
MMW

Excellent
Good
Good
Poor

None
-1 foot
-6 feet
-4 fet

Poor
Poor
Poor to Fair
Good

-10 Hz
30 Hz
30 Hz
10 Hz

6.5 Runway Incursion & Obstacle Detection
This is a characterization of the synthetic vision system sensors to detect typical obstacles that
are of Interest during flight and ground operations. Typical runway Incursions will be simulated
during approach testing to see I the pilot can detect them in time to take appropriate action. The
remaining obstacles will be cataloged as to their size, composition, location, and any other
pertinent characteristic; and then observed with the sensor(s) to determine if the pilot can detect
their presence.
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RUNWAY INCURSIONS AND OBSTACLE DETECTION
(Priorkized Order)
Aircraft/Vehicle On Runway (airborne)
Runway/Taxiway Light Fixtures (airborne and ground)
AircraftVehicle On Taxiway/Ramp (ground)
Targets of Opportunity (airborne)
Rationle: Ability of the sensors to detect the various types of obstacles that must be avoided or
that may cause a a runway Incursion in very low visibility is a major factor in the successful
application of synthetic vision technology.

6.6 Glide Path Intercept Altitude
In all non-precision scenarios the Glide Path Intercept Altitude is synonymous with the Minimum
Descent Altitude (MDA). Operating from this altitude, the synthetic vision system will have to
provide the pilot with sufficient information to find the airport, runway, and then to capture and
track a final glide path to the runway touchdown zone. The altitude at which this will occur may
range from as low as 250 feet to as high as the range of the synthetic vision sensor will allow on
a 30 glidestlpe.
This condition is not applicable when operating on precision approaches since the conventional
avionics will provide for ILS/MLS glideslope capture and initial track (nominally at altitudes of
2000' above touchdown).

400 Feett AG•.••

Figure 6-1. Glide Path Intercept Altitude
GLIDE PATH INTERCEPT ALTITUDES
1000 feet agl
400 feet agl
Rationdle: The 400 foot value was chosen as a first guess of a practical minimum even though
the TERPS permits values as small as 250 feet. It may be adjusted to find the minimal
acceptable value.
Assuming a SVS system with a 5km range, operations at 400 feet would initially show the
airport/runway at a grazing angle of 1.50 and would increase to 30 as the aircraft intercepts the
nominal glide-path. The low grazing angle may create problems in initially identifying the
airport/runway. This will be further compounded by the short time from glide-path intercept to
flare (34 seconds at 140 kts. from the 400 foot glide-path intercept to touchdown).
The 1000 foot value was chosen to be a more favorable value to the pilot's workload, but
probably straining the range of the sensor which must allow the pilot to confirm the runway at
ranges greater than 20,000 feet (3.3 nmi).
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TERPS minimums are summarized below:
TERPS MINIMUM ALTITUDES ALLOWED
(Asumuing No Obatnhs)
Approach Type

Minkrmum Aklude

VOR (w/ FAF); TACAN, VOR/OME (radial)
VOR On Airport (wIo FAF)
NOB (w FAF)
,
NOB (w/o FAF)
TACAN, VOR/DME (arc)
UHFNHF OF

250 feet
300 feet
300 feet
350 feet
500 feet
50 feet

TERPS Reference
1523a, §513.c(1)
§413.c(1)
5713.c(1)
5613.c(1)
"523.b(3)
"813.c(1)

6.7 Zero/Zero Demonstration
This condition requires that performance data be taken in Zero Visibility / Zero Ceiling conditions.
If Zero/Zero conditions are not possible in acutal weather, simulated IMC will be used.
ZERO/ZERO TEST REQUIREMENT
Required
Not Required
Radonale: Near-ground and on-ground operations need to be investigated in zero-zero conditions
as well as actual "low - but not zero/zero" visibilities. Operational capability in actual weather is
the priority goal for the SLED. However, zero/zero conditions conincident with the availability of a
qualified aircraft may not be possible. Then the evaluation pilot will be placed in simulated
zero/zero condition through the use of hoods or curtains.

6.8 ILS Guidance Cutout
When studying the effects of transitioning from an ILS to FPSVS environment, there is an altitude
at which the ILS beam should be turned off or disregarded by the pilot.

ILS GUIDANCE CUTOUT
200 feet
Radiole: Initially the ILS data will be disregarded by the evaluation pilot at 200 feet, but it may
be extended to 100 feet to reflect the general availahility of reliable ILS data to this altitude.
Leaving it at 200 feet is a worst case in terms of pilot workload since the pilot must be totally
dependent on the SVS earlier in the approach.

6.9 Approach Offset Angle
The Approach Offset Angle simulates the position errors which may exist due to
conventional aircraft navigation systems at the time that the SVS approach is Initiated.
offsets, measured in terms of the angle they make with the runway centerline at the
touchdown point are given to the pilot. Initial heading at each approach angle will be the
for a zero degree offset.
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APPROACH OFFSET ANGLE

Figure 6-2. Approach Offset Angle
APPROACH ANGLE VALUES
0°
+6°
.60

Rationale: Existing precision (ILS) approaches can be designed with as much as the six-degree
error from straight-in. It is expected that any aircraft carrying a synthetic vision system will also
have advanced navigation aids that will allow, at most. the same six degree final approach error
on any precision, non-precision, or no-approach-aid scenario.

6.10 Display Used
The SlED aircraft has both head up and head down displays capable of displaying the SVS
image. It is expected that day operations with the HUD will have degradation due to the washout
of the image against the outside scene. This elect will not occur in the HOD. The use of the
HOD as a complinent and/or a backup to the HUD will be investigated as well as the possibility of
using only a HOD in a synthetic vision implementation.
DISPLAY SELECTION
Head Up Display (HUD)
Head Down Display (HDD)
Radonale: These are the only two displays capable of being used with the Synthetic Vision

System.
6.11 Day/Night
Day/Night conditions impose significant changes to the flight environment. Daytime brightness
will significantly change the number of grey-scale tones which can be observed on the Head Up
Display. Night environments significantly change the perception of real world outside cues
provided to the pilot's natural vision as well as reducing his depth perception.
DAY / NIGHT CONDITIONS
Day
Night
Raionale: Advertised specs on HUD raster indicate that 8 grey scales are available with an
outside scene brightness of 50 ft.-lamberts. When the brightness is between 5,000 - 10,000 ft.lamberts on a typical day, the ability to see grey intensities will significantly decrease. Note that
this grey scale limitation is most evident when operating in IMC during the day due to the "white
Out" viewed through the window. Also, when allowing the pilot to operate with combined natural
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and synthetic vision, the effects on depth perception and orientation are expected to be

signiticant.
6.12 Crosswinds
Operations in crosswinds complicate the pilots landing task and also reduce the effective view
around the downwind side of the runway by the amount of the required crab angle. The SlED is
not expecting crosswind conditions to be a major determinant in the SVS's success, but will
sample peWformance In cross-winds during the performance and/or weather matrices.

GROUND CROSSWIND VALUES
(Maximum W Componentl
11 - 15 Kts
Raodcsle: The G-11 aircraft is certificated for 20 kts of 900 crosswind component, but Part 135
operations are limited to the 15 knot maximum shown.

6.13 Flare Guidance Cue
The Flare Guidance Cue provides the pilot with an avionics driven guidance symbol that the pilot
will follow to control the descent rate to an acceptable amount at touchdown. It makes no
attempt to attain touchdown at any given point or airspeed. The technology is well proven and is
expected to fully compensate the pilot for the SVS image quality, sensor offset from the design
eye, and lack of stereo vision.
FLARE GUIDANCE CUE
On
Of
Rationade: The flare guidance cue is expected to exist on any aircraft using Synthetic Vision. It is
being turned off in this test matrix only when the pilot's workload under different sensors or image
processing is being evaluated and the cue would get in the way of seeing the results of the image
quality changes on performance.
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7. FLIGHT OPERATIONS REQUIREMENTS
7.1 Operational Assessrnent/Experiment Priorities
The experimental design process has resulted in the establishment of the following test priorities:

" Priority 1
-

Visibuity

-

Weather Conditions

-

Airport Suraces

-

Sensor Used

"*Priority 2
-

Runway Incursions

-

Glide Path Intercept Altitude

-

Zero I Zero Demonstration
ILS Guidance Cut-Out

-

Approach Offset Angle

"*Priority 3
-

Display Used

-

Day / Night

-

Crosswinds
Flare Guidance Cue

7.2 MMW Radar Calibration Flights
Each of four reference runways are to be calibrated to support the MMW radar experiments.
Calibration requirements include:

"•Deployment of Corner Reflectors along runway
"*Approach conducted in clear weather with the comer reflectors and runway in the radar field
of view.

"*Identification of secondary calibration references which are permanently placed and within the
radar field of view.

7.3 FUR Calibration
There is no requirement to calibrate the FLIR sensor against field targets.
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8. DATA REPORTING/ANALYSIS REQUIREMENTS
This section presents the type of products required for graphical analysis and inclusion in the final
report. The types and format of graphical presentation are presented in sufficient detail to
establish the requirements for data reduction software tools. The data elements shown in the
graphics should only be considered as representative; the final choice of data elements will be
made during the analysis of flight data.

8.0.1 Pilot Evaluation of Capability
Pilot evaluation of capability will be by use of the Cooper-Harper rating system for handling
qualities and a modified version for workload. These will be supplemented by written narratives.
Ratings will be plotted against the independent conditions listed for each issue in Section 4 and
described in detail in Section 6. Typical examples are shown in Figure 8-1.
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Figure 8-1. Pilot Subjective Ratings versus Conditions (Sample)
Additional correlations of pilot evaluations with image quality measurements will be made.
Examples are shown in Figure 8-2.
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Figure 8-2. Pilot Subjective Ratings versus Image Quality Parameters (Sample)
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8.0.2 Plan and Profile Views of Track or Trajectory
The analysis of aircraft motion towards the runway and the relative points where pilot detection of
the airport and runway will use a projectin of aircraft's motion into a plan and/or profile view.
Specific occurances are plotted on top of the aircraft's track history. Figure 8-3 shows the
expected format.
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deviations, averages, probability of detection, or error plots.

8.0.4 Hodograph of Altitude versus Altitude Rate
This x-y plot format is used to interpret how well a flare maneuver is performed. Figure 8-4

provides an example.
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Figure 8-4. Hodograph of Altitude versus Altitude Rate (Sample)

8.0.5 Landing Position (Longitudinaland Lateral)and Sink Rate
A combination plot that allows the observer to quickly assess the touchdown performance in
terms of lateral, longitudinal, and vertical velocity is shown in Figure 8-5. Notice that it allows a
number of landings to be presented at the same time with minimal data loss to the viewer:
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Figure 8-5. Landing Performance (Sample)

8.0.6 Radar Reflectivity
The reflectivity of the airport surfaces and surrounding terrains will be correlated against variables
of interest. A typical example may be correlation of various surface reflectivities with differing
depression angles as shown in Figure 8-6.
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Figure 846. Surface Radar Reflectivity versus Depression Angle (Sample)

8.0.7 Path Attenuation
Attenuation will be correlated to cmnditions found to be of interest as well as models. An example
is Figure 8-7.
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Figure 8-7. Attenuation versus Rainfall Rate (Sample)

8.0.8 Backscatter
Backscatter will be correlated to conditions found to be of interest as well as models. Typical
presentation may follow Figure 8-8.
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Figure 8-8. Rain Reflectivity (Volumetric Backscatter) versus Rainfall Rate (Sample)

8.0.9 Scene Contrast
Contrast data will be presented as a correlating factor in many of the other performance and
experiment reports. Multiple plots may be made to show differing correlations with the test
conditions. Examples include Figures 8-9, 8-10, and 8-11.
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Figure 8-9. Contrast versus Range (Sample)
2.

Contrast versus Rainfall Rate:
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Raw Radar Data Contrast In a histogram format, determined at Optical Vanishing Point:
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Figure 8-11. Histogram of Raw Radar Data Contrast at Optical Vanishing Point (Sample)

8.0.10 Edge Sharpness
Sharpness data from this experiment will be presented as a correlating factor in many of the
other performance and experiment reports. Multiple plots may be made to show differing
correlations with the test conditions. Examples Include Figure 8-12 and 8-13.
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Figure 8-12. Sharpness versus Range (Sample)
2. Sharpness versus Fog Liquid Water Content:
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Figure 6-13. Sharpness versus Fog Liquid Water Content (Sample)

8.0.11 Variability
Variability data from this experiment will be primarily used in generation of image quality figures of
merit. Correlations with typical parameters such as surfaces, weather, or range will be shown as
they are found to be meaningful.

8.0.12 Image Ouality Metric
Since this parameter is a computational combination of contrast, sharpness, and variability: the
plots shown for them in previous sections would be repeated for the Image Ouality metric.
Confidence in the individual parameters and the combined image quality metric will be obtained
by assessing the correlation of human recognition of the runway andtor performance.
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9. DATA ELEMENT AND SOURCE REQUIREMENTS
The following table describes the data elements required to support the SlED analysis efforts.
The source for each data element is also provided.
DATA ELEMENT AND SOURCE REQUIREMENTS
Data Element
Source
Interface
Present Position
LTN-92 INS
ARINC 429
ARINC 429
UNS-Jr GPS
Present Position
NWE Velocity
LTN-92 INS
ARINC 429
Body Axis Accelerations
LTN-92
ARINC 429
Body Axis Rotation Rate
LTN-92
ARINC 429
Track Angle, True
LTN-92
ARINC 429
Baro Corrected Altitude
DADC
ARINC 429
Altitude Rate
DADC
ARINC 429
True Airspeed
DADC
ARINC 429
Total Air Temp
DADC
ARINC 429
ARINC 429
Static Air Temp
DADC
ARINC 429
DADC
Baro Correction (Hg)
Amtiant Light Brightness HUD
ARINC 429
Symbol Brightness
HUD
ARINC 429
Video Brightness
HUD
ARINC 429
Video Contrast
HUD
ARINC 429
Distance To Fix
DME
Analog
Valid Data Flag
DME
Discrete
ILS Deviation NAV Receiver
Analog
LOC Deviation
NAV Receiver
Analog
EnabledtValid
NAV Receiver
Analog
Radar Altitude
Radar Altimeter
Analog
Valid
Radar Altimeter
Discrete
Weight On Wheels
Squat Switch
Discrete
Pitch/Roll Commands
Control Yoke
Analog
Time
IRIG Time Code Generator
Discretes
Event Markers
Pushbuttons
Discretes
Weather Condition
JTD System
RS-232
MMW Sensor Video
Sensor Vendor
Analog RS-170
FLIR Sensor Video
Sensor Vendor
Analog RS-170
HUD Video
Analog RS-170
Radar Raw Data
Radar System
Sensor Vendor
Pilot View Camera
Sensor Vendor
Analog RS-170
Analog
Cockpit Voice
Figure 9-1. Data Elements And Sources
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Update Rate
125 msec
125 msec
62.5 msec
15.6 msec
15.6 msec
31.3 msec
62.5 msec
62.5 msec
125 msec
500 msec
500 msec
125 msec
100 msec
100 msec
100 msec
100 msec
125 msec
500 msec
62.5 msec
62.5 msec
500 msec
62.5 msec
62.5 msec
62.5 msec
62.5 msec
15.6 msec
62.5 msec
1000 msec
N-A
N-A
N-A
PCM to Instr. Rcdr
N-A
N-A
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10. FAA SVSTD Coordination
The TRW SlED Program has taken steps to assure that the data acquired will form a consistent
data set with other elements of the FAA SVSTD Project. The specific steps taken include:
A. Definition of Terms: The forms of defining equations and terms for variables have been
coordinated with the sensor manufacturers, USAF Tower test data reduction personnel, and
the SVSTD Projle consultants.
B. Measurement Methodology: All measurements have been coordinated throughout the
SVSTD Project members so that results will not differ substantially due to measurement

techniqus.
C. Proprietary Data: Georgia Tech Research Institute will process and prepare the proprietary
data report detailing the radar sensor. Their evaluation and report of the TRW SlED flight
data will be compatlbe with their USAF contracted report on the same sensors Tower Test
performance.
D. Coordination: TRW has established and maintains contractual access to all principals
needed to assure that SVSTD Project elements remain informed and coordinated.
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APPENDIX B
MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF TESTED SENSORS
Honeywell 35 GHz Imaging Radar
Lear Astronics 94 GHz Imaging Radar
Kodak 3-5 Micron Infrared Camera
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MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 35 GHz RADAR SENSOR

1.0

FLIGHT TEST CONFIGURATION

Figure B-' shows a function block diagram of the flight test configuration of the 35GHz SVS
sensor provided by the Honeywell Systems Research Center. Image enhancement functions
within the display processor were only implemented experimentally, and were not part of the
baseline flight test configuration.
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Figure B-1

Honeywell 35 GHz Imaging Radar Block Diagram

The antenna developed for the 35 GHz sensor by Malibu Research Inc. is a strap down
electro-mechanical scanner based upon an "Eagle Scanner" technique. Using a dielectric slug to
change the phase velocity of a waveguide feed, the antenna scan rate was configured at
approximately 10 Hz for flight testing. A shaped reflector with a horizontal aperture of 30 inches
is used to achieve a vertical fan-beam pattern of approximately 26 degrees (6 degrees at 3 dB
down) with cosecant squared rolloff, and an azimuthal beamwidth of 0.8 degrees.
B-2

The transmitter is a conventional magnetron based pulsed transmitter at 35 GHz. It transmits
an average power of 1.0 watt. The receiver consists of a MMIC low-noise amplifier (LNA), a
mixer, and an intermediate frequency circuit. The transmitter and receiver are housed in separate
structures and are controlled by a modulator within the R/T Controller, and an RF interface board
within a separate display processor chassis.
The display processor, mounted in the aircraft cabin, consists primarily of industry
TMS320C30- based DSP boards in a ruggedized Versa Module Eurocard chassis. Multiple (18)
TMS320C30 processors are used to perform pulse integration, optional image enhancement,
perspective transform and display interface functions. The most intensive processing is the
perspective transform from the B-scope radar image to the pilot perspective image. The display
processor also contains commercially available ARINC bus interface and data input/output cards
from which aircraft orientation parameters are extracted for input to the perspective transform.
A Sun workstation was also mounted in the aircraft cabin and served as a station for software
development, user control of operating parameters, and data recording. Raw digital radar signal
data, captured by the Radar Interface card, is first transferred through a series of two disk drives.
The raw data is finally recorded onto high density magnetic tape under control of the Sun
workstation.
2.0

SYSTEM ISSUES AND REVISIONS

Honeywell addressed the following issues through the course of flight testing on a basis that
neither interfered with flight testing nor invalidated collected sensor data.
2.1 ROLL LATENCY
Display update latency appeared to be on the order of 0.4 seconds during periods of high roll
angle rate. Investigation of the problem revealed that one software subroutine had not been
executing fast enough to keep up with incoming data. The particular subroutine was responsible
for updating the INS reference data structures. Unsuccessful efforts were made to optimize this
subroutine, and the latency problem remained through the program.
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2.2

ANTENNA PITCH

Several tests were performed to evaluate overall sensor performance at varying antenna pitch
angles. Tests that traded off antenna pitch angles optimized for taxi versus landing approach
concluded that an antenna pitch stabilization mechanism would be desirable in future imaging
systems. For the purpose of completing the flight tests, the antenna pitch angle was set as reflected
in Figure B-2.
2.3

RUNWAY "PHANTOMS"

Flight tests revealed a runway "phantom" phenomenon, exhibited as transient cloudy returns
in the radar image which moved across the runway in an irregular but non-random pattern at the
lower altitudes of the aircraft approach to the runway and during the landing rollout. Approaches
without use of weather and altimeter radar transmitters proved that the effect was not caused by
interference from these sensors. Some observers suggested that the artifacts might be associated
with runway/taxiway markers and/or runway distance remaining signs. Absorptive material was
placed inside the radome to mitigate the effects of potential sidelobe returns with no effect. The
problem was not resolved during flight testing, however radar multipath or processing artifacts
remain as candidate causes. While noticeable to the pilots, the pilots did not feel that these
anomalous returns affected their use of the image during the flight tests.
2.4

120 MHz RFI

Emissions from the imaging radar partially interfered with aircraft communications radios in
the 120 MHz range. The problem was not resolved during flight testing.
2.5 DIAGONAL DISPLAY WAVES
Diage-al waves appeared on the display due to the fact that display memory was updated
vertically and the display raster operated horizontally and asynchronously. Several solutions were
traded off, with the solution requiring the least processor throughput being selected.
Synchronization of the display memory update with the display raster readout froze the diagonal
line in the display. The frozen line was substantially less distracting than the traveling wave
initially exhibited and deemed acceptable by the pilots for flight test purposes.
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35 GHz SVS Antenna Pitch Angle for Fiight Test
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2.6

DATA RECORDING SUSPEND
The data recording process required software modification to allow the process to be

suspended for system power down. This capability was added, allowing the recording process to
be resumed without loss of data, subsequent to cycling system power.
2.7

IMAGE ENHANCEMENT

Honeywell attempted to demonstrate software functions for enhancing the radar image,
including beam sharpening, contrast enhancement and noise reduction routines. Initial problems
were incurred in integrating the routines for real time operation. The routines did execute during
one flight test with poor results. A problem involving dynamic update to a coefficient table
precluded successful demonstration of image enhancement software.
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MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF THE 94 GHz RADAR SENSOR
1.0

FLIGHT TEST CONFIGURATION

Figure B-3 shows the major functions of the Lear Astronics 94 GHz sensor developed for the SVS
Technology Demonstration Program.
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, -,-t
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ELECT.

Figure 3.

Lear Astronics 94 GHz SVS Sensor System Configuration

The sensor system consisted of a 94 GHz scanning antenna , a transmitter/receiver, a radar
interface unit, a digital signal/image processor, and an integral data collection system. The antenna
with its drive electronics, the transmitter/receiver, and the radar interface unit were mounted in the
radome of the test aircraft. The Digital Signal Processor and data recording equipment were
installed in the cabin of the aircraft.
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L

The 24inch by 8 inch Flat Parabolic Surfaces (FLAPS) scanning reflector antenna was
developed by Malibu Research Inc. for the SVS program. The feed is fixed and only the reflector
scans ±7.5 degrees. The antenna produces a 2:1 enhancement, which provides a ±15 degree field
of view. The FLAPS surface focuses the beam, converts from linear to circular polarization, and
forms the cosecant squared elevation shaped beam. The antenna is scanned at 5 Hz in azimuth and
is pitch stabilized under computer control from the engineers test station in the cabin.
The 94 GHz solid state Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) linearized
transceiver developed by GEC-Marconi Dynamics is mounted integrally to the antenna assembly
behind the reflector surfaces to minimize waveguide losses. The radar transmitter uses a phase
lock loop linearized Voltage Controlled Oscillator and an Injection Locked Oscillator to produce
250 mW output power. The receive signal is down converted to baseband and then amplified by a
digitally gain controlled amplifier stage to produce the frequency/range related signal. The
conversion from frequency to range is performed in the system Digital Signal Processor.
The Digital Signal Processing (DSP) unit consists of a Fast Fourier Transfer (FFT) card (400
gsec conversion time), a scan converter, and six RISC architecture MIPS R3000
processor/memory card pairs in a single chassis. The DSP's primary function is to process a radar
return signal and convert it to a displayable image of the runway scene. The radar return input is
digitized and stepped through an FFT calculation, creating 256 range profiles per scene, each
consisting of 512 range bins. Each range profile is processed individually to enhance the scene
definition. Scenes are processed at a rate of 10 per second. The standard radar B scope out (range
versus azimuth) is converted, in real time, to a C scope presentation (elevation versus azimuth).
After processing, the range profiles are collected in the scene memory space of the scan converter.
Motion compensation of the scene for changes in aircraft attitude are performed before data
conversion to RS-170 output format.
2.0 OPERATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS
A summary of the operational specifications of the Lear Astronics 94 GHz SVS sensor is
shown in Table B-1. The extent to which the specifications were met was not fully established.
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Table B-I

94 GHz

SVS Sensor Operational Specifications

OPERATIONAL SPECIFICATIONS
Maximum Range

6,000 meters - Acquisition mode
3,000 meters - Approach mode
1,500 meters - taxi mode

Mode Change

Automatic and manual

Azimuth Resolution 0.35 degree (5.4 milliradian)
(Two way antenna azimuth beamwidth)
Range Resolution
14 meters - acquisition mode
7 meters - approach mode
3.5 meters - taxi mode

MAJOR OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE KODAK KIR 310 INFRARED SENSOR
Aperture Diameter (mm)

36 mm, fl.6

Operating Wavelength (gt)

3-5 gtm

Field of View (deg x deg)

32" (AZ) x 24" (EL)

Array Dimension (pixels)

640 x 486

NEAT (K)

0.15 K

Minimum Resolvable Temp

0.1 K at 1/2 Nyquist
(0.01K at low frequencies)

Quantum Efficiency (%)

.05% at 4 gim
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APPENDIX C

Major Operating Characteristics of the GEC Head-Up Display
Instantaneous Field of View
Total Field of View
Intensity
Video Inputs
Video Outputs
Video Selection Input
Test Data Outputs
Symbol Set
Aircraft Inputs

Pilot Control Panel

300 (AZ) x 16.50 (EL)
300 (AZ) x 24P (EL)
400 Foot-Lamberts
two EIA RS-170 (MMW and FLIR)
two EIA RS-170 (DAS and HDD)
TTL (MMW or FLIR)
ARINC-429 (Ambient Light Level &
Modified FAA Symbol set #1
INS #1
INS #2
ADC
DME #1
DME #2
VHF Nav #1
VHF Nav #2
Radar Altimeter
Weight On Wheels
On/Off
Desired Glide Slope
Desired Airspeed
Heading
HUD Contrast
HUD Intensity
HDD Intensity

C-1

Control Settings)
ARINC-429
ARINC-429
ARINC-429
Analog/Discrete
Analog/Discrete
Analog/Discrete
Analog/Discrete
Analog/Discrete
Discrete

APPENDIX D.

OVERVIEW OF DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
AND
DATA SOURCES

-Flight Test Engineer's Event Log Format
-Data Acquisition System Overview
-Data Source Responsibilities
•SVS Performance Analyses Responsibilities
System Level

-

TRW

Sensor Level . GTRI
Meteorological - JTD
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FLIGHT TEST ENGINEER'S EVENT LOG FORM
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DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Primary Sensor
Data Source

Type

MMWimage

RS-170

FLIR image

RS- 170

HUD image

RS-170

Combiner Camera

TRW

JTD

Backup Sensor
Hny

TRW

JTD

Lear

X

X

RS- 170

X

X

MMW Internal Data

Digital

X

X

Radar Altimeter

Analog

X

X

INS

ARINC-429

X

X

DADC

ARINC-429

X

X

GPS

ARINC-429

HUD (Ambient Light)

ARINC-429

VHF Navigation

Analog

4

4

DME

Analog

4

4

Yoke Position

Analog

4

4

particle size (fog)
particle size (rain)
liquid water content
Altitude
Airspeed
True Air Temperature
Weather Summary

Digital
Digital
Digital
Analog
Analog
Analog
RS-232

4

4

Intercom

Analog

4

V1

SVS configuration

Files

,

4

Experiment notes

Files

4

4

IRIG-B Time Tag

Analog / Digital

4

Tune (1 sec resolution)

Digital

4
X

'1

4
4

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

X

4

*

data was processed by TRW for System Level Analysis
data was processed by GTRI (and MMW Vendor) for Sensor Level Analysis
data was processed by JTD and distributed to TRW, GTRI, and MMW Vendor
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X

DATA SOURCES AND ELEMENTS (TRW)

Source

IX22

Data Rat

Rewrd

EleMmnl

INS #1

ARINC 429

100 Kbps

8 mm (digital)

Desired Track
Cross Track
Pres Pos - Lat
Pres Pos - Long

Ground Speed
Track Angle True
True Heading
Wind Speed
Wind Direct True
Track Angle Mag
Mag Heading
Drift Angle
Flight Path Angle
Flight Path Accel
Pitch Angle
Roll Angle
Body Pitch Rate
Body Roll Rate
Body Yaw Rate
Body Longitude Accel
Body Lateral Accel
Body Normal Accel
Platform Heading
Track Angle Rate
Pitch Aft Rate
Roll Att Rate
Potential Vert Speed
Inertial Altitude
Along Trk Horiz Accel
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DATA SOURCES AND ELEMENTS (TRW) (CONTINUED).

ource

Malt

Data Rate

E
Cross Trk Horlz Accel
Vertical Accel
Inertial Veor Speed

ADC

ARINC 429

13.9 Kbps

8 mm (digital)

N-S Velocity
E-W Velocity
Pressure Altitude
Baro Correced Aft.
Mach Number
Indicated Airspeed
Vmo
True Airspeed
Total Air Temperature
Altitude Rate
Static Air Temperature
Baro Correction

GPS

ARINC 429

13.9 Kbps 8 mm (digital)

Baro Correction
Altitude
Latitude (Coarse)
Longitude (Coarse)
Latitude (Fine)
Longitude (Fine)
Measurement Age
GPS Status
RPU Status

HUD

ARINC 429

100 Kbps

8 mm (digital)

Ambient Light
Symbol Brightness
Video Brightness
Video Contrast

RA

Analog/Discrete

8 mm (digital)

Altitude
Decision Height
Warning
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DATA SOURCES AND ELEMENTS (TRW) (CONTINUED).

aum
VHF Nav

M=

t

D

e
8 mm (digital)

Analog/Discrete

VOR/LOC Deviation
Glideelope Deviation
VOR/LOC Superflag
Glidelope Superfg
TO-FROM Flag
GS/LOC Enable
Marker Sensitivity
Outer Marker Beacon
Middle Marker Beaoon
Inner Marker Beacon
Nov kdent

DME #1

Squat Switch
Event Markers

8 mm (digitai)

Analog/Diicrete

8 mm (digital)
8 mm (digital)

Discrete
Discrete

Distance
DME Valid
DME Went
Weight On Wheels
Pilots
Test Director #1
Test Director #2

1200 baud 8 mm (digital)
8 mm (digital)
8 mm (digtal)

Weather Summary

Weather

RS-232

Configuration Rile
Experiment Notes

electronic
electronic

MMWasenor

RS-170

Hi 8 mm VCR #1

video

FUR sensor
HUID Image
Coniner Camera

RS-170
RS-170
RS-170

H 8 mnm VCR #2
Hi 8 mm VCR #3
Hi 8 mm VCR #4

video
video
video

Intercom
FlG-B

Audio
Audio

Hi 8 mm VCRs
Hi 8 mm VCRs

lime

IIG-

Digital

8 mm (digital)

Time

1 KHz
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FPSVS Configuration
Test Engineer Notes

DATA SOURCES AND ELEMENTS (HONEYWELL)

Elements

1frame/4 s

Recorde
SUN SPARC

Baseband Video

8 bit digital
Radar Controller
Inertial Navigation Sys 20 bits digital

1 frame(4 s
1 frame/4 s

SUN SPARC
SUN SPARC

Antenna Tilt
Position

Inertial Navigation Sys 15 bits digital
Inertial Navigation Sys 20 bits digital
analog
Radar Altimeter
I mS
IRIG-B

1 frame14 s
1 frame/4 s
I/frame/4 s

SUN SPARC
SUN SPARC
SUN SPARC

Attitude
Inertial Altitude
Altitude

I frame/4 s

SUN SPARC

Time

c
Radar Receiver

D

m
10 bit digital

Radar Image

Scan Converter

RS-1 70

30 frame/sec S-VHS #1

Intercom

audio

continuous

S-VHS #1

RG-B

audio

continuous

S-VHS #1

Time

Combiner Camera
Intercom

RS-170
audio

IRIG-B

audio

30 frame/sec S-VHS #2
continuous S-VHS #2
continuous S-VHS #2

Time

includes IRIG-B, Baro Conected Altitude, INS Position, Attitude on scan convertec! text.
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Oats Sources and Elem,%. .(JLje)

SourRe

Recrder

Elements

PC- Hard Disk
PC- Hard Disk
PC- Hard Disk
PC- Hard Disk
PC- Hard Disk

Baseband Video
AGC Stop
Position
Attitude
Altitude

Radar Receiver
12 bit digital
Radar Controller
8 bit digital
Inedial Navigation Sys 20 bits digital
Inertial Navigation Sys 15 bits digital
Radar Atimneter
analog

1 frame/I0 s
1frame/ 0 s
1 frame/i0 s
I frame/lO0s
1 frame/ 0s

IRIG-B

1 mS

I framre/10 s PC- Hard Disk Tirne

Scan Converter
IRIG-B

RS-170
audio

30 frame/sec S-VHS VCR #1
continuous S-VHS VCR #1

Combiner Camera

RS-170

30 frame/sec S-VHS VCR #2

IRIG-B

audio

continuous

S-VHS VCR #2

Radar Image*
Time

Time

"includesIRIG-B, Baro Corrected Altitude, INS Position. Attitude on scan converted text.

Data Sources and Elements (JTDI

Source

L=Recode

FSSP Pod
OAP Pod
LWC Probe
ADC

digital
digital

1 Sec
1 Sec

Digital Tape
Digital Tape

Particle Size (fog)
Particle Size (rain)

digital
analog

1 Sec
1 Sec

Digital Tape
Digital Tape

liquid water content
TAT

Pitot/Static Transducers
Radar Altimaeer
Time (1 second ros.)

analog
analog
digital

1 Sec
1 Sec

Digital Tape
Digital Tape
Digital Tape

Airspeed
Altitude
Time
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Elements

SYSTEM LEVEL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS (TRW)

DighaAna~esis,

Plan view of traJectory
Crab angle vs. Range

WOW, GPS, INS, VHF Nay
WOW, GPS, INS

Standard deviation of centedine tracking error
Profile view
Projection of nominal glidepath on runway
Std. Dev.of glideslope tracking error (ILS only)
Plot of airspeed error vs. range to touchdown
Pilot commentary noting identified obstacles
Touchdown sink-rate discrete
Hodograph of sink-rate vs. altitude
Longitudinal touchdown position XTD discrete
Lateral touchdown position (YT)

WOW, GPS, INS
WOW, GPS, INS
WOW, GPS, VHF Nay
WOW, GPS, VHF Nay
WOW, GPS, ADC
lime, Intercom, Video

Touchdown heading discrete
Touchdown bank angle discrete

WOW, GPS, INS, RA
WOW, GPS, INS, RA
WOW, GPS, INS
WOW, GPS, INS
WOW, GPS, INS
WOW, GPS, INS
WOW, GPS, INS

Touchdown lateral acceleration discrete
Safety Pilot comments

Time, Intercom

Lingo O•wy
Contrast
Sharpness

Time, MMW &FUR Video, Evnt
Tlime, MMW &FLIR Video, Evnt
Time, MMW & FUR Video, Evnt
lime, MMW & FUR Video, Evnt

Variabiity
Image Qualily

D-9

Marker
Marker
Marker
Marker

MMW Sensor Performance Analysis (GTRIf

Br (Power Received from Runway)

Raw MMW Data. INS. Weather, Gnd Truth

Bt (Power Received from Terrain)

Raw MMW Data, INS, Weather, Gnd Truth

Contrast

Raw MMW Data, INS, Weather

Sharpness

Raw MMW Data, INS, Weather

Variability

Raw MMW Data, INS, Weather

Attenuation

Raw MMW Data, INS, RA, Weather, Grid Truth

Volumetric Backscatter

Raw MMW Data, INS, RA, Weather, Gnd Truth

Reflectivity (r) (Runway and Terrain)

Raw MMW Data, INS, RA, Weather, Gnd Truth

Meteoroioaical Analysis (JTID
ore

Analysis

Dt

Dropsize Distribution (1 Hz)

Time, RA, PiotoStatic Transducers, ADC (TAT), FSSP, OAP

Average Distrbution (30 ft)

Time, RA, Piot/Static Transducers, ADC (TAT), FSSP, OAP

Air Temperature .7rofile

Time, RA, ADC (TAT)

Rainall Profile

Time, RA. PitotStatic Transducers, ADC (TAT), FS3P, OAP

Humidity

Weather Report at Runway
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APPENDIX E-DESCRIPTION OF FLIGHT TEST SYSTEM

A. Nose Area Modifications
B. Weather Sensors
C. Navigation Sensors
D. Video data sensors and recording
H. Head Down Display
F. Racks
G. Structural Modifications
H. Electrical
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AIRCRAFT SENSOR CONFIGURATION
CONFIGURATION
Ka-Band
W-Band
(Primary) (Backup)

Supplier

Description

Honeywell
Honeywell
Norton
Lear
Norton
Kodak
TRW

MMW sensor (35 GHz)
data collection rack
Radome (35 GHz)
MMW sensor (94 GHz)
data collection racks
Radome (94 GHz)
FUR (3-5itm)
Data Acquisition System

HD

liquid water content probe

JTD

particle size #1 pod

JTD
GEC
TRW

particle size #2 pod
HUD
Combiner Camera

T

TRW

Equipment Rack

T

TRW
TRW
TRW
TRW

Test Director Station
Test Engineer Station
MMW Engineer Station
Observers Station

T
T

Lear

_

_

_

_

T

T

_

E-2

_

_

FPSVS SPECIAL EQUIPMENT SUMMARY
Description
Honeywell Antenna
Honeywell RjT unit

Location
nose bulkhead
nose shelf

Lear Antenna

nose bulkhead

Lear Tx/Rx
Lear RIU
Lear Power Supply #1
Kodak FUR camera
Kodak FLIR cooling pump
Kodak FLIR power supply
Kodak FLIR electronics
Combiner Camera
Equipment Racks
Test Director (TD1)
Test Engineer(EN 1)
MMW Equipment (EQ1)
Observer (OB 1)
DAS (DAl)
DAS (DA2)
Sensor Data (SD2)
Sensor Data (SD3)
Head Up Display
Head Down Display

nose shelf
nose shelf
nose shelf
nose bulkhead
nose bulkhead
nose bulkhead
nose bulkhead
Glareshield
Cabin

Weather sensors
particle size #1
particle size #2
total water content
transformer
pitot/static transducer

Right Overhead
5 tube EFIS
wing
wing
cheek panel

Comments
waveguide interface with R/T unit
18 "max cable length from
antenna
waveguide interface with Tx/Rx
unit

primary configuration
primary configuration
tray and cables for both seats
right ADI and center tube
replaced
pylon developed by subcontractor
pylon developed by subcontractor
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JTD FSSP/OAP Weather Sensor
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DROPLET SIZE PROBES (INTERCHANGEABLE)

Model
FSSP-100

OAP-200X

Weather
Fog

Cloud

Channels
15

15

Range (microns)
0.5 to 8.0
1.0 to 16.0

3.0

2.0 to 47.0

10 (min)

10- 150
200 - 3D00

Narrow Arm

- 1,500

Narrow Arm

300 - 4.500

Wide Arm (23 cm)

200 (max)
OAP-

Cloud

OAP-200Y

Precipatation

15

Physical
Narrow Arm

Resolution (microns)
0.5
1.0
2.0

300

E-10-

2.0 to 32.0

FS 95.0

Figure E-7. JTD JW Weather Sensor Installation
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AIRCRAFT AVIONICS
1

Weather Radar System; one Honeywell WC-650 (15" antenna)

2

Electronic Flight Instrument System; one Honeywell 5 tube EFIS

3

Air Data Computer System; one Honeywell AZ-800

4

Altimeter Indicators

5

Vertical Speed Indicators

6

VHF Communications System; triple Collins VHF-20

7

HF Radio; two King KHF-950 w/ Motorola NA-135 SELCAL

8

VHF Navigation System. two Collins VIR-30

9

Avionic Power Switching

10

Inertial Navigation System; two Litton LTN-92

11

VLF/Omega; one Universal UNS- lJr

12

Distance Measurement Equipment System; one Collins DME-42 and one DME-40

13

Automatic Direction Finder System; two Collins ADF-60A

14

Flight Director System; two Honeywell FZ-500

15

Transponders; two Collins TDR-90

16

Radio Altimeter System, one Collins ALT-55B

17

Cockpit Voice Recorder; Fairchild A- 100

18

Flight Phone; Wolfsberg Flitefone VI

19

Angle of Atuck; Teledyne AOA

20

GPS; Marconi
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VIDEO RECORDERS

VCR

Horizontal
Resolution

Audio
Recording

Media Size
(inches)

Hi 8
S-VHS
VHS

400 lines
400 lines
300 lines

Stereo PCM
Stereo Analog
Stereo Analog

0.3 x 3.4 x 2.5 2 hours
1.0 x 7.4 x 4.0 2 hours
1.0 x 7.4 x 4.0 3 hours

Media Size
Length

Users
TRW
Honeywell, Lear
Honeywell

MAJOR CHARACTERISTICS OF THE H[D DISPLAY
Maximum Dimensions

5.000" (h) x 6.000" (w) x 16" (d)

Signal Standard

EIA RS- 170 (black and white), 525 lines/60 fields, 2:1 interlace

Horizontal Resolution

600 TV lines minimum (Active Area)

Video Input

1 volt p-p composite, negative sync, 75 fl (switchable to Hi Z)

Video Bandwidth
Raster Size

10 MHz
6" diag desired (4:3 aspect ratio), 4" diag minimum

Power
Brightness
Contrast Ratio

28 VDC
200 ft Lambert (sunlight viewable desired)
7:1 at 10,000 ft candles

Altitude
Temperature

30,000 Ft.
0 to 500 C

Humidity
Vibration
Shock
EMI Shielding

100%

As necessary

Minimum User Controls

Brightness and Contrast
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Cabin Equipment Arrangement
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WORK STATION RESOURCES

£w

Observers

D

Video Monitors
Video Selector
Status Indicators
Recording Control
Intexcom
Interface Unit
Work Surface

2
X
X
System
X
X
X

1
X

1
X

1
X

X

MMW
X

Wx
X

X

WORKSTATIONS

(Orientation)

CrewDescription
MMW Sensor Engineer
Test Engineer
Flight Director
Wx/Host/Observer

900 swivel (front to left)
1800 swivel (front to right to back)
no swivel (facing front)
5 passenger couch (facing left)
jump seat (front forward)

VHF COMMUNICATIONS ANTENNA

Mounting Location
Frequency Range
Antenna Pattern
Antenna Gain

underside of the aircraft
118 MHz through 136 MHz
omni-direction
no gain

VSWR

< 2:1

Cable
Radio Connector

TBD
BNC
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INTERCOM CONFIGURATION

VHFRadio

Qgkilcabin
Pilot
Co-Pilot
Test Director
Test Engineer
Sensor Engineer
Host/Wx Sensor

Talk/isten
Talk/Listen
Talk/Listen
Listen
Listen
Talk/Listen

Listen
Listen
Talk/Listen
TalListen
Talk/Listen
Talk/Listen

Talk/Isten
Talk/Listen
Tak/Listen

Observers (Qty 4)

Listen

Talk/Listen

Listen

Listen

OUTPUTS
A ICS Cabin Loop
B Pilot (Mic, Headset, and Speaker)
C Co-Pilot (Mic, Headset, and Speaker)

FPSVS POWER REQUIREMENTS
P.wer./._T.1&tk
+/- 3 VDC
+28 VDC
115 VAC (Wild AC)+/- 10 VAC
+/- 10 VAC
115 VAC
115 VAC

+/- 10VAC

Phass

Emiicy Continuous Power
3000 Watts
750 VA

3 Phase

400 +-50 Hz

I Phase

400+

4 Hz

1500 VA

I Phase

60 +/- 1.0 Hz

2500 VA
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H/W
INS #1
INS 2
OPS
HUD

AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
Scale
Signal
Model #
ARINC 429, 100 Kbps
Data Bus
LTN-92
ARINC 429, 100 Kbps
Data Bus
LTN-92
ARINC 429, 13.9 Kbps
Data Bus
ARINC 429, 100 Kbps
Control Bus
ARINC 429, 100 Kbps
Test Bus

Rprogmmuner (IN)
((AM
Rqno,ai
ADC

AZ-800

DME #1

DME-40

DME #2

DME-42

VHF Nav. #1

VIR-30

ARINC 429, 100 Kbps
ARINC 429, 100 Kbps

Data Bus
Conffcd Barn (Commc)
Tue Air Speed (TAS)
True Air Temp (TAT)
Distance
DME Valid
DME IDENT (morse code)

ARINC 429, 13.9 Kbps
Alt a ((Vo / Vef) x 75,000) - 12.500 feet
TAS m(Vo / Vref) / 0.000310186 knots
TAT m((V0 / Vftf) / 0.012087)2 - 273273 -C
Distance a Vo x 25 nmi
28 VDC= VALID
Audio (1367 Hz)

Distance
DME Valid
DME IDENT (morse code)
VOR/LOC Deviation

Distance a Vo x 25 unmi
28 VDC= VALID
Audio (1367 Hz)
VOR Scale: 150 mV for 100 off course
LOC Scale: 90 mV for 0.093 DDM (4 dB)
Scale: 78 mV for 0.091 DDM (2 dB)
28 VDC= VALID
28 VDC= VALID
positive = TO, negative = FROM
28 VDC= RCVNG VOR
open = LOW SENS, gnd = HIGH SENS
Audio (400 Hz)

Glideslope Deviation
VOR/LOC Superflag
Glideslope Superflag
TO/FROM Flag
GS/LOC Enable (Delayed)
Marker Beacon Sensitivity
Outer Beacon

Middle Bcon

Audio (1300 Hz)

Inner Beacon
NAV IDENT (morse code)
NAV Bearing

Audio (3000 Hz)

E-17

3-wire Syncbro, 16.2 VAC

AIRCRAFT ELECTRICAL INTERFACES CONTINUED.
H/W
VHF Nay. #2

Model #
VIR-30

Signal
VOR/LOC Deviation
Giideslope Deviation
VOR/LOC Superflag
Glideslope Superflag
TO/FROM Flag
GSiL
Enable (Delayed)
Maker Beacon Sensitivity

Scale
VOR Scale: 150 mV for 10* off course
LOC Scale: 90 mV for 0.093 DDM (4 dB)
Scale: 78 mV for 0.091 DDM (2 dB)
28 VDC- VALID
28 VDC - VALID
positive - TO, negative - FROM
28 VDC - RCVNG VOR
open - LOW SENS, pd - HIGH SENS

Onter Beamn

Audio (400 Hz)

MiddlBeaBcn

Audio (1300 Hz)

innerBeacon

Audio (3000 Hz)

ADF #1
ADF #2

ADF-60A
ADF-60A

NAV IDENT (momrs code)
NAV Beating
ADF Bearing
ADF Bearing

Radar Ai

ALT-55B

Altitude

Weight On

Decision Height
Warning
open - AIRM GND = GROUND

Squat Switch

3-whe Synchro, 16.2 VAC
3-wire Synchro, 16.2 VAC
3-wie Synebro, 16.2 VAC

Gradient: 20 mV/ft between -20 to 500 ft
Gradient: 10.4 V + 3 mV/ft Alt > 500 ft.
20 uA (<30 VDC) = ABOVE, GND = BELOW
28 VDC = VALID, < 20 uA = NOT VALI)

Wheels (WOW)
Yoke

Yoke Pitch
Yoke Roll
Video Select
Event Marker

Potentiometer, 500fM
Potentiometer, 5000
Toggle Switch
Toggle Switch
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Figure E-9.

Cockpit Instrumentation
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Figure E-10.

Cockpit Instrumentation
E-20)

mo

Figure
-1 1. Had-Up

ispa
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Figure E-12.

FLIR Window on the Radome
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Figure E.13.

Radome, Area Modifications
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Figure E-14.

MWW Antenna and FLUR Camera Located in Nose
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Figure E-15.

Wide-Arm Precipitation Probe
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Figure E-16.

Wide-Arm Precipitation Probe
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Figuro E-17.

Vidoo Rocorder Rack
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Figure E-18.

Cabin Racks
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Figure E-19.

Data Analysis Ground Station
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TEST PLAN FOR THE SYNTHETIC
VISION SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
March 16, 1992

I.

OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this test plan are to:

*

Provide a detailed test matrix and schedule to accomplish the combination of operational
scenarios. experiments, and weather conditions specified in the Program Plan.

0

Identify priorities to serve as a guide for day-to-day testing

a

Assign personnel and organizations to be accountable for each component of tests

*

Identify required resources for each test

*

Provide an in-flight demonstration of current technology to industry and government
representatives

U1.

SCOPE

This test plan describes the methods and procedures that have been developed to conduct flight
testing of two millimeter wavelength sensors (35 Ghz and 94 Ghz), and one FUR sensor. The output of
these sensors will be prsented to the pilot in a raster format on a head-up display (HUD), and will be
superimposed on the usual symbology required for flight guidance. Testing will initially be done in clear
weather, and will progress to include conditions that are consistent with Category I ILS minimums, and

finally to Category II and Category

M nUS minimums. Pan am to conduct tests that will include flight

in different types of fog, and in rain. The achievement of these objectives will require accuate weather
forecasting, rapid deployment capability, and a reliable system of sensors, pilot displays, and data

acquisition equipmen. Once an area of fog or rain condstt with the minimums specified in the test
matrix (Section V) has been identified, It will be necessary to ferry the test aircraft to that location. The
cost of such travel will be traded off with the alternative of obtaining more data in less interesting
conditions. If die system performance aWd piiot workload are such that the temn feels It will be safe to
continue to below Cat I minimums, the policy will be uo accept fewer aqprces to obtain datn in actual
low visibility condition& It is recoge that the biaccuracies associated with forecastfng may make it
Impossible to complete the test matrix In a 270 hour tea progam. The established priorities will strongly

impact what tests ar ac

plishd. The following priorities have been established.

Grout, I Pnriorties
*
*
*
*
*
Group

*
*

Visibility (RVR)
Weather Conditions (rain. rain-rate, different types of fog)
Airport Surfaces
0/0 landings in simulated IMC
Runway Incursions

In Priorities.
Glide-path intercept altitude (MDA for non-precision approaches)
ILS guidance cutout - loss of flight director guidance between Cat I minimums and the
initiation of flare. Nominally, there will always be flight director guidance in the flare.

Grouip IHPriorities

*

Day vs. night comparisons in identical weather conditions

*
*
*

Approach offset angle
Head down display
Flare on flight path vector cue (no flight director in the flare)

Two millimeter wave radar (MMW) sensors will be tested, one at 35 Ghz and the other at 94 Ghz.
Approximately 220 hours of flight time will be accomplished with the 35 0hz sensor over a period of 4
calendar months. Approximately 50 hours of flight time will be allocated to testing the 94 Ghz sensor.
These tests will be. conducted as a permutation of the 35 Ghz MMW tests to determine the performance
of this wavelength. Specifically the effects of weather, airport surface, and inherent resolution will be
investigated. A forward looking infrared sensor (FLIR) will be operational in parallel with both sensors,
i.e.. there will always be two operational sensors in the radome. Quantitative data will be collected for
both sensors on all runs. The selection of the sensor to supply the raster information on the HUD will

be made by the pilot by way of a button on dhe control yoke. The planned stategy will be to use the
millimeter wave sensor at longer ranges, switching to the FUR on short final. This is based on expected
limitations and strengths of each sensor. That is, MMW tends to have somewhat degraded resolution, and
good penetration through visible moisture. whereas the FUR is expected to have better resolution but is
limited in its ability to penetrte weather. Some runs will be made using only MMW or FUPR for the
entire approach to obtain baseline data. The MMWRFLIR switching strategy will be modified if necessary,
based on initial flight experience with the sensors during the shakedown flights.
Some flights will be made to demmsMue the systm to Indusatry nd government representatives.
Since the demonr-ion pilot will occupy the right seat (normally occupied by the evaluation pilot), it will
be necessary to have a qualified G-nf pilot in the Jump seat. AMrraft peffonnumce data and subjective pilot
rting data will M be taken during these fighs. Non-flying observers will be allowed on data flights
only if exored by a member of the SVSTD team that is not rqluired to perform as a crew member. The
minimum crew for data flights will consist of the safety pilot. evaluation pilot, test director, test engineer,
md an MMW engineer.
The testf must be completed by the end of October 1992 to stay within cost on the aircraft lease.

2
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MANAGEMENT APPROACH

The G-I1 aircraft will be modified at Midcoast Aviation in St. Louis Missouri. An experimental
certificate wiU be obtained from the FAA Central Region to allow the performance of local flight testing
to check out the installation. In addition, a ferry permit must be obtained from the Central Region to allow
the test aircraft to be ferried to Van Nuys. Applications for these certificates will be made by Midcoast.
They will follow-up on any modifications deemed necessary by the FAA, and will be responsible for
obtaining the experimental and ferry certificates. An experimental certificate to allow operations from Van
Nuys will be issued by the Van Nuys Manufacturing Industry District Office (MIDO). This effort will
be coordinated by Raleigh Jet. and they will arrange and supervise any modifications deemed necessary
by the VNY MIDO. Day-to-day operations of the aircraft will be coordinated between Raleigh Jet and
the TRW Flight Test Director with guidance from the TRW management and the Synthetic Vision
Program Office (SVPO).
Approval to conduct testing below published IFR minimums will be applied for by the SVPO to
FAA AFS 1. The Flight Test Plan and the Safety Plan will be presented as the rationale to allow such
testing. Decisions to continue to lower weather minimums will require 100% agreement by Raleigh Jet.
the Test Director, and his advisers. The decision of this group will be reviewed by the SVPO and TRW
management. Both must be satisfied that the tests can be safely conducted before proceeding to lower
minimums.
Approval to operate at specific airports will be obtained from the airport manager, ATC, and the
FCC (approval to operate the active MMW radars) by the SVPO. Presentations will be made to each of
the airport managers in the Van Nuys operating area by a team consisting of the SVPO, the Test Director.
and a local FAA representative. Approvals for operations to more distant airports. will be sought after
sufficient experience has been gained to instill confidence that operations to low minimums are possible.
As the prime contractor, TRW will have the primary responsibility for the safe operation of the
G-I aircraft. Efforts to insure that the tests are carried out safely consist of the development of a Safety
Plan, and the presentation of the program to a Flight Readiness Review Board. This board will consist
of expert advisers selected from NASA, industry, and the FAA. TRW will consider the advice of this
board, as well as from Raleigh Jet. Midcoast, and the SVSTD team in making the final decision to conduct

flying operations.
Operational areas of responsibility are detailed in Figure 1.
IV.

TECHNICAL APPROACH

The testing shall be conducted according to the tet matrices and schedule presented in Section
V. The sequence of wsting Is based on a combination of sasfying the pdodties outlined in Section 11,
and the development of an experience base upon which to base a decision to con
testing to lower
miniaums.
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1.

Shakedown Flights (3S Ghz MMW and FUR)

Shakedown flights will be conducted in visual flight rules (VFR) conditions (1000 overcast and
3 miles visibility). These flights will be conducted with one evaluation pilot, and the objective is to insure
that the sensors and data acquisition system are working well enough to begin collecting data. A list of
squawks will be generated during each shakedown flight, and the action to be taken to resolve each item
on this list will be assigned during the debrief In addition, the operational procedures developed in the
simulator will be refined, and if necessary revised, during the shakedown flight. This will include the
procedures and criteria that guide the pilot selection of sensor information (MMW or FLIR) to be

presented on the HUD.

This procedure will depend strongly on the quality of the MMW and FLIR

images; Information that will not be available until actual flying is initiated.
2.

Baseline Flights (35 Ghz MMW and FUR)

Following successful completion of the shakedown Mlghs data flights wil be initiated with each
of the three pilots in visual meteorological conditions (VMC). For this project. VMC will be defined as
a ceiling of no less than 500 feet. and a visibility of no less than one statute mile. This is felt to be
adequate for safety pilot monitoring during the early stages of the program. The evaluation pilot will fly
these "baselining" flights in simulated IMC conditions to Cat II and Cat Illc minimums. Simulated IMC
flight will be accomplisned with a system of shutters mounted on the evaluation pilots windscreen. These
shutters can be adjusted so that the safety pilot can see through the right windscreen. but the evaluation
pilot cannot. Upon successful completion of the VMC flights, LS approaches will be made to values of
RVR between 3000 feet and 1800 feet (Cat I minimums). The baselining flights will include nonprecision approaches that will be flown to simulated Cat I minimums, in weather that is VFR. All nonprecision approachles will be flown using a facility with an operating IS to allow safety pilot monitoring
of glideslope tracking. Approaches will not be made that include descents below the published MDA
unless the safety pilot glideslope is on scale, and is not rapidly diverging. The feasibility of maintaining
this accuracy (using only the flight path symbol and the synthetic runway) will be determined during these
VFR baselining flights. These results will form the basis for a decision to test, (or not to test) nonprecision approaches in real weather conditions, later in the program.

Calibration flights will be made to airports with five different surfaces in VMC conditions during
the baselining flights. Such flights will be made with corner reflectors that are strategically located near
the runway to define the radar cross section. GTRI will specify the exact dimensions and locations of
thes reflectors. During later testing, additional aHbration flights will be made in low visibility
conditic.
Ground operations using the synthetic vision image on the HUD and on the head down display
(IIDD) will be tested during taxi operations associated with eah sortie. Since the evaluation pilot does
not have the tiller (for low speed steering) such operations will be confined to gentle maneuvering (with
rudder pedals) and identifying key objects in the field of view (interseCtIons, other aircraft. etc.).
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3.

Approaches to Below Minimums (35 Ghz MMW and FLU)

After at least one of the evaluation pilots has completed the baselining flights, a decision will be
made to continue to lower minimums in actual weather conditions. If this decision is affirmative, a search
will be Initiated to find conditions where the RVR is less than 1800 feet. Curent plans are to conduct
this search along the California coast to take advantage of the early morning suamns. If this is

unsuccessful, the search will be expanded to include Oregor, Washington, British Colombia, and Alaska.
Extended trips will only be made after two pilots have completed the baseline matrices. This is based on
a ground rule that low visibility approaches will not be made by any pilot that has not completed the
baseline cases, and that two evaluation pilots will be carried on all data taking sorties. Two pilots are
required to allow longer sorties (five hour nominal) to minimize the overhead associated with ferry to
and from the test sites. One trip is planned to the east coast to take advantage of extensive fog that forms
along the coast of Maine. and to conduct demon
flights In the Washington area.
If non-precision approaches are feasible (acceptable safety pilot monitoring), they will be
conducted on a non-intrusive basis with the RS approaches to low minimums. For example, if while
making approaches to low minimums, the visibility hnrases to above Cat L non-precision localizer
approaches will be initiated to fill in empty portions of the test matrix.
Ground operations using the synthetic vision image on the HUD, and on the head down display
(HDD) will be tested during taxi operations in conditions of reduced visibility. Since the evaluation pilot
does not have the tiller (for low speed steering) such operations will be confined to gentle maneuvering

(with rudder pedals) and identifying key objects in the field of view (hnteections, other aircraft, etc.).
In conditions of severely reduced visibility, the evaluation pilot will assist the safety pilot in maintaining
orientation on the airport. However, because the evaluation pilot does not have a steering tiller, taxi
operations will only be conducted in conditions where the safety pilot can see well enough to navigate on
the ground.
4.

Shakedown Flights (94 Ghz MMW)

Testing with the 35 Ghz MMW and the FLUR is scheduled for completion by the end of the third
week in AugusL One week has been allocated to Installation of the 94 0hz sensor. Shakedown flights

will be conducted in visual flight rules (VFR) conditions (000 overcast and 3 miles visbility). These
flights will be conducted with one pilot, and the objective is to insure that the sensors and data acquisition
system are working well enough to begin colecting data. A list of squawks will be gmerated during each
shakedown flight, and the action to be taken to resolve each item on this list will be assigned during the
debrief.

S.

Baseline flights (94 Ghb)

Following successful completion of the shakedown flighs, data Rights wig be initiaed with two
evaluation pilots in visual meteorological conditons (VMC). The evaluation pilots wil fly these
"beiWnW" flights in simulated IMC conditions to Cat Mand Cat Mc minimums. Upon successful
completion of the VMC flights, ILS approaches will be made to values of RVR between 3000 feet and
1800 feet (Cat I minimuns).
Calibration flights will be made to airports with five different surfaces in VMC conditions during
the baselining flights. Such flights will be made with corner reflectors that are strategically located near
6

the runway to define the radar cross section. GTRI will specify the exact dimensions and locations oi

these reflectors.
Ground operations using the synthetic vision image on the HUD and on the head down display
(HDD) will be tested during taxi operations associated with each sortie. Since the evaluation pilot does
not have the tiller (for low speed steering) such operations will be confined to gentle maneuvering (with
rudder pedals) and identifying key objects in the field of view (intersections, other aircraf, etc.).
6.

Approaches to Below Minimums (94 Ghz MMW)

After at least one evaluation pilot has completed the baselining flights, a decision will be made
on whether to continue to lower minimums in actual weather. If this decision is affirmative, a search will
be initiated to find conditions where the RVR is less than 1800 feet. Crrent plans are to conduct this
search along the California coast to take advantage of the ealy morning stratus. If this is unsuccessful,
the search will be expanded to include Oregon. Two evaluation pilots will be carried on all data taking
sorties. Two pilots ame required to allow longer sorties (five howrs nominal) to minimize the overhead
associated with ferry to and from the test sites.
7.

Demonstration Flights (All sensors).

Demonstration flights will be conducted throughout the program, depending on the test schedule
and the availability of the demonstration pilots. Only sensor data will be obtained on these flights. They
will be conducted in VFR conditions.
8.

Runway Incursions and Obstacle Identification (All Sensors).

On some runs, staged runway incursions will be accomplished to determine if the sensor is capable
of alerting the pilot to such a hazard. These will be accomplished with an automobile equipped with twoway communications capability with ground control. The safety pilot will be aware of when such
incursions will occur, and will execute a go-around if the evaluation pilot does not do so.
During non-precision approaches it will be desirable for the evaluation pilot to correctly identify
obstacles on the approach path. The evaluation pilot will be asked to identify all obstacles that he can
identify during every approach, and especially during non-precision approaches.

9.

Special Resource Requirements
Some rum will require specal resources. The colibration rims will require that the comer

reflectors be canred on the aircrft to the test site. Rum in very low visibility may require that an
additional team member be located at the test airport to observe the visibility at the approach end of the
active runway. This will only be done if the accuracy and number of - 1nissometer does not meet the
requirem- s for Cat I or Cat Ill as appropriate. It may also be necessary to assign one individual to keep
traffic away from the glideslope ante=ma during appmaches In very low visibility. This role may be

allocated to the ground controller if a control tower is in operation.
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V. TEST MATRIX
A.

Introduction

The test matrices in this section of the Test Plan are based on priorities that have been established
by the SVSTD team (see Section II) and will guide the testing throughout the program.
A schedule indicating each of the objectives of the test matrices, and the budgeted flying hours
plotted against time is given in Figure 2. The horizontal bas in Figure 2 indicate the objective to be
accomplished during each period, and include the estimated number of data runs, sorties, and flight hours
required. As the project progresses, the bars will be filled by an amount proportional to the percentage
of the test matrix that has been completed for that objective. A dashed line will be ploted to'indicate the
status of actual vs. projected flying hours. A measure of the success of Me program will be to have the
actual and projected flying hours coincide, and to have the bars filled up to the current date. The wide
shaded lines indicate an estimated maximum umount of usefWl flying bow: per month that can be
accomplished. If the dashed line (ine of actual flying hours) crosses this boundary, it is an indication that

time is running out. Such a trend toward this boundary will result in an expanded weather search. For
example it may be necessary to travel to the east coast, Iceland, or Alaska if extensive low clouds and fog
am forecast for those areas, and time is running out. The planned tradeoff is to expend flying hours to
achieve a reduced (but more interesting) matrix, rather than stay local and conduct repeat runs in the same
conditions.
Some test conditions that have been judged to be low priority have not been included explicitly
in the test matrices. For example night is only listed once, and crosswinds and offset approaches are not
listed at all It is assumed that approaches will be made during the night and d4ky depending on the
available weather, which has a much higher priority. For example, the fog rolls in along the California
coast after midnight and burns off during the morning hours. It may be necessary to test between 0200
and 0700 to obtain the desired conditions of low ceilings and reduced visibility. Crosswinds will be flown
as they occur. Similarly, angled approaches will flown only as they occur naturally during the nonprecision, no-nayvaid approach procedure.
B.

Shakedown and Baselining Flights for 35 Ghz MMW and FUR

Shakedown flighms will begin after the aircraft reaches Raleigh Jet and has completed ground
testing of the HUD, Data Acquisition System. and Weather Pod as detailed in Section VI of this Test Plan.
Ten hours of flight time have been allocated to system shakedown. This assumes that the inevitable
problems associated with any new system will occur, an that each flight will result in a squawk list that
will be resolved before initiating the next fighL Each flight will be conducted as a dry rnt of an actual

data sortie to a local airport (e.g., Pt Mubg, Vndeunerg, Snta Maria, etc.). Following each shakedown
flight, data reduction will be carried out lo refine procere obtain Initial results on system perfomance,

and identify problems. It is estimated that the shakedown flights will Involve 5 two hour sorties, 20
approaches, and approximately two calendar weeks.

The buselining flights will begin as smn as all identified problems have been stisfactorily
resolved. This will be decided by the test team, where Raleigh Jet will have the last woid on safety, and
the Test Director will provide the go-ahead related to system performance, with concurrece of the
SVSTD test team, TRW management, and the SVPO. The objective of the baselining flights will be to
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collect data in VMC conditions and in IMC conditions at or above standard Cat I ILS minimums (RVR
between 1800 and 3000 ft). The purpose of these flights will be to expose all the evaluation pilots to the
system in the real flight environment, develop confidence in the system, and to obtain sensor data in good
weather for five different airport surfaces.
All data collection sorties are planned to be 5 hours in duration, of which 4 hours will be devoted
to taking data. One hour has been allocated to ferry the aircraft to and from the test sites. The schedule

for baselining therefore requires that all runs be made at an airport no greater than 0,5 hour range from
VNY. Experience indicates that we can accomptish three approaches per hour. so that 12 approaches will
be planned for each sortie. Shorter sorties will reduce the avenrge number of approaches that can be
conducted per flight hour, so there will be an emphasis on conducting sorties that ame at least five hours
in duration. The baseline flights are expected to include 117 ILS approaches. On the basis of the above
assumptions this will require 10 sorties and 50 flight hours. In addition, 27 non-precision localizer-only
approaches, and 27 non-precision no-Nay-Aid appoaches will be flown. This will require 5 sorties and
25 flying hours. The planned schedule for these flights is shown in Figure 2. Two evaluation pilots will
be carried on all sorties, and each pilot will fly for approximately 2 hours. The baselining will be
accomplished for ILS approaches first to take advantage of reduced visibility conditions that may become
available early in the program. The test matrices for the shakedown flights, and the baselining of precision
and non-precision approaches are given in Tables I and 2.

Eighty-five total hours are estimated to complete the shakedown and baselining flights, and 30
hours of demonstrations are planned. Fifteen hours have been budgeted for non-precision approaches in
visibilities that are less than one mile, but above Cat I ILS minimums. That leaves 90 hours to find
visibilities below 1800 RVR (40 hours) add conduct approaches (50 hours). If it is obvious that the flying
hour budget will be exceeded during VMC testing. runs will be eliminated to preserve the 90 hours set
aside for low visibility operations.
Column five of Table I includes MMW calibration runs to each of the five airport surface types.
These runs will include laying out two corner reflectors per specifications developed by GTRL Since the
data is provided for radar calibration, only one pilot will fly these runs. Mthe runs will be made to insure
that the data is of sufficient quality, and is repeatable.
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Table I.

Test Matrix A - Shakedown and Baseline ILS Approaches (35 Ghz MMW and FUR)

Airport
Surface

Description

Example

Shakedown
Flights

Baseline Flights

Category
VMC
Conditions

VMC
Conditions

VMC
Conditions

IMC
Conditions

(Simulated
Cat ED

(Simulated
0/0)

(RVR
between

IOW0 and

30O0 ft)
Apt A

Asphalt and
grass

NTD,
SMX,

I pilot x 10
rims

3 pilot x 3
runs

3 pilot x 3
rims

3 pilot x 3
rins (day)

MRY,
ACV.
VNY.

(10 runs)

3 pilot x 3
rim (go
around)

3 pilot x 3
rums (FLIR
only)

3 pilot x 3
runs
(night)

3 pilot x 3

3 pilot x 3

rins (MMW
only)

runs
(FLIR

3 pilot x 3

only)

(18 rius)

runs (HDD
only)

(27 runs)

(36 rnis)
Apt B

Concrete
and grass

VBG,

I pilot x 5
rims
(5

Apt C

Grooved
asphalt and

rims)

SBA

3 pilot x 3
runs

3 pilot x 3
rims

(9 runs)

(9

1pilot x 3
rims

grass

(3 runs)
Apt D

Grooved

LAX

I pilot x 3

runs

cocrte
and grass

(3 nms)
Apt E

Grooved

SAN

I pilot x 3

runs

asphalt and
concrete

(3 nms)

I1

runs)

3 pilot x 3
runs
(9

runs)

Notes:
1.

Simulated Cat 11 approaches will be conducted by restricting the evaluations pilot's outside view
until the aircraft is within 1200 feet of the end of the runway. Simulated 0/0 will be conducted
by restricting the pilot's outside view throughout touchdown and rollout.

2.

The evaluation pilot will leave the raster on through the flare and touchdown for the simulated
Cat U and simulated 0/0 flights. He will be allowed to select raster on or off during the flare for
all other flights. if problems are encountemd with flaring with the raster on that do not allow a
safe landing. the pilot will be allowed to de-select the raster for future landings, and the problems
will be noted as being significant and limiting.

3.

Go-arounds will be briefly investigated to detennine if there are any unique problems associated
with SVS. These case will coincide with staged runway incursionm and will be presented
randomly to the pilot Such occurrences will consist of driving a vehicle onto the runway while
the test aircraft is on final approach. This will be carefully coordinated with the airport manager,
and the tower, and the vehicle being driven onto the runway will be in two-way communications
with ground control. If the pilot does not see the object on the nmway on short final, and initiate
a go-around, the safety pilot will call for a missed approach.

4.

Unless otherwise noted, the sensor displayed to the pilot will be the 35 Ghz MMW during the
approach. The pilot will be instructed to switch to FUR on short final. Some runs will be made
with only FUR or with only MMW to obtain baseline data.

5.

Pilots will fly approaches to actual Cat I minimums only after flying approaches to simulated Cat
II minimums in VMC conditions. For this program visual meteorological conditions will be
considered as an overcast of no less than 500 feet and a visibility no less than I mile.

6.

Corner reflectors will be placed near the runway for three approaches to one airport in each of the
rwe categories, A through E above. This will be accomplished during the shakedown flights, and
the baseline flights under simulated Cat II conditions, The reflectors will be strategically placed

by GTRI. or by using detailed instructions from GTRI.
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Table 2.

Test Matrix B - Baseline Non-Precision Approaches (35 Ghz and FUR)

Description of Approach

Localizer (no glideslope
information on evaluation
pilots displays)

Simulated Cat I in conditions
greater than 1000 overcast and
visibility greater than 3 miles

Simulated Cat IlIb in
conditions greater than 1000
overcast and visibility greater
than 3 miles

3 pilots x 3 runs

3 pilots x 3 runs
3 pilots x 3 runs
(FLIR)

(9 runs)

(18
Localizer up to 4 km, then no
navigation data.

3 pilots x 3 runs

(9 runs)

runs)

3 pilots x 3 runs
3 pilots x 3 runs

(FLIR)
(18 runs)

C.

Runs in Low Visibility Conditions with 35 Ghz MMW and FLIR

Of the 90 hours available for runs in low visibility conditions, it is assumed that 40 hours will
be required to ferry the aircraft to sites forecast to provide the required low visibilities. That leaves 50
hours of actual approaches in very low visibility conditions. While this amounts to a significant overhead,
it is felt that even a few successful approaches in Cat II and Cat m visibility conditions would
significantly enhance the results of the project. The 50 hours of data flying is predicted to result in 120
approaches in very low visibility conditions. A matrix of test conditions for these approaches is given in
Table 3. Most approaches will be made in fog as it is considered unlikely that the RVR will be less than
1100 feet in rain alone. RVR conditions below Cat I minimums are reasonably rare, and it is likely that
significant ferry time may be expended in trying to find these low values of visibility during the summer
months when the tests will occur. It is therefore important to realize that Table 3 represents a target for
planning purposes, and that it will probably be necessary to tradeoff ferry time to travel to a location
where the desired weather exists. Travel to remote locations will only be accomplished if we approach
the shaded regions of the Figure 2 schedule.
The process of expanding the envelope from Cat I to Cat I1, and finally Cat Ma and Cat fllb is
outlined in Section VIII.
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Table 3. Test Matrix C - [MS Approaches in Very Low Visibility Conditions (35 Ghz and FLIR)
Airport
Type

7005 RVR:S 1200

1200 < RVR < 1800

___

__

Fog
A or B

Rain

Fog

Rain

3 pilots x 3runs

3 pilots x 3 runs

3 pilots x 3runs(FLIR)

3 pilots x 3 rnms (FLIR)

3 pilots x 3 nus

3 pilots x 3 nus

3 pilots x 3 nns

(FUR)

(MMW)

(MMW)

(27 runs)

(27 nms)

3 pilots x 3.runs

(MMW)

nun)

__(27

C or D

A
__

_

B

C

3 pilots x 3 runs

3 pilots x 3 nts

3 pilots x 3 rus

3 pilots x 3runs

(9 runs)

(9 runs)

(9 runs)

I pilot x 3runs
(Calibration)
I pilot x 3runs
(Calibration)

I pilot x 3 nus
(Calibration)

D

I pilot x 3 nms
(Calibration)

Notes:
1.

Unless otherwise noted, the pilot will select the best sensor during the approach - nominally

MMW at longer ranges, and FLUR close to the Flare and landing. A notation of one type of
sensor indicates that the entire approach will be made with that sensor selected on the HUD.
2.

It will be desirable to conduct approaches to diffeemt airport sufaes in very low visibility
conditions. Surfaces A amW D tend to be the most comman (Aqspat and grass, and concrete and
grass respectively). Threfore, these am specified a the belim conAidon upon which to obtain
rims to coampam MMW and FLUR.

Rns at airport surhc

C aWd D will have a lower priorty.

Calibrition rims will be made at all aipoft surface types in low visibilty conditions, If the needed
weather can be found. This data will be used Ibr comparison with the calibrations accomplished
in Matrix A.
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3.

Once a desired visibility condition is found, the testing of different sensors will be accomplished

back to back (e.g.. a MMW run followed immediately by a FUR nin). The runs will be
conducted this way until each pilot has three runs in each condition. This sequence is not ideal
from a human factors data standpoint, but is considered essential to obtain a comparison of sensors
in identical weather conditions.
The following test matrix illustrates the plan to execute non-precision approaches in actual weather

conditions. The objective of this phase of the project is to investigate the extent to which approaches can
be performed to minimums lower than the non-precison minimum descent altitude (MDA). This will only
be done at an airport with an ILS or GCA backup to provide the safety pilot with precision glideslope
information. The feasibility of maintaining a three degree Slideslope using only HUD SVS guidance
(flight path vector and three degree reference superimposed on the touchdown zone of the runway image)
with sufficient accuracy to keep the real glideslope within 1.5 dots will be investigated during the base'
nms. If this cannot be done the following matrix will not be attempted. A second objective of the r.
precision approach task is to determine the extent to which the evaluation pilot can see obstacles (usuq,

the SVS raster display on the HUD) while descending on the final approach.
Table 4. Test Matrix D - Non Precision Approaches to Cat I Minimums (35 Ghz and FUR)
Description of Approach

Visibility below I mile and ceiling
below MDA for approach

Localizer (no glideslope information on evaluation pilot
displays)

3 pilots x 3 runs
3 pilots x 3 rnns

(FLIR)
(18 runs)
Localizer up to 4 km. then no course or glideslope

3 pilots x 3 runs

information on evaluation pilot displays. (Pilot will use
SVS image and HUD flight path symbol for course and

3 pilots x 3 runs
(FLR)

glidepath guidance). Distance information will be
displayed to the evaluation pilot, if available.

(18 runs)

This matrix will require36 runs to complete. This will be accomplished in 3 sorties and 15 hours
of flying time.
D.

Shakdowm and Baselining Flights with 94 Ghz MMW

Based on tie Figure 2 schedule, testing of the 35 0hz MMW and FUR sensors will be completed
by the end of August. At that time the 35 Ghz MMW will be removed and the 94 Ohz MMW itmalled.
One week has been allowed for Installationand gumnd checkout. The context of this tsting will be to

evaluate the 94 0hz sensor and system performane. Tests already conducted, where radar performance
is not an Issue, will not be dupliated. An abbreviated nm matrix of 50 hours will be available for testing

this sensor. Of that, 5 hours will be budgeted for shakedown, 20 hours for baselinin. 15 hours for
approaches In very low visibility, and 10 hours for demonstrations. The matrix of runs for the shakedown

and baseline flights Is given in Table 5.
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Table 5. Test Matrix E - Shakedown and Baseline ILS Approaches (94 0hz MMW)

Airport
Surface

Description

Category

Examples

Shakedown
Flights

Baseline Flights

I

VMC
Conditions

IMC
Comdition
(RVR
betwen
1800 Ud

VMC
Cw om
(Simulaed
Ole)
0)

VMC
Conditions
(Simulated
Cat

3000 ft)

ApI A

Asphalt and
glass

Apt B

Concrete
and grAss

NTD,
SMX,
MRY,
ACV,
VNY,

I pilot x 5
runs

___________

_________

Apt C

Grooved
asphalt and
grass

SBA

2 pilot x 3
runs

(6 runs)

(6 runs)

2 pilot x3
runs

2 pilot x3
runs

2 pulot x3
rums

(6 runs)

(6 runs)

(6

(5 runs)

2 pilot x 3
nms
(6 runs)

VBG,

___________

2 pilot x 3
rums

_______.__

runs)

I pilot x 3
r6ns
(3 runs)

Apt D

Grooved
concre
mid grass(
_

Apt E

_

LAX

_

___

I pilot x 3
runs
_

_

Grooved
SAN
asphalt m MWam
d

_

(3

runs)

_

_

I pilot x 3

concnete
______
_
______ ____

_

____

______
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(3

rnsu)

_

_

_

_

_

Notes:
1.

The evaluation pilot will leave the raster on through the flare and touchdown for the simulated
Cat II and simulated 0/) flights. The procedure for selecting FUR for the flare will be the same
as was used for the 35 Ghz sensor. If problems are encountered with flaring with the raster-on
that do not allow a safe landing, the pilot will be allowed to de-select the raster for future
landings. and the problems will be noted as being significant and limiting.

2.

Pilots will fly approaches to actual Cat I minimums only after flying approaches to simulated Cat
II minimums in VMC conditions. For this program visual meteorological conditions will be
considered as an overcast of no less than 500 feet and a visibility no less than I mile.

3.

Corner reflectors will be placed near the runway for three approaches to one Airport in each of the
five categories, A through E above. This will be accomplished during the shakedown flighM and
the baseline flights under simulated Cat II conditions. The reflectors will be strategically placed
by GTRI, or by using detailed instructions from GTRM.

E.

Runs in Low Visibility Conditions with 94 Ghz MMW

Fifteen hours have been budgeted for low visibility nuts with the 94 Ghz MMW. Ten of these
will consist of sorties to collect data (see Table 6), and five hours are to ferry the aircraft to the low
visibility conditions.

Table 6.

Test Matrix F - IMs Approaches in Vey Low Visibility Conditions (94 Ghz MMW)
T~ype
Airport

Type

700< RVR S 1200

Fog
A or B

1200 < RVR < 1800

_______________

_

Rain

Fog

Rain

3 pilots x 3
nuts

3 pilots x 3
luns

2 pilots x 3
runs

(9 runs)

(9 num)

(6 runs)

Notes:
1.

It will be desirable to conduct apoaches to different airport surfaces in very low visibility
conditions. Surfaces A and B tend to be the most commoa (Asphalt aid gran and amete and
pass respectively). Therefore, these are specified as the baseline condition upon which to obtain
nius to compare with the 35 Ohz MMW.

2.

Two pilots are specified because of time limitations associated with testing the 94 Ghz sensor.
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VI.

SYSTEM CHECKOUT PROCEDURES
An oudine of the system checkout procedures is given in this section. Detailed checklists for these

procedures am given in Appendix A.
A.

Before Each Flight

I.

While in Hamm
System checkout will begin 45 minutes prior to engine sart using a ground AC power cart. The

test enginee. MMW engine, and weadt

engineer will be present. Ile checkut will be initiated by

verifying that all main circuit breakers in the rear cabin am off, connecting the ground power cart, and
turning on all of the main circuit breakers. TIe following subsystems will be checked by the Test
Engineer.
I.

Video subsystem

2.
3.

Data wqusition stem
FLIR

4.

HUD

The following subsystems will be checked by the MMW Enginee.
1.
2.
3.

MMW sensor - verify image
Check video recorders
Check MMW data acquisition system

The following subsystems will be checked by the Weather Engineer.

2.

1.
2.

Check all probes and remove protective coven
Check tape recorder

3.
4.

Calibrate all probes
Verify supply paper and tape

On Iami With Left Enaine or APM Running

The Test Ege will verify ta all main circuit breakers In the rear cabin anr OFF pnor to
APU or left engine art (by a pilot or Raleigh Jet mechanc). Veaify
thathe power converters am on
after Ow APU or lef efor ne are
ing dun
tam on all main circuit breakem. The following subsystems

will be ccked by the Ten E

.inee

1o.V
veo fTV disUo
2.
Data acquisition system
3.
A - veri image after S minutes
4.

HUD - varly raster mad strke ts patterns sa calibra
selec switch
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with gey scale - check video

The following subsystems will be checked by the MMW Engineer.

1.
2.
3.

MMW sensor - verify image
Video recorders
MMW data acquisition system

The following subsystems will be checked by the Weather Engineer

B.

1.

Set breakers

2.

Verify print parameters

3.

Set time

After Each Flight

After landing and before engine shutdown, the test engineer shall insure tat all main breakers are
OFF, the AC power cart is connected, and that its power is umied ON. Upon completion. shutdown
TDI, ENI. and DA2 racks and Camera, FUR, and HUD. The MMW engineer will shutdown the EQI
and SD3 racks. The Weather Engineer will perform a calibratio of the weather acquisition system.
shutdown the OB I rack. and replace protective covers on all probes.
C.

Before First Flight

The checkout procedures to be conducted before the first flight are essentially identical to those
noted above. However, the procedure will be alited as problems are uncovered, and will be restarted
when each problem Is resolved. The system will be ready for fim flight when all of the above checkout
procedures can be successfully completed. This process is expected to require minimal trouble shooting
because all the subsystems will have been checked out on the hot-bench at TRW.
VU.

MISSION PLANNING AND PREFLIGHT COORDINATION

The tests will be conducted in accordance with the sdcedule shown in Figure 2, and the
accompanying test matrices in Section V. During the first three weeks of testing, most flying wil be done
in VMC comnition. During the remainder of the programn, the tests will be stongly, driven by the
available weather. The test director will use the following resources to determine the forecasted weather

at SVS approved airports.
a

FAA Flight service (telephone and direct usercess terminal (DUAT))

*

Univeml weather service - ftlepoMne

*

Jeppesen Weather Plan - curent and foreast weather maps on computer.

*

Military weaer service at Vandenberg
Direct telephone contact with contol tower and other appropriate ATC facilities (by prior

anmemsem).
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As the test matrices are completed, the required weather will consist of very low visibilities (Cat I1 and
less) that are expected to be difficult to forecast and find. The test director will rely on the project
meteorologist (Dr. Al Zak) to assist in checking forecasts of low visibilities in the contiguous United
States, Canada, and Alaska. During the months of July and August the test team and two evaluation pilots
will be on standby for immediate deployment to areas of forecast low visibilities. Each member of the
test team will have a pager, and the Test Director will carry a Cellular Phone to insure 24 hour access.
Personal leave (sickness, vacations, etc.) will be handled by having an backup person assigned for each
function.
Approval to operate the MMW radar at al potential test sites will be obtained.
When an airport is targetd for testing, the airport manager, control tower, and local ArC facility
will be notified of our inentiao.
If calibration runs or runway Incursion tests are to be accomplished,
these will be coordinated with the airport manager ad the tower as soon as the decision is made to test
at that airport. It may also be necessary to make special arngements to keep traffic away from the
glideslope antenna for operations in very low visibilities.
The decision to conduct a mission will be made when the following conditions are met.
The weather conditions at an approved airport ae consistent with the test objectives and
location of the test aircraft.
S

The aircraft, sensors, and data acquisition system are operational.
The SVS crew and two evaluation pilots are available.
Approval has been obtained from the airport manager.

V'/R

PROCEDURES

A.

Test Procedures
The normal procedures for each sortie are summarized as follows.

*

Complete mission plnning, Ede flight plan. and obtain necessary weather brieings (Section VII).

0

Contact a-w membeus md evaluabion pilos and advise of misio

*

Conduct mission bde one hour prio"

*

Test Engineer, Senor Enginee, and Weather Engineer conduct checkout in hanger while flight

and times.

toakoff

crew and Test Director review primary and almtn
Is also made at this dme.

mission objectives. A fial check of weather

*

Ahrcraft is oilled out of the hanger, and crew executes all required checklists.

0

Evaluation pilot completes portions of ground test matrix during taxi to active runway (as briefed).
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Aircraft is flown to the test airport by the safety pilot.
*

Execute pre-approach checklists

0

Execute approaches. Each evaluation pilot will conduct 6 approaches (about two hours).

*

Most approaches will be continued through touchdown and rollout. Depending on runway length,
weather, and ATC, the safety pilot may execute a souch-and-go. or taxi back for takeoff. Prior
coorinaon with ATC will prepare them for multiple approaches in actual weather conditions.

*

While maneuvering for the next approach, th test team will execute the proper checkists to reset
and the test director will debrief the evaluation pilot using a voice recorder.
the Isrm tat
The test director will also participate in the final checklist with the test team before executing the
next approach.

*

The test director will keep track of the weather tends at the airport of operation, and at the
alternates, if conditions indicate that a change may be required (usually due to improving
visibility). He may depend on the evaluation pilot not flying to assist in keeping track of weather.

0

After each evaluation pilot has flown for two hours (approximately 6 approaches each), the aircraft
will be flown back to the base of operations by the safety piloL The evaluation pilot may conduct
an approach to home base if so briefed.

*

The evaluation pilot will perform the required ground evaluations during taxi.

a

The test team will perform the shutdown checklist.
The test director will conduct a post-flight briefing, outlining the days results, problems that need
to be resolved, and plans for the next test.

The Detailed checklists for each crew-member are given in Appendix A. These checklists will be the
same for each approach, to the extent possible. There will be some variations to account for differences
in procedures for each type of approach.
B.

Procedures To Go Below Cat I U1S Minimums

The process of expanding the envelope from Cat I to Cot I. and finally Cat M will be
accomplished in small increments. Before contiuing to Cat IL It will i necessary to have xuccesfilly

and epuly cmpe

appmadhes to 2400 RVR. and the to 1800 RVR. Sie 1SO0 RVR equires

centerine lighting mid touchdown zone lights TD=C, It is effetively below Cat I minimums at all of

the Airports we will be operaftig at. Airports with TDZIC. Noghing wre not practical test site becaus
they ar eiter too far away. ar not In a location whea low RVRs

likely In the summer, and ted to

be very busy (e.g., LAX, SFO, SAC). There ar only 72 Type H and 39 Cat M runways in the U. S.

As Ions as the weather is above Cat I minimums, the safety pilot monitoring task Is straight
forward a he will have ILS raw data information that has been flight checkd, and he will be operating
in a well understood environment. The glideslope associated with Type I MS beams are cerified down
to 100 feet as they am considered as a part of the missed approach procedure. This means that the safety
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pilot will have accurate raw data glideslope information to at least 100 ft agl. Experience has shown that
most glideslopes are actually good down to 50 ft agl. Localizer data is usually good enough to provide
accurate touchdown and rollout guidance. The tendency of the glideslope signal to be affected by traffic
rear the antenna site is also a factor in the quality of the beam. Beam that are used for Cat U and Cat
Ill are less asseptible to such disturbances, and the areas around :1-em are marked as prohibited when Cat
II or Cat M operations are in pgremss. The FAA flight check data for all of the ILS beams at the SVSTD
test sites is being made available to the program. The decision to proceed below 2400 RVR to no less
than 1800 RVR will require the following.
Assurance that the glidesdope is valid to at least 100 feet and preferably to 50 feet.

Practice safety pilot takeovers and mised approacbes have been safely accomplished and
practiced in the Simuflight simulator. These will be initiated at the target DH (200 feet
in this case). At least one such missed approach shal be accomplished by the safety pilot

in the airplane.
The evaluation pilot has successfully completed appmaches to a 100 foot DH in simulated
IMC conditions in the G-Il aircrafL
Following successful completion of actual approaches in conditions of 180 RVR, the next step will be
to expand the envelope to Cat 11 minimums (1200 RVR and 100 foot DH). The decision to proceed below
1800 RVR to no less than 1200 RVR will require the following.
Assurance that the glidedlope is valid to at least 50 feet.
Practice safety pilot takeovers and missed approaches have been safely accomplished and
practiced in the Simuflight simulator. These will be initiated at the target DH (100 feet
in this case). At least one such missed apprach shall be accomplished by the safety pilot
in the airplane.
The evaluation pilot has successfully completed approaches to no higher than a 50 foot
DH. and preferably to flare and touchdown (Le., 0/0) in simulated IMC conditions in the

3-1U aircrak
An individual with two-way radio contact with the G-f is stationed near the runway
threshold to insure that the visibility remains at or above the target value during the
approach This will be waived If at least 2 h
are available (as requinud for

normal Cat IU).
The final saep will be to proceed to Cat Ma minimums (700 RVR and 50 ft DH). This will ogly
be accomplihhed If approaches to Cat U minimums can be completed routinely. The decision to proceed
below 1200 RVR to no less than 700 RVR will require the followin

Assurne that the glideslope is valid to at kat 50 feet.
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Practice safety pilot takeovers and missed approaches have been safely accomplished and
practiced in the Simuflight simulator. These will be initiated at the target DH (50 feet in
this case). At least one such missed approach shall be accomplished by the safety pilot
in the airplane.
The evaluation pilot has successfully completed approaches to flare and touchdown (i.e..
O/) in simulated IMC conditions in the G-l1 ainraf
An individual with two-way radio contact with the G-11 is stationed near the runway
threshold to insure that the visibility remains at or above the target value during the
approach. This wili be waived if at least 3 h-a missometers ame available (as required for
normal Cat liD.

IX.

CREW DUTIES AND COORDINATION
A detailed accounting of the activities of each crew member during each sortie is given below.

A.

Prebrief - Conducted by Test Director
I.
Objectives of this sortie
2.
Planned approaches in order - identify appropriate test cards
3.
Alternatives if weather is different than forecast or if there are instnruentation
problems.
4.
Evaluation pilot rotation during flight
5.
Review responsibilities of each crew member
6.
Review emergency procedures

B.

Crew location in aircraft
I.
Safety pilot in left seat
2.
Evaluation pilot in right seat
3.
Test director will occupy both the jump seat to observe and interact with the
evaluation pilot, and the test director station to observe data as required, and to
interact directly with the test team.

4.
5.

Test engineer at test engineerstation
MMW engineer at MMW nineer station

6.

Evaluation pilot not-flying at obsver station at rear of airat. It is intended to

7.
C.

keep the pilnot no flying hotod from de pilot commentry and ings to
maintain experimetal validity (M endent relts).
Weather analyst at obsev
sMin (only aboard for flights In IMC
conditions)

Pre-taxi - in aircraft

1.

Safety pikot and evaluatio pilot
a.
b.

Pre-taxi checklist
ATC clearance
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2.

Test Director
a.
Final check of weather before engine start (call tower at test site on
b.

3.
4.

cellular phone)

Obtain clearmce from test and sensor engineers that all systems and

sensors am functional
Test Engineer
a.
Checkout I uenaton
b.
Advise test director of status
MMW engineer
a.
Checkout MMW and recordng equipment
b.

Advise test director of status

D.

Taxi operations on SVS
I.
Safety Pilot
a.
Backwp evaluation pilot, using tiller for steering
b.
Look for obstructions
2.
Evaluation Pilot
a.
Select proper sensor (FUR or MMW) - nominally FUR during taxi
b.
Steer aizraft to extent possible with Me-brakes (will abandon this
procedure if it results in excessive wear or overheating of brakes).
3.
Test Director
a.
Note evaluation pilot comments
b.
Assist in looking for obstructions
4.
Test Engineer
a.
Monitor video
b.
Monitor recording equipment
5.
MMW Engineer
a.
Monitor image

E.

Pre-takeoff checklists (See Appendix for detailed checklists)
I.
Basic G-lI
2.
Evaluation pilot SVSTD system controls and sensors
3.
Data acquisition system

F.

Takeoff
1.
Safety Pilot
a.
Provide directional Control with tiller at low speed
b.
Monitor aircraft perform ce and takmover if necesmary
C.
Takeover at 1500 & g.
2.
Evaluation Pilot
L
Perform takeoff using SVS HUD display
b.
Take controil of aircraft at I0 ft ag&.
3.
Test Director
a.
Take notes on performane ad image (HDD)
b.
Take notes on pilot commets
4.
Tea Engineer
a.
Monitor data recording equipment
b.
Monitor image quality
24

5.

G.

Enroute

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.
H.

MMW Engineer
a.
Monitor image quality
b.
Monitor radar recording equipment

Safety pilot
a.
b.

Review appropriate approach plates
Review abort tolerances and procedues

d.
e.

Fly airplane
Look for traffic

Evaluation Pilot
a.
Review SVSTD approach plate and procedures
b.
Review questionnaire and rating scales
c.
Final checklist of SVSTD system
c.
Look for traffic
Test director
a.
Go over objectives with evaluation pilot
b.
SVSTD data system checklist
c.
Final check of weather at destination and alternates
d.
Look for traffic
Test engineer
a.
Final checks of data retrieval system
MMW engineer
a.
Final checks of sensor and data recording equipment

Transition enroute to approach
1.
Safety pilot
a.
Fly aircraft to initial condition and turn over to evaluation pilot.
b.
Monitor aircraft position, attitudes and systems.
c.
Look f-r traffic
Perform landing checkist
d.

2.

Evaluation Pilot
a.
b.

G-H landing checklist with safety pilot
Set HUD brightness and sensitivity controls for stroke and raster

c.

Final check of SVSTD apprach plate and procedures

d.

3.

Take control of aircraft at Initial conditionm usually two or three miles
outside the fina appoach fix
Test diector
a.
ist items with evaluation pilot

b.

4.

Ciemclt items With te

gie

c.
Ciecklist Items with sensor engineers)
d.
Confirm nm mimber with crew
Look for tmic
e.
Teat engineer
a.
Perform fina checklist with tst director
b.
Perform system checklist
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5.

6.

MMW sensor engineer
a.
Perform final checklist with test director
b.
Perform system checklist
Weather Analyst
a.
Insure weather pod is operational

Approach

1.

Safety pilot

a.
b.
C.
d.
d.

Coordinate with ATC
Look for traffic
Monitor raw U.S or GCA information
Monitor flight test frequency (ground personnel creating obstruction on
runway or advising of changes in RVR). This frequency may be ground
control.
Take control and initiate abort if
(I)
established raw data limits are exceeded.

(2)

there is a traffic conflict

(3)
(4)

2.

there are aircraft or data measurement system problems
there are obstructions on the runway and evaluation pilot does
not initiate an abort
(5)
required for any reason deemed necessary by safety pilot
Evaluation Pilot
L.
Fly the approach as briefed

b.
3.

4.

e.

Assist safety pilot in monitoring flight test frequency

e.

Monitor weather at test site (and alternate if necessary) Use evaluation
pilot not flying to assist with weather monitoring.

Test engineer
a.
b.

5.
6.

Event markers at appropriate time

c.
Initiate a go-around If them are any obstructions on-the runway
d.
Comments as workload and time permit
Test director
a.
Monitor approach and note all significant events
b.
Note pilot comments (voice recorder)
c.
Keep track of run numbers
d.
Look for traffic

Monitor on-line data
Monitor raster output and nome my dicrepancies to test director

C.
suue that all data tpes an ruining
d.
Monitor FUR otput
d.
Keep truck of rnm umberw
14MW smsor enginm
a.
Monitor srmor output
b.
Advise test director if performance is degraded
Weather Analyst
a.
Insure weather pod is operational
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J.

Missed Approach (Initiated by Safety Pilot) - Also takeoff pan of touch-and-go landing
1.
Safety Pilot
a.
Take over controls and fly missed approach procedure
2.
Evaluation Pilot
a.
Assist safety pilot as required
b.
Make comments related to last approach - tape reorded
3.
Test Director
a.
Take notes on evaluation pilot commentry and performance
b.
Prompt evaluation pilot as necessary
4.
Test Engineer
a.
Cho&k n number and tape status
5.
MMW sensor Sensor Engineer and Weather Analyst
a.
Standby

K.

Missed Approach (Initiated by Evaluation Pilot)
1.
Safety Pilot
a.
Monitor missed approach and takeover controls if necessary
b.
Takeover controls at 1500 feet and begin procedure to set up for next
approach
2.
Evaluation Pilot
a.
Initiate missed approach if:
(I)
Obstructions are seen on the runway
(2)
Any unsafe excursions are encountered
(3)
The SVS image is lost when It is required for continued safe flight
b.
Fly missed approach procedure to an altitude of 1500 feet
c.
After 1500 feet. turn over controls and start with commentary and ratings
3.
Test Director
a.
Take notes on evaluation pilot commentary and performance
b.
Prompt evaluation pilot as necessary

L.

Setup for next approach
1.
Safety Pilot

a.
2.
3.

Fly aircraft to initial condition

b.
Look for traffic
Evaluation Pilot
a
Continue ommentary an ratings for last approach
b.
Brief mxt approach with Test Director
Test Director
a.
Make decision on next approach - nominally continue as plamed
b.
De-bie last
Ji
rqoa with evaluation pilot

C.
d.

Brief next approach
Omeck weather Itro

4.

Test Engineer

5.

Prepare for next w oach
a.
MMW Eigineer
Monitor Image
a.
b.

Monitor data recording equipment
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6.
M..

Weather Analyst
a.
Insure weather sensor is operational

De-brief after returning to base
1.
Safety Pilot
a.
Discuss any problems noted during the flight
b.
Give peneptions of performance
2.
Evaluation Pilots
a.
Initial debrief of each evaluation pilot separately

-

ratings and

commentauy
3.

b.
Discuss remits with both evaluation pilots present
c.
Make any recommendations that seem appropriate
Test Director
a.
Go over ratings and commnexary with evaluation pilots
b.
Summarize problems that need to be resolved, and assign action items to

be completed before the next flight
4.
5.

6.

c.
Plan for next sortie
d.
Review data tapes with Test Engineer
Test Engineer
a.
Advise Test Director of any problems
b.
Outline plan for reducing aircraft performance data
MMW sensor Engineer
a.
Advise Test Director of any problems

b.
Outline plan for reducing radar data
Weather analyst
a.
b.

Advise Test Director of any problems
Outline plan for reducing weather data

X.

PILOT QUALFICATIONS AND TRAINING

A.

Pilot Qualifications

The safety pilots are experienced Gulfstream U captains and have ATP ramngs. They are
employed by Raleigh Jet. The evaluation pilots are all qualified test pilots. Two am employed by
Douglas Aircraft, one is a FAA employee, and one Is an Air Force test plioL Of these four, three will

be selected as the primay evaluators, and one will be a badnwp.
B.

Pilot Trining
All of the evaluation pilots will go trough a week of training on fteG.-1 airft at Simufiglit

In Dallas Texas. Upon completion of this InIn tedy will meet the Mdards for second in command
on he 0-11 as established by Raleigh Jet. The simlmor Is a Phase 11 device, and therefore extensive

traing Inthe aircraft is not felt to be required. tkb
bm=nng flgla will p ovide
0-1 flightt exprience
In VMC condtions, while s
t
uy Obtaining data for the project. bse training at Sknfig will
include crew coordination swpecif&caly orinad towands tdoe -il In Me contlt of the SVS procedures.
Mws Test Director will participate In thds pan of the training at Simufligtr.

Additional pilot training and

development of crew pcedures will be accomý-ied in a simulation being conducted at Douglas
Airraft This element of ahe propgm Includes a fixed base simulator (MD-I cockpit and ero model),
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the GEC HUD and symbology to be used in the G-l1. a simulation of MMW and FUR superimposed on
the HUD symbology. and a camera-model visual system. The evaluation pilots for the flight program will
all participate in the simulation tests. This will provide considerable training in the use of the HUD and
its symbology, as well as the SVS procedures.
During demonstration flights, the evaluation seat (fight seat) will be occupied by a non-trained
individual. Therefore, a Raleigh Jet pilot will occupy the jump seat for those flights.
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DEPARTMENT Of TRANSPORTATION
F9D0RAL AVIATION ADMIMISTRATION

CERTIFICATE OF WAIVER OR AUTHORIZATION
ISSM( O"

Peterson Aviation

,|

I.

7155 Valjean Avenue# Van Nuys, CA 91406-3917
This certificate is isued ft the operations speciically described herebalter. No penon shall conduct
any opertion pursur.nt to the authority of this eartificate exopt in aiotrdnuc with the standard and
Slcial provisions containdl in this certificate, gnd such other requi"cents of the Federl Aviation
Regu1ations not specifically waived by'this certificate.
OPEL&110P4 A*JTHOCIZIO
This certiflcate is issued to satisfy the test plan roquiretent of the Synthetic
Vision Technology Demonstration Project. The certificate h1*lder is authorized to
conduct straight-in approach and landing operations to Cateory Irls (RVZ 700, DR 50')
linding minimums usin$ their Culfstream, G1139, 8/N003, V65.T equipped wich and
operating head-up guidance display (BUD) and millimeter vav'4/FLZR imagery in
accordance wich the special provi•ions of this certificate.'

LIST OP WAMIYD 1GULATmCNS ly I70IMoN AND TI M-

.Federal Aviation Ragulation Part 91.175(c), (d),
IM; (c) Operation belov DR or HDA, (d) Landing,

and (g), Takeoff and Lauding Under
(C) Military Airports.

STANDARD PROVISION4S
I, A copy of the npp1lication made for thi ceortificate shall be att;achd!to and bome. a part hereof.
2. This certificate shall be presentehd for in.usection upon the request #f any authorized represtntitve
of the Administrator of the Federal .Aviation AdmnIulstrihton, or of any State or municipal offcial
chargecd with the duty of enforcing lxocal Jaw* or reuItition•.
A.The holder of this cortificate shall be responsible for the strict olsrv*nce of the terms tnd provisions
contudned herein.
4. Thij crtificate is nontranglarible.
eertntcate conmtutes waiver
ir
or thaom Federal rules or rgulations siflcaUy referred to abore. It does
not co,.•ttuts £ w.irer of any State lai" or local ordinance
nl•"-ThIs

SPECIAL PROVISIONS
Special Provision

s.

..

.1.2 to

inelusive, are set forth On the reverse aide hereof.

This ca•tificate iseffctive'from August 19. 1992
_to MYa'.30, 1993
Inclusive.
and is subject to cancellation at any time upon notico by the Adminirt nor or his authorized repretW

OtISCT:ON OF "Mat AOmi!ISTIATO*

Washington, D.C.

August 19,
IAForm

1992

7711-1 (7-741

)_nazer, All •eather Operations Branch
'

SPECIAL PROVISIONS
1. With the exception of Section 91.175(c)(d) and (g) of the
Federal Aviation Regulations (FAR), all applicable FAR must be
complied with including Section 91.319 of the FAR.
2. This certificate of waiver does not grant relief from any
limitations an set forth on the Experimental Category (CAT)
Airworthiness Certificate.
3. During flight operations in weather conditions below
CAT I instrument landing system (ILS) minimums for the approach
being conducted and when the aircraft is maneuvered by reference
to synthetic vision/head-up display (SV/HUD) technology, the
aircraft shall be operated by a three-person cockpit crew, a
pilot-in-command (PIC) who shall act as safety pilot, a secondin-command (SIC) who shall act as evaluation pilot, and a test
director who shall be stationed in the forward observer seat.
Any individual functioning as PIC shall possess an airline
transport pilot airman certificate with a G-1159 type rating, a
current PIC proficiency check in G-1159 aircraft in accordance
with Section 61.58 of the PAR, and recency of experience in the
G-1159 aircraft in accordance with Section 61.57 of the FAR. Any
individual functioning as SIC shall possess a current SIC
proficiency in G-1159 aircraft in accordance with Section 61.55
of the FAR.
All three cockpit crewmembers shall become familiar
with the SV/HUD equipment being used by utilizing all-available
training resources. Cockpit duties shall be shared by all three
crewmen as appropriate, and good cockpit resource management
practices shall be used at all times. The test director
stationed in the forward observer seat shall be either Mr. Roger
Hoh, or any of the three Peterson Aviation versonnel designated
and traLned to serve as PIC on thiU
aircraft.
Interested
individuals who are not subject pilots and who wish to observe
the operation of the SV/HUD equipment are prohibited from
occupying the PIC, SIC, or forward observers seat when conducting
flight operations in weather conditions below CAT I ILS minimums
for the approach being conducted and when the aircraft is
maneuvered by reference to SV/HUD technology.
4. Plight operations in weather conditions below CAT I ILS
minimums for the approach being conducted, and when the aircraft
is

maneuvered by reference to SV/HUD technology are limited to

the following facilities:
a.

Arcata-Eureka, CA (ACV)1 ILS RWY 32

b.

Santa Maria Public, CA (StX); ILS RWY 12

d.

Santa Barbara Municipal,

a. Vandenberg APS (VBG); ILS RWY 12 and ILS RWY 30
e.

CA (SBA);

Point Mugu NAWS (NTD); ILS RWY 21

ILS RWY 7

Formal coordination will be accomplished with the appropriate air

traffic control (ATC) facilities prior to initiating the proposed
study and conducting flight operations in weather conditions
below CAT r ILS minimums for the approach being conducted when
As
the aircraft is maneuvered by reference to SV/BUD technology.
the
a minimum, ILS critical areas must be discussed with
appropriate ATC facilities, and a copy of this waiver with
special provisions attached will be provided.
5.
Prior to initiating the proposed study, a minimum of five ILS
appzoaches must be executed at each of the approved facilities to
be used. These five approaches will be conducted from the final
approach fix through straight-in landing, roll out, and full stop
using the SV/HUD equipment to be used during the study, and will
be conducted when weather conditions are at or above published
CAT I ILS minimums for the published approach.
& anomalies
detected in the ground- or aircraft-based equipment will be
noted. Detailed information on the performance of the ground- or
aircraft-based equipment will be recorded on each of the five
approaches conducted at each facility. Any anomaly noted in the
performance of ground-based equipment that results in an
unsatisfactory flare angle,. landing, and/or rollout performance,
and/or that results in the unsatisfactory execution of a goaround will disqualify that ILS facility from this study, and
relief from Section 91.17S(c) (d) and (g) for that facility is
rescinded.
6. In addition to the five approaches required in paragraph 5
above, a minimum of two approaches must be executed at each of
the approved facilities to be used, and must include a
representative from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
acceptable to the FAA,* Technical Programs Division, AFS-400 as a
member of the cockpit crew. These two approaches may be
conducted concurrently with the five approaches required in
paragraph 5 above, and, if so, an appropriate number of highspeed simulated roll-out tests

will be conducted to meet the

requirements of paragraph S. These approaches will be conducted
when weather conditions are at or above visual flight rules (VFA)
minimums, and will be conducted from the final approach fix to a
point not sooner than 50 feet above the landing runway threshold
at which time the published missed-approach procedure will be
initiated
and not later than aircraft
touchdown.
These

approaches will be conducted in order to assess the obstacle
environment during the missed-approach procedure and will take
into account guidance from FAA Advisory Circular 120-29, Criteria
for Approving Category I and Category II Landing Minima for
FAR 121 Operators, appendix 2, paragraphs 4, 6, 7, and 8, and FAA
Order 6750.24b, TLS and Ancillary Electronic Component
Configuration and Performance Requirement. Based on his/her
evaluation, any of the approved facilities to be used during the
study may be disqualifled and relief

from PAR Section 91.175(c)

(d) and (g) for that facility will be rescinded.

If an alternate

missed-*approach procedure can be obtained from the appropriate
and it In
air traffic control facility in a letter oftheagreement,
facility
approach
evaluated by the same FAA representative,
missedall
case,
may re-qualify for the study. In this
approaches must utilize the alternate procedure.
flight
7. During the conduct of the study, while performing
for the,
miniymuxmls
CAT I ILS
operations in weather-conditions below
by
maneuvered
is
aircraft
the
when
and
approach being conducted,
reporting
RVR
zone
reference to SV/HUD technology, the touchdown
system, if available, must be used. The touchdown zone RVR
report is controlling for these operations, and the rollout
The
and/or mid RVR report provides advisory information only.
approach
an
with
proceed
to
authorized
conditions
lowest weather

past the final approach fix to the final approach segment and
If RVR
continue to straight-in landing and roll-out is RVR 700,
mile
1/8
of
visibility
prevailing
A
reporting is not available,
is required.
8. During the conduct of the study, while performing flight
operations in weather conditions below CAT I ILS minimums for the
ap roach being conducted, and when the aircraft is maneuvered by

reference to SV/HUD technology, a decision height (Dg) of
200 feet above the runway threshold elevation determined by the
barometric altimeter and an alert height (AS) of 0 feet (aircraft
touchdown) shall be utilized as follows. Before descending to a
DR of 200 feet, the PIC, with input from the other two cockpit
crewMmbers as appropriate, shall determine that all aircraft
and/or SV/HUD systems are functioning normally, and that the
aircraft is in a stabilized, approach profile in the land'ng
configuration, on course and glideslope, and at the appropriate
approach reference speed. when all the above conditions are
confirmed, and the evaluation pilot has announced "RUNWAY IMAGE,"
descent below 200 feet is authorized and a decision to land will
be announced by the PIC. At any time from DR 200 to An 0 that
any cockpit crewmember becomes aware of any malfunction of the
aircraft and/or SV/RUD systems, or if the aircraft deviates from
a stabilized, approach profile, and/or from an on-course and on
glideslope indication, and/or from the appropriate approach

reference speed, that person shall announce "GO-AROUND" and the
evaluation pilot shall initiate the appropriate missed-approach
procedure. For the purposes of this paragraph, the aircraft will
be considered in a stabilized, approach profile whent
a. The airplane is in trim so as to allow for continuation
of normal approach and landing.
The indicated airspeed and heading are satisfactory for a
b.
Airspeed must be at the appropriate
normal flare and landing.
speed, +5 -0 knots.

approach reference
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C.

The airplane is

positioned so that the cockpit is

within

and tracking so as to remain within the lateral confines of the
extended runway.
d. Deviation from glideslope does not exceed t 75 microamps
as displayed on the ILS indicator.
*. No unusual roughness or excessive attitude changes occur
after leaving the middle marker.
9. Flight operations in weather conditions below CAT I ILS
minimums for the approach being conducted when the aircraft is
maneuvered by reference to $V/HUD technology axe not authorized

when the crosswind component for the landing runway is greater
than 10 knots.

10. Runway field length requirements for flight operations in
weather conditions below CAT I ILS minimums for the approach
being condu:cted when the aircraft is maneuvered by reference to
SV/HUD technology will be increased 25 percent over field length
requirements published in the aircraft flight manual (Arm) to
If runway
execute a full stop landing on a dry or damp runway.
conditions are wet and/or if the 25 percent increase requirement
cannot be met, the appropriate ArM requirements must be met, and
flight operations are limited to weather conditions at or above
CAT I ILS minimums for the approach being conducted, Touch-and-.
go operations may be conducted using field length requirements
published in the APM.
11.
Flight operations in weather conditions below CAT I ILS
minimums for the approach being conducted when the aircraft is
maneuvered by reference to SV/BUD technology are not authorized
if any component of the CAT I ILS system is inoperative.
12. During the conduct of this study a "building block" method
will be used to advance from CAT I ILS minimums to lowering
weather minima. A minimum of three successful approaches will be
The minima
conducted before proceeding to the next lower minima.
will be reduced as follows:
a. From CAT I ILS to RVA 1,200
b. From RVI 1,200 to RVR 700
cc:

AFS-400 (AFS400-92-0435 susm
8/31/92)
APS-410
ATP-120
AWP-PSDO-01
AWP-200
ANM-160L Chip Adam
AFS4lOsRobinson:cjs:77211:8/19/92
FILE: 8405-08-15

(wp5l\aug\#pecial.pro)
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APPENDIX G

LIST OF AVAILABLE RAW DATA
FROM HONEYWELL 35 GHz RADAR

G-1

APPENDIX G

LIST OF AVAILABLE RAW DATA FROM 35 GHZ RADAR
The raw radar data list presented as Table A-1 is a complete listing of all radar data
approaches for which data were received and processed by GTRI. Specific raw-data "snapshot"
files included in this table have 10-digit names. The format of these names, from left to right, is: a
three-digit Julian day, a two-digit hour, a two-digit minute, a decimal point, and finally, a two-digit
second. All times are expressed as Greenwich mean times. Unless otherwise specified, all
snapshots are selected so as to coincide as closely as possible with the appropriate altitudes or
ranges. In all cases, altitudes are expressed in feet. The use of "n/a" denotes data unavailable due
primarily to incomplete approaches, and any empty blocks represent data that were available but
were not processed.
The "Date" is presented in month-day-year format. The notes included within the date
column are defined in the legend at the end of the list. These notes help to explain some of the
apparent inconsistencies found within the radar data altitude information. The "Sortie/Approach"
is the sortie number and approach letter for the specific entry. The use of "T" in the
"Sortie/Approach" column represents a take-off. The "Airport" column presents the official threeletter airport designation for that entry. The "Weather" is presented as either clear, fog rain, or
snow, and sometimes with the following additional designations for some clear weather
approaches: special (spc), runway intrusion (rwi), and calibration (cal).
The remaining columns present the specific radar data snapshots processed for purposes of
calculating contrast, sharpness, and variability parameters. The snapshots are designated
according to their IRIG time codes and all altitudes correspond to the blended altitude reported in
the radar data header. The 50 feet altitude image represents the nominal flare point, and the 200
feet altitude image represents the Category I decision height. The 2500 meter range image is based
on the altitude that corresponds with the 2500 meter slant range and the specific airport glide slope
(e.g. 429 feet at 3.0 degree glide slope). The pilot detection image is based on the pilot runway
call-out altitude and the corresponding range to threshold. The deviation column represents the
difference in feet between the pilot's runway call-out range to threshold and the range to threshold
for the nearest available raw-data snapshot.
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APPENDIX H.

COMPUTATION OF WEATHER-RELATED METRICS
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APPENDIX H
COMPUTATION OF WEATHER-RELATED METRICS

H.1

EXAMINATIONS OF JTD-DERIVED QUANTITIES

H.1.1

CALCULATION OF VISUAL RANGE

Visual range was calculated by JTD during the conversion of the archive data into the
profiles of average and integrated values. The formula used by JTD is a common expression for
the estimation of visual range based on several assumptions. The first assumption made is that the
particle sizes are sufficiently large, compared with the wavelength of the incident radiation, that one
can consider the backscatter coefficient of the particles to be twice the projected surface area of the
drop on a plane. A second assumption made is that there is no shadowing of one drop by another.
The basic formula used in this calculation is shown in Equation H-I below:

In (1/0.02)

(H-i)

XNi (2SAi)
where Ni are the number concentrations in each size bin, SAi is the average projected surface area
of the particles counted in the ith bin, b is the number of bins, and V is the visibility.
This formula can be derived from the basic equation relating transmissivity, T, with the
transmittance, tL, over a given path on length, L.[11 Transmittance, tL, is define" as the ratio of
the transmitted radiant flux, 00, to the incident radiant flux, 4Oi.
tL =00 PD,

(H-2)

This quantity can be also be defined using the optical extinction coefficient as
tL = e" .L,

1

C. A. Douglas and R. L. Booker, Visual Range: Concepts,Instrwnental Determination.and Aviation
Applications,NBS Monograph 159, National Bureau of Standards, 1977.

H-2

(H-3)

where ca is the extinction coefficient. Transmissivity is defined as the transmittance per unit length
in the transmission medium, and can be related to the transmissivity through the relationship,
T = tL1/L

(H-4)

The visual range, V, can then be related to the transmissivity and a defined contrast
threshold, e, using the following relation.
F f= T V

(H-5)

If one takes the logarithm of both sides of Equation H-5, substitutes the expression relating tL to T
found in Equation H-4, and then uses the identity defined in Equation H-3, one obtains the
following simple relationship between V and the extinction coefficient for a single uniform layer.
V =- ln(e) / ot = In(1 / e) / x

(H-6)

This is the basic expression used by JTD in calculating the slant visual from the drop size
distributions. In their calculations, JTD used a contrast threshold of 0.02, rather than the FAA
operational value of 0.05. This results in an overestimation of the visual range with respect to the
FAA value by a factor of 1.306 on the JTD graphs.

The extinction coefficient, o., can be derived as
b

Cc

i= I

Q Ni (704) Di2 ,

(H-7)

where Qi is the extinction coefficient for particles in the ith size bin, Ni is the number concentration
of these particles, and Di is the mean diameter within the size bin. The summation is performed
over all the size bins measured. For optical wavelengths, the extinction coefficient due to fog and
rain particles is due mainly to scattering and can be simply estimated as Qi = 2 for all size bins.
This substitution for Q leads to the simple expression used operationally by JTD, which is

(002

V -

-- (0 , 2 )

-

b

b

N3 Di2

(t / 2)
i=l

2

N1 SAi
i=l

H-3

(H-8)

In this equation, Ni represents the integrated average number concentration over the layer
between the aircraft position and the ground, and SAi is the mean surface area of the particles in
each size bin. Some questions were raised as to whether this relationship was strictly valid or only
an approximation to the correct expression for slant visual range. Equation H-8 is, in fact, a valid
re-lationship which may be used to calculate visual range.
The transmittance over the entire path, L, can be written in terms of the individual transmittances over each of the layers of depth, d,, as
exp(-aTL) = li exp(-ai di),

(H-9)

where aT represents the total path extinction coefficient, L represents the total path length, axi
represents the extinction coefficient within layer i, di represents the depth of layer i, and fi
indicates the product of the exponentials over the range of i. If the exponentials in the product are
replaced with the flux ratios defined in Equation H-2, then this yields the correct result, the ratio of
the incident to the transmitted flux.
The relation between the contrast threshold, the transmissivity, and the visual range, can
then be used, after the application of logarithms to both sides and the substitution of the
transmittance equation for the transmissivity, to produce the following relationship between visual

range V, the con-trast threshold c, the total path length L, the extinction coefficients within each
layer oj, and the depth of each layer dj:

V=(- L ne

Vmn

(H- 10)

j=-I
where n is the total number of layers.
If one substitutes an expression for the drop size dependent extinction coefficient within
each layer for aj, the equation becomes

H-4

V

-LInE
j=1

(H- 11)

i=1

where the sum over i is taken over the number of size bins, and the sum over n is taken over the
number of layers.
Since each of the layers in the profile data sets had the same depth, we can represent that
standard layer depth by "d" and remove this factor from the sums. Since Qi and Di are not
dependent on the specific layer, these factors also may be removed from the sum over the n layers
and the expression may be rewritten as

V

(4/x)L In E
dX

i=1

QiD

j=1

(H-12)

Nji)

The sum over the layers of the number concentrations in each size bin, IjNji, is the
integrated average number concentration within each size bin times the number of layers, nNi. The
removal of the factor n, the cancellation of the total path length L by the factor nd, and the
assumption that Qi = 2, yields the following final expression for the layered visual range
calculation,

V

b-Ine

,

(H-13)

i=l1

This is the same equation as was presented earlier as Equation H-8 and is the equation which was
used by JTD in deriving slant path visual range.
The relation expressed in Equation H-8 was applied by GTRI to the number concentration
values supplied by .JD for a number of runs as a final check of the JTD-provided graphs as well

H-5

as to provide tabular input for the sensor evaluation database. The computed values agreed with
the graphical presentations provided by JTD.
H.1.2 CALCULATION OF LIQUID WATER CONTENT
Four liquid water content (LWC) values were provided for each approach in the profile data
sets provided by JTD. These values were the LWC measured by the JW hot-wire sensor (JWLWC), the LWC calculated from the drop size distribution measured by the FSSP fog droplet
probe (FSSP-LWC), the LWC calculated by the alternate OAP probe (PMS2-LWC), and a
combined LWC cal-culated from an appropriate combination of data from the two drop size probes
(TOTAL-LWC).
These LWC values were compared in order to assess the consistency of the data set. This
examination revealed potential errors in the JW-LWC values. These errors are discussed in
Section H.1.2.I. The method used to compute the total LWC from the two-probe data sets was
also examined by GTRI and is discussed in Section H. 1.2.2.
H.1.2.1

Data Received from JW LWC Probe

The liquid water content values measured by the JW hot-wire device were compared to the
total LWC values determined by combining the calculated LWC values from the two PMS probes
for a number of approaches. The JW and total LWC values often differed by a factor of up to 2,
with the JW-LWC generally producing the higher liquid water content values. JTD was asked to
explain this apparent discrepancy between the two values. GTRI learned that the JW-LWC probe
was designed for operation in level, constant-speed flight. The flight paths taken for this project
were descents along a glide slope to the runway. As the JW-LWC device was judged to be
sensitir- to changes in aircraft speed and pitch, the data from this sensor must be viewed with
some caution. GTRI therefore chose to use the total LWC values obtained from combining the
data sets from the PMS probes (TOTAL-LWC) instead of the JW-LWC values. However, the
JW-LWC values could still be used to provide an "order-of-magnitude" check on the operation of
the PMS probes data sets.

H.1.2.2

Method of Determining 'Probes Liquid Water Content'

The TOTAL-LWC calculated from an appropriate combination of FSSP and OAP probe
data was used to determine the liquid water content for use in the sensor evaluation database. The
H-6

method used by JTD to determine this quantity was therefore examined to confirm that it truly
represented the liquid water content sampled.
Liquid water content can be calculated from a measured number concentration distribution
using the formula
b

LWC-X Ni p (4/3) it r 3 ,

(H-14)

i=lI

where Ni is the number concentration of particles detected in size bin i, p is the density of the
particles, and r, is the mean radius of the particles. Again, the sum is taken over all the size bins.
For measurements of rain and fog, the density can be assumed to be unity. The conversion of
units to provide a measure of LWC in grams per cubic meter leads to the introduction of a
multiplicative term of 10-12, assuming that Ni is expressed in number per cubic meter and ri is
expressed in micrometers. The final, operational expression used to calculate LWC is therefore
b

LWC =(4/3) R 1012 • Ni r13 .

(H-15)

i--I

When combining the data from the FSSP and the OAP sensors, the relative ranges of each

instrument must be accounted for in the combination. The ranges of drop sizes measured by each
sensor are listed below in Table H-1.
Table H-I. Instrumented Drop Size Ranges for JTD Probes

JTD Instrument
Code Number

Measurement
Instrument

Range

FSSP

2 to 47pm

1

OAP-20OX

10 to 310 gtm

2

OAP-200Y

3

OAP-200N

150 to 4650 pIm
70 to 2170 gm

H-7

When combining data from the FSSP with either the OAP-200Y or the OAP-200N, there is
no overlap in measured particle sizes so the LWC values calculated for each size distribution may
simply be added together. However, there is a gap in the measurement intervals covered by either
such pair of these instruments. The resultant calculated LWC may therefore be slightly lower than
the actual environmental LWC.
The combination of the FSSP and OAP-200X data sets requires a truncation of either the
FSSP or the OAP-200X distributions to avoid the overlap in their measurement ranges. JTD chose
to avoid the overlap by using the full range of the FSSP probe and truncating the data used from
the OAP-200X probe. The OAP-200X measured particles with diameters ranging from 10 to 310
gm, with a individual measurement bin size of 20 gim. The particles counted for a specific size bin
were considered to be all those particles whose diameters were within 10 gim of the mean size
channel diameter. The first two size bins in the OAP-200X data set therefore represented particles
with diameters from 10 to 30 and from 30 to 50 gim. Thus, data from these two bins were ignored
by JID, and only particles in larger size bins, with diameters from 50 to 310 4m, were added to
the LWC obtained from the FSSP data set.
. The use of the OAP-200X as a secondary probe permitted a "gap-free" characterization of
the fog and cloud droplet regime, but did not provide good measurement of rain drops. The
maximum drop size measurable with the OAP-200X probe was 310 pgm. This represents a
maximum measurable diameter of only 0.31 mm. Significant numbers of larger droplets are
typically present in rain. Therefore, the use of this probe may well underestimate LWC, and
several other derived quantities, when used in environments with significant rain.
H.1.3

CALCULATION OF Ro AND NT

The median volume radius, R0, and the total number concentration, NT, are useful
parameters which may be used to quickly characterize and compare drop size distributions. JTD
calculated these quantities in a relatively straightforward fashion. These values were only provided
graphically to GTRI and therefore had to be recalculated for use in interpreting the weather and
sensor data as well as for inclusion into the database. This recalculation was necessary since the
values could not be read with sufficient accuracy from the JTD plots.
For cases in which the OAP-200X sensor was not used, the total number concentration,
NT, was calculated by simply summing the number concentrations in all the size channels in both

H-8

the FSSP and OAP sensor data sets. The use of the OAP-200X required a small modification of
the procedure used to calculate NT, to avoid the problem of the sensor overlap. The overlap was
compensated for by not using the values in the lowest two size channels of the OAP-200X, a
correction similar to that made for the LWC.
The calculation of the median volume radius, R0 , was more involved. Half of the total
volume of the liquid water is represented by drops having radii less than R0 and half of the volume
is contained in drops having radii larger than R0 . Knowing the total volume taken up by all the
measured drops was useful, and this parameter was computed via a side calculation while
summing for NT. In this side calculation, an array was created containing the volume for all drops
counted within and below each size bin. Again, the lowest two size bins in the OAP-200X data
sets were not used.
The total volume of all drops counted in all bins was then the value of this array for the
largest drop size. This result can be expressed as

b

VT--(2/6)

i=1

[Ni
N (i dincN,

(H-16)

where
VT is the total volume,
i is the bin number,
b is the total number of size bins,
Ni is the number concentration of drops in the ith bin, and
dine is the diameter increment from bin to bin for the sensor in use.
Half of the total volume was considered the "median volume." Expressed algebraically,
this value is
VQ = VT/2

(H-17)

where
Vjj is the median volume, and
VT is the total volume.
Then, starting at the smallest size bin, one determined the bin at which the volume sum first
exceeded this median volume. That is, the following sum was carried out until the value of Vn
exceeded Vfa.

H-9

b

Vn=(r/6)X N di 3

(H- 18)

i=l1

where
Vn is the volume sum for drops in bins up to and including bin "n",
Ni is the number concentration of drops in the ith bin,
b is the total number of size bins, and
di is the mean diameter of drops measured in bin "i".
The median volume radius, R0 , then lies between this bin, which will be indicated by the
index ira, and the next smaller bin, with index im-.. To determine where, within this interval, the
true value of R0 lies, the following ratio was employed,

ratio = VMim)
V --VMi-l)
V(im-l)"

H-9
(H-19)

This is the ratio of the difference between the median volume and the lower volume sum, to
the difference between the upper and lower volume sums. This ratio is taken to be the same as the
ratio of the difference between the median volume radius and the im.l bin radius, to the difference
between the im bin radius and the im-I bin radius. The median volume radius is then expressed as

Rk = Rm-! + ratio ( Rm - Rm-1 ).

(H-20)

There are assumptions inherent in this calculation. First, one assumes that volume sums
are sufficiently linear to allow the ratio of these sums to be interpolated to determine the
intermediate value for the mean volume radius. The second assumption in this calculation is that
the radii used represent the true mean radii of the drops detected in that size bin. The difference
between the mean radii used by JTD and those recommended by the equipment manufacturer were
always less than one-half the size resolution of the probe. Thus, both of these errors should not
compound to produce an error larger than one size channel in the determination of the median
volume radius.

H.1.4 CALCULATION OF RAINFALL RATE, R R
The method used by JTD to calculate rain rate from the PMS particle probe data was
investigated, verified, and used to produce independent calculations of rain rate. The calculation of
rain rate uses the number concentrations derived from the raw populations within each size bin.

H-10

The number concentrations within each size channel are then assigned a terminal velocity and a
volume dependent on the mean size of particles detected within the channel. Calculation of the rain
rate expected from this drop size distribution is then relatively straightforward. The details of these
calculations are presented below.
The rain rate expected from the drops counted in size bin "j" is calculated as
RRj = (44n/3 ) (rj) 3 vj N(Dj),

(H-21)

where
RRj is the rain rate,
rj is the mean radius of drops in bin "'"
vj is the terminal velocity for these drops, and
N(Dj) is the number concentration of drops.
f the terminal velocity is given in units of meters per second; and the diameter (Di), given in
millimeters, is used in place of radius; and the number concentration is given in number per cubic
meter, the equation is slightly altered and multiplied by a conversion factor. The result is
RRj [mm/hr] = 6.0 * 104 (Dj)3 vj N(Dj)
(H-22)
The total rain rate, due to particles counted in all size bins, is then simply the sum over all
bins of this quantity,
n

Rtotal= 1

6.0 *10-4 (DjP3 vj N(Dj).

(H-23)

j=l

The main equation used by JTD to determine terminal velocity is an empirical fit to experimental
data provided by Sauvageot, [2], and has the form
v(D) = 965 - 1030 exp(-6D),

(H-24)

where
D is the particle diameter in gm,and
v(D) is the terminal velocity in cm s-1.

This equation has been shown to fit the measured terminal velocities of particles whose
diameters are larger than about 300 gm. For smaller particles, that is, particles from size channels
with mean diameters less than 300 microns, JTD used the formula,
2

H. Sauvageot, RadarMeteorology, Artech House, Boston, 1992.
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v(D) = -7.5 + 0.375 D,

(H-25)

were the terminal velocity, v(D), is expressed in cm sec-1 and the drop diameter, D, is expressed in
grm. This formula was based on a linear interpolatior. of the curve produced by the formula used
for large particles (H-24) when extended towards a value of zero velocity for particles of zero
diameter.
A more exact method of determining the terminal velocity at small diameters has been
outlined by Beard and Pruppacher [31. In this method, the density of the spherical dror-ets, Ps; as
well as the atmospheric variables Pm, the density of the surrounding atmosphere, and 11, the
dynamic viscosity; are used to calculate the quantity CDR 2 . Here, CD is the drag coefficient and R
is the Reynolds number. The corresponding formula is

CDR 2 = (32/3)a 3 (Ps - Pm) (Pm g / 12),

(H-26)

where a is the droplet radius and g is the gravitational acceleration.
A tabulated set of values relating CDR 2 to R, such as Table 1 of the Beard and Pruppacher
paper, can be used to determine the Reynolds number, R, by interpolation. This value is then used
in
Vx = RTI / ( 2 pma)

(H-27)

t

o determine a value for the terminal velocity, Vx.
One can then calculate some representative values of V× at temperatures and pressures
representative of those found during the flight test measurements to determine the accuracy of the
JTD approximation. For this exercise, the air was assumed to be saturated at a temperature of 100
C and a pressure of 750 mm Hg. For these assumptions, the density of moist air is 1.225 kg m- 3 ,

3

K.V.Beard and H.R. Pruppacher, "A Determination of the Terminal Velocity and Drag of Small Water Drops
by Means of a Wind Tunnel," J. Atmos. Sci., Vol. 26, 1969, pp. 1066-1072.
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or 1.225*10-3 g cm' 3 .[4] The density of pure water at 100 C is 0.99973 g cm-2 . The tabulated
value for the viscosity of air at 100 C is 0 .17 7 *10 -4 g cm-I s-1. [5]
Calculations were performed over the range of 0 to 500 microns in order to compare the
JTD approximation with the more exact treatment of Beard and Pruppacher. A graph comparing
these results is reproduced below as Figure H-1.
Based on this figure, the JTD linear interpolation is found to slightly overestimate terminal
velocities at diameters below 150 microns and slightly underestimate velocities for diameters above
150 microns. While the agreement between these two curves is not exact, two factors lead to the
conclusion that the simple interpolation scheme is quite adequate for the purposes of estimating rain
rates. First, the total liquid water contained in these drops is small as the volume is proportional to
the third power of the diameter. Second, the velocities themselves are small and therefore the
effects of an error in the terminal velocities are also proportionally small.

4

R. C Weast, ed., CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, 67th Edition, CRC Press, Inc., Boca Raton,

Florida, 1986.
5

F. A. Berry, Jr., E. Bollay, and N. R. Beers, Handbook of Meteorology, McGraw-Hill, New York, 1945, Table
52, p. 44.
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H.2

CALCULATIONS

OF BACKSCATTER

AND ATTENUATION

VALUES

FROM PMS PROBE DATA
Using the drop size data collected from the PMS probes, one can calculate both the
expected radar backscatter and attenuation from the spectra observed. These calculations are based
on the scattering theory of small dielectric spheres formulated initially by Mie[6] as outlined by van
de Hulst[7]. Independent scattering theory is used, which assumes that each sphere scatters the
incident radiation independently of all other spheres along the path between the radar and the scene.
This assumption allows the scattered intensities to be simply summed with one another without
regard to the relative phase of the scattered radiation. This assumption is reasonable when the
mean distance between particles is greater than 3 particle diameters, an assumption easily made in
most of the meteorological conditions experienced in these tests.[8]
A single particle will reduce the intensity of the incident beam of electromagnetic radiation
by both scattering and absorbing that radiation. The scattering cross section, Csa, is defined as the
area, perpendicular to the direction of the incident beam, which would intercept an amount of
energy equal to the total amount of energy scattered in all directions by the particle. The amount of
energy absorbed by the particle can, in a similar fashion, be related to an absorption cross section,
Cabs. Finally, the amount of energy removed from the beam may be related to an extinction cross
section, Cext. The conservation of energy requires that the energy removed from the incident beam
equal the energy scattered and absorbed. This leads to the following relation between the
extinction, scattering, and absorption cross sections
Cext = Csca + Cabs.

(H-28)

The extinction efficiency, Qext, is the ratio of the extinction cross section, Cext to the
geometric cross section of the particle. The general form of the extinction of radiation as a function
of distance traveled can be expressed as
I' = I0 e-otd,

(H-29)

6

G. Mie, "Beitrage zur Optik trilber Medien, speziell kolloidaler Metallosungen," Annals of Physics, Vol. 25,

7

H. C. van de Hulst, Light Scattering by Small Particles,Wiley, New York, 1957.

8

H.C. van de Hulst, Light Scattering by Small Particles,Wiley, New York, 1957.

1908, pp. 377-445.
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where
I' is the attenuated intensity,
I0 is the incident intensity,

a is the extinction coefficient, and
d is the distance over which the radiation has traveled.
Independent scattering theory assumes that the extinction coefficient per unit length may be
expressed as

at = n r 2 N(r) Qext(r),

(H-30)

where
r is the radius of the drop,
N(r) is the number density of drops of radius r, and

Qext(r) is the extinction efficiency for these drops.
The attenuation, in dB per unit length, is derived from Equation H-28 by applying ten times the
logarithm to the base ten of both sides. That is
10 loglo (I'/ 10) = 10 loglo (e-ad),

(H-31)

which may be rewritten as,

Att(dB) = 10=

logude)

4.343I-a).

(H-32)

Substitution of Equation H-30 for a in terms of the extinction coefficient and use of the
drop diameter in place of radius, permits this expression to be written as
Att(dB)

=

-4.343 [ (nD 2/4) N(D) Qext(D) I d.

(H-33)

If N(D) is expressed in number per cubic meter and D is expressed in centimeters squared, the
attenuation in dB per kilometer for each size class is found to be
Att(dB/km) = -0.4343 (nD2/4) N(D) Qext(D).
(H-34)
The total attenuation is then the sum of this quantity over all size classes, that is, the sum over all
values of "D."
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The computation of backscatter can be developed using the same general equations. The
radar backscatter of a single particle can be expressed, using scattering efficiencies similar to those
defined in the paragraphs above, as

o=4 n r2

(H-35)

where
a is the backscattering cross section,
r is the radius of the particle, and
Sr and Si are the backscattered and incident power flux densities respectively.
The form of Equation H-35 leads to the definition of a backscatter efficiency, Qb as the
ratio of Si to Sr. If the backscatter from a large ensemble of particles is assumed to simply be the
sum of the backscatter from each particle within the active volume, V; then the total area normalized
backscatter, Tl, usually referred to as the radar reflectivity, may be written as
P

Q-)

Cr.(H-36)

where p is the number of particles.
Substitution from Equation H-35 and use of the backscatter efficiency, Qb allows this
relation to be rewritten as
Ti =

ID [xD 2 N(D) Qb(D)],

(H-37)

where the summation is taken over all diameters. The term relating to the total volume has been
absorbed into the quantity N(D), which can be seen to be the number density of particles detected
of mean diameter, D. The units of this quantity are usually expressed as m2 m- 3 for ground-based
scatterers and in cm-l for meteorological targets.
The essential terms, in order to compute the attenuation and the backscatter, are therefore
the attenuation and backscatter efficiencies, Qext and Qb, respectively. These efficiencies can be
calculated using Mie theory. The details of the Mie theory are described in other references.[9] A

9

H. C.

van de Huist, Light Scattering by Small Particles.Wiley, New York, 1957.
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FORTRAN computer program was used by GTRI which, using Mie theory, calculated the
attenuation and back-scatter efficiencies for spherical particles from input parameters of drop
refractive indices, medium refractive indices, radiation wavelength, and drop size. The program
calculated the Mie coefficients and efficiencies using the method outlined in Bohren and
Huffman.[1 0J In this method, the numbers of terms required in generating the Bessel function
series are determined to obtain convergence without instability. The results from this code have
been compared to and agree with a NCAR Technical Note, authored by Warren J. Wiscombe and
1
entitled "Mie Scattering Calculations."["I
Both the drop size and radar wavelengths to be used in this case are well established. The
refractive indices of water, however, are dependent on the temperature of the drops. Several researchers have calculated tables of these indices for various wavelengths and temperatures.
Estimates of the attenuation and backscatter are easily calculated using interpolated values from
these tables.
For more exact comparisons of the actual sensor performance to expected performance,
GTRI calculated refractive indices at the specific temperatures occurring during the tests. An
explanation of the methods used in these calculations is presented in the next section.
H.2.1 COMPUTATION OF TEMPERATURE DEPENDENT REFRACTIVE INDICES
Ray[12] has defined a method of calculating the refractive indices of water at any desired
temperature. In this method, the dielectric constant, E', and the loss, E", are calculated as a
function of temperature using extensions to the Deybe theory. Under this latter theory, the
dielectric constant and loss are calculated as functions of the high-frequency dielectric constant, Ex,
the static constant, es, the frequency of the radiation, X, the relaxation frequency, Xs, the

frequency-independent conductivity, a, and the spread parameter, a.
E'=Ex +( ((s - Ex)[l+ (;Ls/X)t-a sin(=/ 2)] )/
(0 + 20,s / X)l - sin(alc / 2) + ()Ls /I )2(l-a) )

(H-38a)

10 C. F. Bohren and D. R. Huffman, Absorption and Scattering of Light by Small Particles,Wiley, New York,
1983, p. 479.
11 W. J. Wiscombe, "Mie Scattering Calculations," NCAR Tech. Note, NCARITN-140+STR, June 1979.
12 Peter S. Ray, "Broadband Complex Refractive Indices of Ice and Water," Appl. Opt., Vol. 11, No. 8, August
1972, pp. 1836-1844.
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E= x+ [ (Es - ex)(Xs / X)I -Ocos(wr / 2)]I
sin(=r / 2) + (Xs I/X) 2 (l-c)
[I + 2(.s XI -a)I+ (A./(18.8496 x 1010)

(H-38b)

Here, only the frequency-independent conductivity is treated as temperature-independent,
and is assigned a value of o = 12.5664 x 108. The temperature dependence of the other
parameters in these equations is expressed as
es = 78.54 [1.0 - 4.579 x 10-3 (T-25.0) + 1.19 x 10-5
X (T -25.0)2 - 2.8 x 10-8 (T-25.0)Y I

(H-39a)

Ex = 5.27137 + 0.21647 T- 0.00131198 T 2

(H-39b)

cc = -16.8129 / (T + 273) + 0.0609265

(H-39c)

s = 0.00033836 exp[ 2513.98 / (T+ 273)
where T is the temperature in degrees C.

(H-39d)

The dielectric constant and the loss can then be used to calculate the real and imaginary
com-ponents of the complex index of refraction using the following relationships:
nr 2 - (1/2) (L ± (e' 2 + F,, 2 ) 1
ni2 (1/2) (-F' + (F,2 + -,2) Q2

(H-40)

(H-41)

For each frequency of interest, these calculations were performed at one-degree temperature
increments to produce tables of temperature-dependent refractive indices which could then be used
in the calculations of attenuation and backscatter. These temperature-dependent indices were
verified against prior published results taken at larger temperature intervals.[13] Plots of the
refractive indices at 35 and 95 GHz as functions of temperature are shown below in Figures H-2
and H-3, respectively.

13 S. M. Kupa and E. A. Brown, "Near-Millimeter Wave Technology Base Study," Vol. 1, Harry Diamonds
Laboratories, HDL-SR-79-8, November 1979.
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H.2.2 TEMPERATURE-DEPENDENT ATTENUATION CALCULATIONS
The formulas developed in the previous sections were applied to the drop size distributions
provided by JTD to calculate attenuation factors. These attenuation factors were then incorporated
into the weather data spreadsheet for use as performance evaluation parameters. In order to ease
the burden of the calculations, a number of simplifications were made. The simplifications
involved the use of a single set of refractive indices for all layers within an approach, and the use
of the integrated profile average drop size distributions instead of using individual profile layer
distributions. The method used to calculate attenuation values in this manner is described in
Section H.2.2. 1.
Two sample data sets, one representing a large temperature gradient in a heavy fog and the
second representing a heavy rainfall event were used to evaluate the effects of the simplifying
assumptions on the calculated attenuation values. Attenuations values for each layer were
computed using the temperatures and the drop-size distributions within that layer. These
attenuations were then combined, and the combined layer-by-layer attenuations were compared to
the integrated profile attenuation values. These calculations are detailed in Section H.2.2.2.
H.2.2.1

Attenuations Calculated from Integrated Drop Size Distributions

The general set of attenuation values included in the weather data spreadsheet was
calculated from the integrated drop size distributions. These drop-size distributions were averaged
number concentrations taken over the profile layers which included and lay below the aircraft. One
can show, in a manner similar to that used to examine the visual range calculations in Section
H.1.1, that the use of the integrated values is valid provided the scattering coefficients are
independent of the individual profile layers.
The attenuation along the entire path from the aircraft, through the intervening layers, to the
ground may be written as
A(dB) = -4.343 a L
where
A is the attenuation is dB,
a is the attenuation coefficient, and
L is the distance over which the radiation travels.

H-22

(H-42)

This may be expressed in terms of the number concentrations and scattering coefficients within
each layer traversed by the energy as
n

A = -4.343 Y1 )•

i•!

N(D) QeXt. ID) d j,

(H-43)

j=

where
D is the diameter of the drop,
n is the total number of layers,
Nj(D) is the number concentration of drops of size D in the jth layer,
Qextj(D) is the extinction coefficient for drop of size D in the jth layer,
dj is the thickness of the jth layer, and
the right-hand summation is taken over all drop-size diameters.
The integrated number concentrations can be written as
E NJ(D)

R(D) =

n

'(H-4)

which may be rewritten as

I_

Nj(D) = n N()(H-45)

j=1

If the assumption is made that the scattering coefficients are layer independent and if each layer is
the same depth, we may rewrite Equation H-43 as

A=-4.343 E

iiD
D4 Nj(D) Qext(Dk,

(H-46)

j=1

where Qext(D) and d are now independent of the layer index.
The summations over layer j, and drop size D, may now be interchanged and the factors
Qext(D) and d may be brought out of the layer sum to yield

H-23

A=-4.343 --d FD

QextD)

D2

N)D ].-47)

If a final substitution is made for the sum of Nj(D) in terms of the integrated number concentration
N(D), and the total path length, L, is used, the form of the equation used to evaluate the integrated
attenuation factors is
A = -4.343 IL L
H.2.2.2

D2 QeCXLD) N(D).

(H-48)

Temperature Dependent Level by Level Attenuation Calculations

Several approaches during the course of the flight test., where observed to contain
substantial temperature gradients. The method of calculating attenuations outlined in Section
H.2.2.1, however, assumes that the scattering coefficients are independent of height. Two test
cases were evaluated to determine the magnitude of error caused by this assumption. The first test
case involved a steep temperature gradient during a heavy fog event, in which the temperature
varied 7 degrees over a height of 2220 meters. The second test case involved a less dramatic
temperature gradient, only 3 degrees over 3600 meters, but took place during a heavy rain event
when attenuations were expected to be substantial. Attenuations calculated using the integrated
number concentrations were compared with attenuations calculated by using Equation H-43
evaluated at each level and using scattering coefficients appropriate for the temperature found in
those individual layers. The results of this comparison are tabulated in Table H-2 below.
Within Table H-2, the reported attenuation values were computed based on Equation H-48
and the integrated number concentrations. The reported average denotes the average attenuation
computed for all data snapshots from all approaches in sortie I on 8/28 (top) and in sortie 1 on
9/25 (bottom). The reported maximum is the maximum computed value from each set. The
average and maximum percent differences were computed based on a case-by-case comparison of
the attenuation values computed via the two different methods. Data for each of the two probes are
presented.
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Table H-2. Comparison of Attenuation Values Computed by
Two Different Methods
Attenuation (dB/km)

Percent Difference

Date

Weather

Probe

Averag

Maximum

Average

Maximum

08/28

Fog

09/25

Rain

FSSP
OAP
FSSP

0.199
0,046
0.035

0.447
0.128
0.155

0.004
0.005
0.0018

0.02
0.03
0.023

OAP

2.56

7.05

0.0035

0.025

One can see from Table H-2 that there was very little difference between the attenuations
calculated using the temperature-dependent layer-by-layer method and those calculated using the
integrated values. The maximum difference found in the calculated attenuation between a layer and
the ground using the two methods was only 0.02 percent. The average difference found between
attenuations calculated by the two different methods was an order of magnitude less than this. On
the basis of these results, one can reasonably use the attenuation calculation method based on the
integrated number concentrations for all but the most demanding analysis efforts.

H.2.3

BACKSCATTER

CALCULATED

FROM

INTEGRATED

DROP SIZE

DISTRIBUTIONS

Backscatter from the fog and rain droplets may be calculated using similar formulae as were
developed previously in Section H.2. The formula for backscatter from an individual layer is
B=

DN(D)Qbck(D),

(H-49)

where
B is the backscatter from the layer in m2 per cubic meter,
N(D) is the number concentration within the layer, and
Qbck(D) is the backscatter coefficient for a drop of size D within the layer.
The summation is taken over all drop-sizes, D. The backscatter from a series of layers, each of
depth d, may be calculated by simply averaging the backscatter from the individual layers if
independent scattering is assumed. This yield the expression
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B -Y

dj=1

FD [Nj(D) Qbk, 413)],

(H-50)

where
Nj(D) and Qbckk(D) now depend on both the drop size and the layer in which they lie, and
L denotes the number of layers.
Again, the assumption that the Qbck values are independent of layer yields a much simpler equation
which can use the integrated drop size distributions

B=I -9(D)Y_• r.QbcD)].
H.2.4 TEMPERATURE

(H-5 1)

DEPENDENT LEVEL BY LEVEL BACKSCATTER

CALCULATIONS

The same test cases used to evaluate the effects of temperature gradients and high rain rates
on the attenuation calculations in Section H.2.2.2 were used to evaluate the relative accuracy of the
simplified backscatter calculation. Backscatter calculations were performed at each level along the
profiles with Equation H-50, using individual layer number concentrations and temperatures; and
then repeated with Equation H-51, using the integrated values for temperature and number
concentration. The results of this comparison are provided in Table H-3 below.
Table H-3.

Comparison of Volumetric Reflectivity (backscatter) Values
Computed by Two Different Methods
Backscatter
Maximum

Average

(dB)

(linear)

Percent Difference
Average
Maximum
(linear)
(linear)

Date

PMS Probe

Average
(dB)

08/28

FSSP

-107

-102

-106

0.003

0.019

09/25

OAP
FSSP

-94
-111

-88
-107

-94
-110

0.004
0.002

0.017
0.021

OAP

-44

-36

-41

0.003

0.018

Within Table H-3, the reported backscatter values were computed based on Equation H-51
and use of the integrated values for temperature and number concentration. The average (dB)
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denotes the average backscatter computed in log-space for all data snapshots from all approaches in
sortie I on 8/28 (top) and all approaches in sortie 1 on 9/25 (bottom). The reported maximum is
the maximum backscatter computed for all of the snapshots. The reported average (linear)
represents the average backscatter computed via a linear (not dB) averaging operation. The
reported average (dB) was computed based on an average of logarithmic values. The average and
maximum percent differences were computed based on a case-by-case comparison of the
backscatter values computed via the two different methods.
Again, little difference can be found in the backscatter values produced using the simplified
equation and those computed more rigorously. The average difference between the backscatter
values calculated using the two methods was less than or equal to 0.004 percent. The maximum
difference between the two methods was less or equal to 0.021 percent. Thus, the simplified
analysis based on Equation H-51 and using the integrated values for temperature and number
concentration is certainly accurate enough for this application.
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APPENDIX I
DATA ACQUISITION TRANSFER CURVE DATA

Figures I-1 through 1-11 plot the measured and calculated data acquisition
system transfer function for selected gain/bias settings. The calculated functions are
based on the original Honeywell equations describing the video amplifier transfer
function (Equations 4.4.2-1 through 4.4.2-3 of Volume 3). Figures 1-12 through 1-22
plot the same measured data as before, but the corresponding calculated values are
generated based on the modified video amplifier transfer function developed by GTRI
(Equations 4.4.2-5 through 4.4.2-7 of Volume 3).
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APPENDIX J

ANTENNA DATA
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APPENDIX K
PILOT RATINGS AND PERFORMANCE DATA SUMMARY

The pilot ratings and performance data are summarized for all of the flight test
evaluations in Table K-1. Table K-2 illustrates the calculations used to estimate the
range where the pilots called "runway image". The last two columns are of the most
interest as they represent the best estimate of the range from the aircraft position to the
runway threshold when the pilot called "runway image". The distance was calculated
by noting the runway image callout altitude above the runway and dividing by the
tangent of the flight path angle from the aircraft to the glideslope transmitter. One
thousand feet was subtracted to account for the fact that the glideslope transmitter is
located that far from the threshold. The angle from the aircraft to the glideslope
intercept point was estimated by noting the glideslope error when the runway image
call was made and adding that value to the glideslope angle (three degrees in all
cases). Hence:
Raw

k.

•.•

1000

un('rvy.)
When available, DME data was used to calculate the runway image call range based
on DME. That is shown in the worksheet as column 9. Note that this is a less accurate
approximation as the DME only displays in 0.10 nm increments (608 feet) and is
inherently noisy. It is calculated primarily as a check on the above estimate.
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Table K-2. Runway Image Callout Range and Altitude
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APPENDIX L

PLOTS OF CLEAR WEATHER CONTRAST
FOR
REGIONS OF INTEREST (ROI)
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Plot of Contrast Versus Range to Region of Interest for Clear Weather at
Carlsbad on August 18, 1992 (Approaches IG-II)
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APPENDIX M

SYNTHETIC VISION TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION
35 GHz RADOME TEST

M-1

TEST RATIONALE AND METHODOLOGY
Subcontractor Norton Company manufactured a special radome for the SVSTD Gulfstream
II test aircraft with optimum performance at the 35 GHz operating frequency of the Honeywell

candidate radar sensor. Mounted below the existing X-band weather radar in the aircraft nose, the
SVSTD radar sensor antenna radiates through the lower hemisphere of the radome. Ka-band linear
polarization transmission efficiency measurements performed by Norton on a flat-panel sample
correlated well with modeled efficiency curves at angles off perpendicular of 00, 300, and 450. The

radome material is designed for minimum variations in transmission efficiency at 35.3 GHz over
angles of 00 to 60* from the perpendicular. However, the completed radome structure had not been

tested with the candidate radar system. The radome operational differences introduced in the
SVSTD flight test configuration compared to the lab test configuration were 1) completed radome
vs. flat-panel sample, 2) circular polarization vs. linear, 3) wide-aperture Honeywell antenna vs.
standard gain horn, and 4) far-field vs. near-field measurements.
At the request of the FAA and TRW, GTRI performed a ground test of the Norton radome
on the test aircraft at the Midcoast Aviation facility in St. Louis to verify the radome transmission
efficiency. The Honeywell radar sensor, operating in the tower test mode, along with a radar
reflector, served as the test instruments to perform this evaluation. With the radar antenna in
"stare" mode, the radar reflector was placed in the beam at a far-field distance, and the reflector's
received signal level was measured on an oscilloscope. Special considerations were made to
reduce the effects of ground-bounce multipath on the reflector measurements.
The measurements were made first with the radome in place, and then repeated with the
radome removed. The received power levels were compared to determine two-way transmission
loss through the radome, using received power transfer curves developed during the tower tests.
Since the installed antenna has a normal look-down angle of 2.50 or more, the antenna was tilted up
to place the main beam on the reflector target. Tilting was accomplished by adjusting the antenna
elevation mechanical tilt. The alternative tilting method of jacking the aircraft from the nose wheel
was determined to not be practical. Calculation of the absolute received power or RCS was not
required, since the measurement is based on a difference in received power levels.

M-2

TEST CONDUCTION
The ra.ome measurements were performed on 26-27 May 1992 at the Midcoast Aircraft
facility, St. Louis Downtown Parks Airport, Cahokia, Illinois. GTRI provided a radar reflector to
serve as the test target, and a Polaroid oscilloscope camera to record the oscilloscope display.
Midcoast Aircraft provided a portable oscilloscope, a stand for the radar reflector, assistance for
reflector placement, and aircraft positioning. Radome removal and installation, plus radar antenna
adjustments, were also performed by Midcoast Aircraft. Honeywell personnel operated the radar
sensor system and controlled the radar antenna modes. Raleigh Jet and TRW personnel operated
the aircraft auxiliary power unit and flight test electronics systems during the ground radome
testing.
The Gulfstream II test aircraft was positioned at the edge of the paved ramp area
overlooking the two parallel runways and surrounding grass areas. The radar antenna was tilted to
place the elevation beam on the horizon. The 18.5 dBsm segmented-cylindrical-corner (SCC)
radar reflector was installed on a short wooden ladder, and located in the grass adjacent to a
taxiway at a range of 1065 m (3483 ft.), as shown in Figure M-1. A sighting aid was used to
point the reflector directly towards the aircrafi. The Honeywell radar antenna scanner was placed
in the "stare" mode with an azimuth look angle of approximately 50 left of aircraft center-line. The
narrow antenna azimuth beam was "steered" onto the target by moving the aircraft nose wheel
sideward with a tow vehicle to maximize the reflector's radar return.
Figure M-2 is a block diagram of the measurement equipment setup. Radar receiver
logarithmic video from the front panel test port was monitored on oscilloscope channel 1 with 50ohm termination, and external triggering was from the PRF pulse. The reflector's received power
level was measured by the return pulse amplitude, and the range was determined by the 7.1 pts
return pulse delay from the transmit pulse. Oscilloscope photographs were made with no delay at
settings of 0.2 V and I ps/div. (Figures M-3a & M-3c) and with delayed sweep at 0.1 V and 100
ns/div. (Figures M-3b & M-3d) for detailing the return pulse.
The reflector return level was measured on 26 May 1992 with the radome installed. The
radome was removed the morning of 27 May 1992, and the measurement repeated. The aircraft
was repositioned left and right to verify the antenna beam was centered on the reflector. Digital
data "frames" were recorded with the Honeywell data acquisition system (DAS) as backup to the
oscilloscope data. The radome was replaced early afternoon on 27 May 1992, and the reflector

M-3

return signal was measured for a third time. After testing, the reflector was removed from its

location.
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Oscilloscope Photographs of Range Display

M-6

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The measured two-way attenuation through the radome was 1 dB, with an estimated
measurement error of -I dB to +2 dB. The following paragraphs cover the analysis methods used
and possible sources of measurement error. The radome attenuation measurements were made
under time and budget constraints, and with the available test support equipment. Test methods
were chosen to make the most accurate RF measurements within these constraints. These
measurements would have detected a large two-way attenuation value of 4 dB or more, but lack the
necessary precision to resolve among low values of attenuation.
The Honeywell radar receiver uses a 160 MHz second intermediate frequency (IF)
amplifier with logarithmic detector circuit. The video output voltage is proportional to the log of
the received power over a 60 dB dynamic range. Video output saturation occurs between 1.5 V
and 2.0 V, depending on the termination resistance. During the tower tests, the receiver RF-to-

video transfer function was characterized using a CW signal injection method. The receiver
transfer curve data are shown in Figure M-4. Saturation for the first four attenuator settings was
due to A/D converter clipping, and not the log video saturating. A/D full-scale voltage (255
counts) was 1.0 V. The gain sensitivity between the 40 dB and 20 dB attenuator settings
(equivalent to -75 dBm and -55 dBm received power) was 249 minus 130 counts divided by 20
dB, or 6 counts/dB. If 255 counts is 1 V (full-scale), then 6 counts equals 24 mV. The reflector
return pulse peak amplitude value was 660 mV with the radome installed, and 680 mV with the
radome removed. The 20 mV video signal difference was equal to a received power difference of
IdB.

A review of the possible measurement error sources finds antenna pointing errors and radar
amplitude instability to be the major contributors. The Honeywell radar "stare" mode directs the
antenna beam to approximately -50 azimuth. The stare mode was implemented in the design only
for diagnostics and tower testing, so fine azimuth positioning was not included. Moving the

reflector became the preferred method for centering the reflector in the antenna beam, but this
option was not available. Reliable radio communication could not be established from the reflector
location to the aircraft. The option of moving the aircraft precisely to direct the beam would have
introduced measurement error, since the two-way 3 dB antenna azimuth beamwidth is only 0.50.
The oscillo-scope photographs reveal a radar problem that caused the return pulse from a single
target, such as the reflector, to be split into two small pulses. Instead of being measured from a
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Radar Receiver Transfer Curve

single wide pulse, the amplitude values were made from two smaller, less stable, return pulses.
The radar problem was subsequently diagnosed, and was repaired prior to flight testing.
Other possible measurement error sources include multipath to the reflector, antenna
elevation poi.i.ting, manual tuning of the radar local oscillator, and radar receiver calibration. The
measuremen area included a small rise in the terrain covered with deep grass between the radar and
the reflector, that minimized any multipath ground bounce. When the installed reflector was
rocked over a wide arc, no significant return amplitude fluctuation was detected, thus indicating
multipath effects were minimal. The 1065 m target range is definitely in the far-field of either the
antenna or the reflector. For the reflector measurements, the radar antenna tilt was elevated by 30
from the normal 60 position to the indicated 90 position. The normal 2.50 look-down angle was,
therefor, changed to a 0.50 look-up angle. This adjustment was sufficient to properly place the
relatively-wide elevation beam on the reflector. The elevation change does mean that the radar was
operating more through the "nose" of the radome, rather than through the lower hemisphere, but
the 3° difference in tilt should have a small effect.

Manual tuning of the radar local oscillator was necessary during these measurements. The
repeatability of manual tuning is considered very good, using the built-in tuning indicator. A new
receiver/transmitter (R/T) unit was constructed by Honeywell for the flight tests. The receiver
transfer curve in Figure 4 was made using the previous Honeywell R/T unit. The radar's second
IF section, including logarithmic detector and amplifier, are common to both system
configurations. Tower test measurements were made the same day with both configurations, so
calibration traceability is maintained. Although there may be a difference in the absolute sensitivity
with the two RIT units, the delta received power calibration values are unchanged. Radar receiver
calibration differences will, therefore, not affect the accuracy of the radome attenuation
measurements.

